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HIGHLIGHTS

AMOUNT OF SPACF: Thrr( .re an ectimAtrd 116 million !Irt ascignlhle sqn.re fret (NASF) of
science/engineering (S/E) research space at the nation's rzsearrh-performing institutions in 1990. Seventy
percent of this space is located at the 100 largest resear ,h performing institutions, which account for 84 percent
of total academic research expenditures. Over 85 percent of 1990 research space is concentrated in 5
disciplines: the biological (22 percent), agricultural (18 percent), and medical (17 percent) sciences,
engineering (15 percent), and the physical sciences (14 percent). There were no statistically significant changes
from 1988 to 1990 either in the overall amount of academic research space or in the distribution of this space
among institution types or S/E disciplines.

NEW CONSTRUCTION: Institutions reportod new construction projects totalling about $4.5 billion over the
1986-89 period. About $2.0 billion was reported for projects initiated in 1986-87 and $2.5 billion in 1988-89.
When completed, these projects will prAuce over 20 million NASF of new research space. Much of the new
construction is replacing outdated or inadequate space rather than enlarging the total amount of research space.
Institutions plan substantial construction activity in 1990-91. Almost $3.5 billion in new projects are planned to
begin during the coming two years, roughly the same amount as had been projected for the two years following
the prior survry (1988-89).

DEFERRED CONSTRUCTION: For every dollar of new facilities construction planned for 19(.X)-91, an
estimated additional $3.11 iii needed construction spending will he deferred, up from a $2.48 deferral rate at the
time of the 1988 sarvey. The current (1900) level of deferred construction is estimated to be $8.0 billion, up 38
percent from $5.8 billion in 1988

REPA1R/RENOVATION. Expenditures for facilities repair and renovation (R/R) increased from $840 million
in 1986-87 to $1.04 billion in 1988-89, in contrast to projections that had envisioned decreased spending. The
total space affected by these repairs, however, decreased somewhat, resulting in higher average unit costs than
had been anticipated.

DEFERRED REPA1R/RENOVATION. Based on costs of reported R/R projects, it is estimated that about
$4 25 in needed R/R is being deferred for every $1.00 in R/R that is planned for 1990-91, up from a $3.60
deferral rate in P)88. The total amount of deferred R/R will rise to more than $4.0 billion by the end of 1991, a
-11,-percent increase from the level found in the P)88 survey.

AVERACE UNIT COSTS. The awrage unit cost of new construction grew from $207/square foot in 1986-87 to
$231/square foot in 1988-89, costs arr estimated at $3H /square foot for 1990-91 projects. This represents a 50-
percent increase over the 1986-91 period. Compara'de unit costs for R/R activities nearly douHed during that
time, growing from VC/square foot in 1986-87 to an estimated $111/squaie foot in 1990-91.

ADEQUACY OF AMOUNT OF SPACE: In each of the 5 largest S/E fields, 40 to 60 percent of the institutions
that perform research , the discipline report needs for more research space. However, in most fields and
institution tt pLs, the need for increased irriounts of ,:search space does m)t appear to have grown from 1988 to

CONDITION OF SPACE: The proportion of R&D space reported by institutions to be in need of limited or
major repair or renovation was 39 percent both in )88 and 1990. There was a modest increase from 1988 tc
1990 in the proportion oLpace assess :d as being "suitable COr use in the most highly developed and scientificall,
sophisticated research in its field" (up from 24 to 26 percent of total).

SOURCES OF FUNDS: In both 1986-87 and 1,88-89, public institutions acquired about half of their funding
for new construction projects fiorn state/loral governments, while private institutions depended mainly on
private donations. Both public and private institutions depended primarily upon institutional funding for R/R
projects. Other major sources of funding included debt financing and private donations. The total institutional
debt incurred from projects initiated in 1988-89 is expected to be about $1.4 billion.

IIRCUs: While historically black colleges and universities (FIBCUs) reported a 30-percent overall increase in
the total amount of research space available in 1990, thcy continued to account for about 1 percent of total
academic research space.
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FOREWORD

The environment in which acajemic research is conducted is bec3rniug more complex, and the fmancial
resources t!Aat support research are being spread more thinly as more programs compete for the available

support.

The cost of supporting research has risen substantially. This cost includes the research facilities -the bricks,
mortar, and support systems--that house the research enterprise. The status of these facilitiw :n terms of
amount and sufficiency car impact the quantity and quality of the research and education that is performed in
the academic setting. In order to renew, expand, or establish new research capacity, academic research facilities
must be present in adequate amounts and must be of suitable quality to allow science and engineering research
and education at the highest levels of excellence.

This report, the third in a biennial series, provides a comprehensive picture of the current situation and recent
trends conccrning the availability, cost, and condition of research space, as well as capital spending and sources
of support for research facilities. It is designed to provide important information to the Congress, the
Administration, and others involved with the U.S. science and engineering research enterprise.

Erich Bloch
Director
National Science Foundation
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DATA CONSIDERATIONS

This report provides dr on the amount,
condition, and sources of fundinE, for
repair/renovation and new construction of
research and development (R&D) facilities in
science and engineering disciplines for all
research-performing academic institutions. To
&fine research and development in this survey,
the definition of "organized research," as
specified in OMB Circular A-21, was used.
Organized research includes research and
development activities of an institution that are
separately budgeted and accounted for,
including sponsored research and university
research. "Sponsored research means all
research and development activities that are
sponsored by Federal and non-Federal agencies
and organizations...University research means
all research and development activities that are
separately budgeted by the institution under an
internal application ef institutional funds." The
definition excludes departmental rcsearch that
is not separately budgeted and accounted for,
as that is classified as part of the instruction
function in OMB Circular A-21.

R&D facilities refers to the physical plant
(bricks and mortar) in which research activifies
take place, including building infrastructure,
fixed equipment, and non-fixed equipment
costing over $1 million. The definition excludes
instrumentation, Le., movable equipment
costing Icss than $1 million. Facilities that have
been designated as academically administered
Federally Funded Research and Development
Centers (FFRDCs) are excluded.

R&D space includes tl e net assignable square
footage (NASF) of space in research facilities
where organized R&D activities take Flace.
Multipurpose space such as offices is prorated
te reflect the proportion of use devoted to
crganized research.

"Repair/renovation" and "new constructiod
capital projects are limited to projects with
estimated total costs at completion of $100,000
or more for R&D related space. Costs include
both structural costs and the cost of the
associated infrastructure such as utilities, data
communications, ctc. For multipurpose space,
institutions prorated the cost to reflect the
proportion of R&D space involved in the
project.

The survey data on new and deferred
construction, new and deferred repair/
renovation, and the condition and adequacy of
ex :. ting research facilities are based on both
quantit a t ive an d qualitative assessme nts
provided by academic research institutions.
Although some of these data are by their very
rature subjective, thcy do capture an overall
picture of the current status of facilities.
However, this report does not, nor was it
intended to, assess the impact of facilities on
the quality of research being conducted at
academic institutions.

This report provides nafional estimates tor all
research-performing academic institutions. A
stratified probability sample of 253 institutions
was selected with probability proportional to
siie, as measured by total science/engineering
R&D expenditures. The survey universe
includes approximately 525 institutions.
Estimates are provided by type of institution
(doctorate, non-doctorate, largest 100 R&D
performers, and historically black colleges and
universities) and control (public versus private).
The sample was not drawn in a manner that
will allow generation of geographic, i.e., state
or regional level, estimates.

The institutional response rate to the survey
was 94 percent for all academic institutions and
90 percent or greater for all institution types.
The overall item nonresponse rate was less
than 1 percent.

The findings in this report are based on a
sample and are therefore subject to sampling
variability. Estimated standard errors for 1988
and 1990 selected statistics and the difference
between the years are shown in Table A-2 in
the Technical Notes.

Data followup for the 1990 study included
cross-year review, which was intended to verify
inconsistencies between the current year and
1988. Where appropriate, 1988 data were
revised in ccnsultation with insfitutional
respondents. For this reason, the 1988 totals
shown in this report may differ slightly from
those in the 1988 final report. References to
1988 data should be restricted to this
document.

v 7
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In order to sustain a strong academic research
capability and to enable the expansion of the
nation's research capacity, the facilities that house
the research enterprise must be maintained and
replenished. The size, condition, and adequacy of
these research facilities impact on the quantity and
quality of the research conducted at our nation's
universities and colleges. In recognition of the
need for objective and systematic information on
the status of academic research facilities, Congress
directed the National Science Foundation (NSF), in
the Authorization Act (Pl. 99-159, section 108):

...to design, establish, and maintain a
data collection and analysis capability...
for the purpose of identifying and
assessing the research facilities needs of
universities and colleges... The
Foundation, in conjunction with other
appropriate Federal agencies, shall
conduct the necessary surveys every 2
years and report the results to the
Congre s s.

This report is the third in this biennial series, due
to Congress in September 1990. It is based on
NSF's 1990 Survey of Scientific and Engineering
Research Facilities at Universities and Colleges.
This is the second full-scale study involving
research space by science/engineering field and
type of in-titution.

The survey data on new and deferred construction,
new and deferred repair/ renovation, and the
condition and adequacy of existing research
facilities are based on both quantitative and
qualitative assessments provided by academic
research institutions. Although some of these data
are by their s,cry nature subjective, they do capture
an overall picture of the current status of facilities.
However, this report does not, nor was it intended
to, assess the impact of facilities on the quality of
research .)cing conducted at academic institutions.

Amount, Condition, and
Adequacy of Research Space

Amount of Research Space

There are an estimated 116 million net

assignable square feet (NASF) of research
space available at the nation's research-
performing institutions in 1990. There was

very little overall change from 198R to 1990,
either in the total amount of space assigned
to science and engineering (S/E) disciplines
or in the total amount of space used for
organized research.

As in 1988, the 100 largest R&D performers
accounted for the majority of all academic
R&D space in 1990 (70 percent); they
accounted for 84 percent of total R&D
expenditures.

More than 85 percent of the current
academic research space is concentrated in
five S/E fields; the biological (22 percent),
agricultural (18 percent), and medical (17
percent) sciences, engineering (15 percent)
and physical sciences (14 percent).

Of a total 276 million net assignable square feet of
space in science and engineering fields at American
universities and colleges, 116 million square feet
(about 40 percent) is allocated to research.' This is
not appreciably different from the amount of R&D
space reported in 1988. The vast majority of the
research space was located in doctorate-granting
institutions (96 percent). Three-fourths of all
academic research space was in public institutions,
somewhat higher than the share of total R&D
spending (65 percent) that occurs in these
institutions.

Seventy percent of this R&D space (81.7 million
NASF) is housed in the 100 largest research-
performing institutions, based on total R&D
spending in science and engineering fields (Chart
1)

2 They have a mean of 800,000 square feet of
research space per institution. Other doctorate-
granting institutions account for 25 percent of total
R&D space, with an institutional mean of 150,000
square feet. Non-doctorate granting institutions
continue to account for less than 5 percent of all
academic research space (5.2 million NASF), with
an average of 22,000 square feet per institution.

'All
estimates of research space are based on net assignable

square feet (NASF) assigned to organized research See

Appendix pages A-6 and C-2 for definitions

2The "largest 100 R&D performers" (based on total research
expenditures in science and engmeenng) were selected as an
analytical groupmg because they represent significant
proportions of R&D expenditures (83 percent) and space (70
percent) They are also referred to as the "top 100 research
institutions" throughout this report

xiii 1 3



Chart 1
Distribution of space assigned to science/engineering (S/E) disciplines

by institution type: 1990

All assigned S/E space
(276 million square feet)

R&D space
(116 million square feet)

III Top 100 R&D Ezzl Other doctorate-granting = Non-doctorate-granting

Souite National Science Fotmdation, SRS

Adequacy of the Current Amount of
Research Space

In each of the five largest S/E disciplines,
40 to 60 percent of the institutions that
perform research in the discipline reported
need for more research space.

In most fields and in most institution types,
however, the reported need for increased
amounts of research space does ngl appear
to have grown from 1988 to 1990.

In each of the major S/E disciplines, upwards of 40
percent of the institutions that perform research in
the discipline reported in the 1990 survey that they
need mom research space. Reports of inadequate
amounts of research sp..... were most prevalent
among medical schools (for both biological and
medical sciences), and such reports were more
widespread in 1990 than in 1988. in most
disciplines, however, the need for more research
space does not appear to have grown since 1988.
By discipline, ratings of "generally adequate" or
better in relation to the amount of space ranged
from a low of 48 percent of institutions with
programs in medical sciences to a high of 68
percent of those with programs in psychology. In a
few fields (e.g., the physical sciences and
engineering), the number of schools reporting a
need for more space has declined slightly since the
1988 survey.

xiv

Condition of Current Research Space

The proportion of total R&D space that
institutions reported to be in need of limked
or major repair/renovation in 1990 was 39
percent, the same percentage as reported in
1988 (Chart 2).

Chart 2
Institution-assessed qualky/condition of academic

research facilities: 1990

(base = 11.3 million sq. ft.)

= Suitable for sae in most sophisticated research
E223 Effective for most uses
INN Needs limited repair/renovation
EZZ) Needs major repairkenovation

Scram Nanavol Same Poomimeca. Mt

At the other end of the quality/condition
spectrum, there may have been a slight
overall increase in the amount of space that
institutions reported as being suitable for

1 4



Chart 3
Total spending for corstruction and repair/renovation of

academic research facilities by discipline: 198649

Enghteering

Physical sciences

Environmental sciences

Mathematics

Computer science

Agricultural sciences

Biological sciences

Medical sciences

Psychology

Social sciences

Other sciences, n.e.c.

IIIFacilities construction

EaFacilities
repsir/renovation

503

Source. National Science Foundation, SRS

the "most highly developed and scientifically
sophisticated research"; the estimates
increased from 24 percent of R&D space in
1988 to 26 percent in 1990. In absolute
terms, the total amount of research space
rated in this category rose about 12 percent.
Absolute increases were seen across almost
all institution types and all S/E fields.

Institutions in the top 100 reported a larger
proportion of their research space as
"suitable for the most highly developed
research" (27 percent) than was found at
other doctorate (24 percent) or non-
doctorate institution% (19 percent).

Capital Projects To Maintain, Improve,
or Expand Research Space

Institutions spent a total of $6.4 billion for
construction and repair/renovation of S/E
research facilities over the four-year period
1986-89. This estimate excludes all
construction, repair, or renovation projects
that cost less than $100,000.

Dollars in millions

New facilities construction accounted for
over 70 percent of these capital project
expenditures ($4.5 billion).

These capital projects were heavily
concentrated in four disciplines, the
medical, biological, and physical sciences
and engineering, which collectively
accounted for 80 percent of all construction
expenditures and 87 percent of all
repair/renovation expenditures (Chart 3).

Construction of New Research Facilities

Institutions reported groundbreaking for
new construction projects totalling about
$4.5 billion over the 1986-89 period. About
$2.0 billion was reported for projects begun
in 1986-87 and $2.5 billion in 1988-89.

When completed, these projects will

produce over 20 million square feet of new
R&D space.

The actual construction activity in 1988-89
as reported in the 1990 survey was not as
extensive as institutions had planned for

xv
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Chart 4
Total expenditures and unit costs for recent and planned czpital projects: 1486-91

$4 -

$3 -

$2 1
$2

$1 $0 84
st 04

$0.96

$3 5

1986-87 1988-89 1990-91
(F.12n)

Total expenditures

Source National Science Founeation. SRS

c!4*;

1988-89 as reported on thc 1988 survey.
The shortfall was greatcr for level of
expenditures (27 percent less than planned)
than for amount of space (10 percent less
than planned). Approximately $1.0 billion
in planned new construction for 1988-89 did
not take place, mainly due to funding
constraints.

The unit cost (the average cost c .1. square
foot) of the R&D components of the
construction projects actually undertaken in
1988-89 ($231/square foot) was 12 percent
higher than the average unit cost of the
projccts initiated in 1986-137 ($207/square
foot). Costs are estimated to rise an
additional 35 percent for 1990-91 projects,
to $311/square foot (Chart 4).

Although high levels of construction activity
occurred over the 1986-89 period,
comparable increases were not seen either
in *.he total amount of R&D space or in the
proportion of top quality R&D spac This
suggests that much of the new construction
is used to replace obsolete or inadequate

$400

$300

$20C

s100

1986-87 1988-89 1996-91

$207

--sr New construction
Repair/renovation

$231

$311

(Plan)

Unit costs

fad-titles rather than to increase institutions'
total amounts of researth space.

Spending for new construction in 1990-91 is
projected by institutions to grow by over 40
percent, to a total of almost $3.5 billion.

About 43 percznt of all academic research
institutions broke ground for new R&D related
construction projects in 1988-89, up from 37
percent in 1986-87.3 Construction activity was most
prevalent among the largest 100 research
performers, 71 percent of which initiated projects
in 1988-89. New construction begun during 1988-
89 will produce a total of 10.6 million NASF of new

3
All data on construction and repair/renovation projects are
based on the institutions' fiscal years in which the projects
were, or will be, initiated. For simplicity, references to the
pcnods in which construction or repair/renovation begins
omit the notation TY*, it is understood that all such datcs
rcfcr to the institutions' fiscal years



research space when completed.4 This represents a
7-percent increase in research NASF when
compared to projects initiated in 1986-87, but falls
short of the 11.8 million NASF that had been
planned as reported by institutions on the 1988
survey. Costs for the 1988-89 projects totalled $2.5
billion, considerably less than the $3.4 billion that
had been projected two years earlier. Inability to
obtain sufficient funding was the principal reason
given by respondents for postponing or scaling back
planned construction projects.

Institutions projected in the 1990 survey that they
plan to spend approximately $3.5 billion on new
construction projects in 1990-91. This represents a
40-percent increase in expenditures over the 1988-
89 level for construction of 11.2 million NASF of
new research space, the equivalent of 10 rrcent of
existing research space.

The rising construction expenditures can be
attributed to two factors: (1) the steady annual
growth in the amount of research space under
construction, and (2) the rapid growth in the unit
cost of research space. Costs per square foot for
new construction grew from $207/square foot in
1986-87 to $231/square foot in 1988-89; costs are
estimated at $311/square foot for 1990-91 projects
(, art 4).5

Institutions have consistently reported that
construction costs are driven not only by the need
for more research space, but by the need for
upgrading the quality of the space. Costs are
driven by Federal, state, and local government
safety and regulatory requirements as well as by the
need for high-tech facilities. Institutions repeatedly
mentioned the need to upgrade aniir al care
facilities, toxic and hazardous waste storage and
disposal facilities, and telecommunication

4This does not riecessanly imply a direct increase in the total
amount of space available for research purposes, as much of
this new space will be used to replace other aging or
inadequate space, or space that will be converted to other
uses.

5It should be noted that these unit costs are presented as
analytic constructs only, and are used to make descriptive
comparisons. They should not be construed to represent
actual unit costs for any specific construction project, but are
useful in tracking broad cost trends over time. Unit costs for
capital projects are highly variable, depending on the specific
requrtements of the particular project and on S/E field and
geographic region of the country.

ca: abilities as contributing to rising construction
costs. Geographic and local differences in

regulatory and safety codes--e.g., seismic safety
codes--often result in regional average unit costs
that are markedly higher than those seen
elsewhere.

Repair/Renovation of Existing Research
Facilities

Spending for facilities repair/renovation
grew from $840 million in 1986-87 to $1.04
billion in 1988-89, in contrast to institution
projections that had envisioned decreased
spending (Chart 4).

The total space affected by these repairs,
however, decreased somewhat, resulting in
higher average unit costs for the R/R
projects actually undertaken in 1988-89 than
had been projected two years earlier--
$91/square foot versus $80/square foot.

Expenditures for R/R activities in 1988-89 were
higher than projected by institutions in the 198R
survey--$1.04 billion versus a projection of S7A
million. The total space affected by these rcpairs
increased somewhat, from 9.4 million NASF to 11.5
million NASF. This suggests that institutions may
underestimate the extent to which future R/R
projects are needed in response to technical,
regulatory, or emergency requirements.

Similar to the 1988 survey, institutions report that
plans for R/R in 1990-91 - ill decline by 9 percent
over 1988 ) levels. Unit costs for R/R activities,
however, are projected to increase substantially.

Deferred Capital Projects

An estimated $15.6 billion would be
miuired to address institutions' currently
rcportcd needs for additional research space
and for repair/renovation of existing
research space. Since institutions plan to
spend a total of $3.6 billion for research-
related capital projects in 1990-91, this
leaves an estimated $12.0 billion backlog of
needed but unfunded capital projects (Chart
5).
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Chart 5
Trends in deferral of needed research facilities capital projects! 1985 to 1990

Type of capital project

Now construction

Sur vey year
1988 1990

(Dollars in billions)

Needed at time of survey $8.1 $;0.6
Planned for two years following the survey - $2.3 - $2.6

Deferred $5.8 $8.0

Ropair/rer,ovation
Needed at time of survey $3.5 $5.0
Planned for two years following the sun, ey - $0.8 - $1.0

Deferred $2.8 $4.0

Capital projects, total
Needed at time of survey $11.6 $15.6
Planned for two years following the survey

- $3.0 - $3.6

Deferred $8.6 $12.0

For those institutions that reported they deed adchuona

Sourx National Science Foundation, SRS

arch space lad plan new construction projects

The current $12 billion level of deferred
capital projects represents a 40-percent
increase over the level found in 1988 ($8.6
billion).

a As in 1988, about two-thirds of the current
capital project backlog is in the area of
deferred construction ($8 billion of $12
billion).

Deferred New Construction

If all institutions were able to construct
additional research space in the S/E
disciplines that report an inadequate current
amount of space, at the same average cost
as for the construction projects that are
being planned for 1990-91, the estimated
total would be $10.6 billion. Of this, $2.6
billion of needed expansion is being planned
for 1990-91; the rest, $8.0 billion, is being
deferred into the indefmite future.

The current level of deferred construction
($8 tillion) is 38 percent above the level
found in 1988 ($5.8 billion).

IIMI.

The current overall level of deferred
construction means that, for every dollar of
planned new construction in 1990-91, $3.11
of needed construction will be deferred (up
from $2.48 in 1988).

Although the numbers of institutions reporting
inadequate amounts of research space did not
change much from 1988 to 1990 in most S/E
disciplines, actual and planned construction costs
have increased significantly. Consequently, the
estimated cost of addressing unmet needs for
facilities expansion has also increased, and this is
reflected in the deferred construction figures given
above.

Deferred RepairA:enovation

Institutions have consistently expressed concern
over the backlog of needed repair and renovation
activities for research facilities.

In the 1988 survey, the anticipated deferred
R/R in 1988-89 (i.e., the difference between
the projected total cost of all needed Ft/ft
and the anticipated cost of all planned R/R)
was $2.78 billion. According tc 1990 survey
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Chart 6
Relative sources of funds for research facilities capital projects begun in 1986-89

2%

Private instittv'ons
($2.1 billion)

Source National Science Founit.uon, SRS

Public institutions
($4.2 billion)

data, the amount of deferred R/R will rise
to more than $4.0 billion by the end of 1991.

The amount of R&D space needing R/R is
slightly larger in 1990 than it was in 1988.
Also, the anticipated unit cost of R /R for
1990-91 is higher than it was two years ago
for 1988-89 ($111/square foot versus
S91/square foot).

The amount of R/R now planned for 1990-91 is
lower than was planned in 1988 for 1988-89 (8.6
million NASF versus 9.4 million NASF). The
result is that the estimated cost of the backlog--the
R/R that will be deferred in 1990-91--has risen to
$4.06 billion. Thus, if all research space needing
R/R in 1990 (39 percent of existing research space)
were to receive it, at the same cost per square foot
as was found in institutions actually planning such
projects, the cost would be $5.0 billion, roughly 5
times the amount institutions plan to spend.
Therefore, it is estimated that institutions will defer
about $4.25 in needed R/R for every $1.00 that will
be spent.

NM Federal government
CI State/local government

Private donations
= Institutional funds
rza Debt fmancing
2251 Other sources

Sources of Funds

Similar to the fmdings in the 1988 study,
major source:: of funds for new construction
projects in 1988-89 came primarily from
three sources: state/local governments,
private donations, and debt financing.
Public institutions acquired nearly half of
their funding from state/local governments,
while private institutions depended mainly
on private donations (Chart 6).

Both public and private institutions
depended primarily upon institutional
funding for R/R projects.

The Federal government provided a
comparatively small share of total direct
funding for both new construction and R/R
projects in 1988-89, about 14 and 6 percent,
respectively.6 Still, in absolute terms,
Federal funds for new construction of
researcn facilities more than doubled over

6This report includes data on the lira costs of construction
and repair/renovation and the sources of funds for these
direct costs. No attempt was made to quantify future jab=
cost pressures resulting from current or planned projects.
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Chart 7
Sources of funds for research facility

capital projects begun in 1986-87 and in 1988-89 by control of institution*

Public institutions
=I Private institutions

86-87 88-89

Fedeval
government

86-87 88-89 85-87 88-89

State/local Institutional
government funds

Sources of funds

86-87 88-89

Pri.'lte
donations

86-87 88-89

Debt/other

Data 11) lude expected total project costs of R&D cornponerns of new construction and repairkenovation projects begun m the
specified two-yeru period&

Source National S,aence Foundauon, SRS

the 1986-89 period. The increase was seen
mainly at public institutions (Chart 7).

Private institutions' use of tax-exempt bonds
and other debt financing for ncw
construction p-ojects doubled from S124
million in 1986-87 to $254 million in 1988-
89. Much of this increase ($87 million)
involved non-tax-exempt debt.

The increasing use of taxable bonds and
other debt may be related to the fact that, of
the 30 private institutions that are among
the 100 largest research performers in the
nation, nearly two-thirds had reached the
$150 million statutory limit on tax-exempt
bonds in 1990.

Private institutions expended $738 million for new
construction projects in 1988-89 while public
institutions invested $1.7 billion. Substantially
different patterns of funding support were
reported.

Private institutions depended mainly on private
donations (36 percent) and debt financing (34
percent) to support ncw construction in 1988-89.
This funding pattern is consistent with findings for
1986-87 projects with two exceptions: institutional

funding dropped somewhat, and thc usc of debt
financing other than tax-exempt bonds grew from
less than 1 percent in 1986-87 to 12 perc--! in
1988-89.

Public institutions, in contrast to private
institutions, acquired almost half of all ncw
construction funding from state/local governments.
The Federal government provided the second
largest portion in 1988-89, growing from a 3-
percent share in 1986-87 to 16 percent. Only 9
percent of construction costs were secured rn

debt finaacing.

Expenditures for repair/renovation of research
facilities for both private and public institutions
totalled $1 billion in 1988-89. Both types of
institutions obtained Civ`...f half of their R/R funding
from institutional funds. The second largest source
for private schools was debt financing (24 percent),
while public institutions depended more upon
state/local governments (33 percent). The Federal
share of costs for R/R activity, 6 percent, doubled
in absolute tcrms over 1986-87 levels, with most of
the increase going to private institutions.

Private institutions reported that they plan to float
$350 million in tax-exempt bonds for new
construction projects in 1990-91, more than twice

xx
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the value of bonds issued during 1988-89. For
private institutions only, recent legislation has
placed a $150 million limit on outstanding tax-
exempt bonds. Among tha 30 private institutions in
the top 100, 16 had reached the cap by 1988; 19, by
1990; and another 3 expect to do so in the next two
years.

Research Facilities at Historically Black
Colleges and Udiversities

While historically black colleges and
universities (HBCUs) reported a 30-percent
overall increase in the total amount of
research space available in 1990, they
continued to account for just over 1 percent
of total research space for all academic
research institutions.

In 1988-89, HBCUs obtained about
80 percent of their research facilities
construction and R/R funding from either
Federal or state/local government sources,
similar to levels reported fcr 1986-87
projects.

Historically black colleges and universities reported
high levels of research facility construction activity
over the 1986-89 period, resulting in a 30-percent
overall increase in the total amount of research
space available in 1990. The 1.4 million NASF
used for research represents just over 1 percent of
total NASF for all academic institutions, similar to
the HBCU share of total academic R&D spending.
These proporiions have not changed significantly
since the 1988 survey.

HBCUs obtained more than 80 percent of total
research facilities funding from government
sources. The Federal government accounted for 53
percent of total funding over the 1986-89 period,
while state/local government sources provided 29
percent.

Facility cowlition ratings were generally more
positive for HBCUs than were seen in most other
institution categories. However, the proportion of
R&D space rated as being "suitable for the most
highly developed and scientifically sophisticated
research" declined somewhat, from 36 percent in
1988 to 31 percent in 1990. The amount of space
requiring limited or major R/R remained constant
r.t 25 percent.

..1111.1.1M1

Methodology

The Survey of Scientific and Engineering Research
Facilities at Universities and Colleges is conducted
every two years. The first full-scale baseline study
was conducted in 1988 and a report was submitted
to Congress in September of that year. The 1990
study was conducted during the fall and winter of
1989-90 with a report due to Congress in
September 1990.

Prior to the 1988 survey, NSF developed the
research facilities survey questionnaire in
cooperation with several higher education
associations, university representatives, and an
expert advisory panel. The sirvey universe includes
doctorate- and non-doctorate-granting institutions
as well as histoiically black colleges and universities
(HBCUs) that perform research in science and
engineering.

The 1990 survey collected quantitative as well as
qualitative data for individual science and
engineering fields. This provided a detailed picture
of the amount and condition of available research
space, recent and planned repair/renovation and
construction r.ctivities, and sources of funds for
these capital projects for the years 1988 through
1991. There was little difference between the 1988
and 1990 survey questionnaires. Additional detai:
was added to the "sources of funds" questions to
gather needed information of specific private
sources. Also, the data for main institutions and
associated medical schools, which were collected
on separate questionnaires in 1988, were combinet:
into one questionnaire for the 1990 survey.

The data in this report were obtained from a
stratified probability sample of 253 universities and
colleges in a universe of 525 institutions. The
universe datafile included all universities and
colleges that offered a master's or doctoral degree
in the sciences and/or engineering, all others that
had separately budgeted S/E research and
development (R&D) expenditures of $50,000 or
more, and all historically black colleges and
unive'' (IiI3CU5) reporting any R&D
expenditures. Within strata, institutions were
sampled with probability proportionate to the size,
based on R&D ,xpenditures in science and
enemeering. The institution sample for the 1990
survey was essentially the same as for the 1988
study. All of the schools ranked in the top 50 and
98 of the top 100 were sampled. The 253

xxi
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institutions in the szmple accounted for more than
75 percent of total academk R&D expenditures
and at least 'I percent of spending in each S/E
disdpidne. The 1990 study induded the same 29
HBCUs that were surveyed in the 1988 study.

Findings from tl:c 1990 study arc statistically
weighted to provide national estimates for rAll

schools that perform R&D activities. The response
rate was 94 percent for all universities and colleges.
The overall item nonresponse rate was less than
1 rrcent.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Background

Academic research facilities in science and
engineering are an important national resource.
Extensive hearings were held during thc 99th
Congress in both the House and Senate committees
on science and technology to examine the research
facilities needs of universities and colleges. Both
committees found "sufficient evidence to suggest the
presence of a serious and growing problem..." and
expressed concern that the Federal government did
not have in place an ongoing analytical system to
document the current status of and needs for
research facilities by major field of science and
enOneering. Such systematic information was
needed to understand current and future facilities
pressures and to formulate sound solutiors over time.

Higher education officials have also expressed
growing concern about the increasing backlog of
deferred repair and renovation projects, driven to a
large extent by the need to upriade the quality of
their facilities to meet new te6nical and health an,1
safety requirements. Additional concerns have been
raised regarding the sources of financing of facilities.
For example, the limitation on tax-exempt bonds that
private institutions may have outstanding and the
decreasing tax advantages of private gifts may impact
on institutions' abilities to secure funding for
necessary repair/renovation or construction activities.

In recognition of the need for objective information
in the area of research facilities, Congress directed
the National Science Foundation (NSF), in the
Authorization Act of November 22, 1985 (P.L. 99-
159, section 108):

...to cksif n, establish, and maintain a date
collection and analysis capability.., for the
purpose of identifying and assessing the
research facilities needs of universities and
colleges....The Foundation, in conjunction
with other appropriate Federal agencies, shall
conduct the necessary surveys every 2 years
and report the results to the Congress.

Three surveys have now been conducted and the
results reported to the Congress. It was expected by
Congress that this continuous assessment would
provide baseline data necessary to formulate
appropriate solutions to documented needs, as well
as vend data n-...cessary to evaluate outcomes of
approaches thl might be implemented. To this end,
the information frond these surveys serves the netA of

the NSF's Research Facilities Office (RFO) for data
on the quantity and quality of academi: research
space, facilities-related expenditures and the sources
of funding for capital project& The RFO was
established in December 1988, after Congress
authorized the Academie Research Facilities
Modernization Program (NSF Authorization Act of
1988, 102 Stat. 2873, 42 U.S.C. 1862a-1862d) to assist
in modernizing and revitalizing the nation's research
facilities at institutions of higher education (see NSF
89-127).

The survey data on new and deferred construction,
new and deferred repair/ renovation, and the
condition and adequacy of existing research facilities
are based on both quantitative and qualitative
assessments provided by academic research
institutions. Although some of these data are by their
very nature subjective, they do capture an overall
picture of the current status of facilities. However,
this report does not, nor was it intended to, assess the
impact of facilities on the quality of research being
conducted at academic institutions.

The 1986 NSF Academic Research Facilities
Survey

The first report to Congress in response to the
mandate was September 1, 1986. In order to meet
the schedule, NSF used an existing "quick response"
survey mechanism, the Higher Education Surveys
(HES) system, to collect data during the spring of
1986. These surveys collected quantitative data on
the amount of R&D space and facilities-related
expenditures and qualitative information on
university officials' assessment of their research
facilities needs and problems. The surveys were
restricted to a limited set of doctorate-granting
institutions and did not collect quantitative data by
individual science/engineering field. The resulting
report was submitted to Congress in October 1986.

The 1988 NSF Academic Research Facilities
Survey

While the 1986 NSF "quick response" survey was
being conducted, the Foundation began the
development of an expanded sun,..y to be conducted
in 1988, and every two years thertafter. The National
Institutes of Health (NIH) joined NSF in sponsoring
the expanded survey. Development of the survey
benefited from the assistance of higher cducation
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associations, university representatives, and an expert
advisory panel representing five research universities.
A group of higher education associations sponsored a
workshop in the spring of 1987 for the purpose of
advising NSF and NIH on the content of the survey
questionnaire. During the summer of 1987, NSF,
NIH, and contractor staff conducted site visits at 22
colleges and universities to iiscuss data collection
issues, definitions, and questionnaire items. The
fmdings were presented in another association-
sponsored workshop in the early fall, where general
ageement was reached about the details of the
survey design and questionnaire.

The sample for the 1988 survey represented a
universe of approximately 525 institutions, which
included ai3 those that awarded doctoral or master's
degrees in the sciences or engineerIng, all others that
had separately budgeted research expenditus of
$so,00e or more, and all historically black colleges
and universities (HBCUs) with any research
expenditures. A sample of 247 institutions was
selected with probability proportional to size, as
measured by total science and engineering R&D
expenditures.' The sample induded all of the 50
largest research universities, and 98 of the top 100,
based on total R&D expenditures. In order to
provide reliable estimates for HBCUs, all 29 of those
that had reported any separately budgeted research
expenditures were included in the sample.

The survey questionnaire collected data on research
square footage and capital projects for construction
or for repair/renovation of research facilities by
major science and engineering discipline. Capital
projects data were collected separately for each of the
institution's previous two fiscal years (1986 and 1987)
and for work planned for FY 1988 and 1989. Finally,
items concerning the condition and adequacy of
research facilities were also included in the survey.

The survey was conducted by mail during the fall and
winter of the 1987-88 academic year, with extensive
telephone followup to maximize the response rate.
The final response rate to the survey was 90 iercent,
overall, with little variation by type or control of
institution.2

l'Ibe
universe file from which the sample was drawn was the 1983

survey of R&D expenditures, which represented the most recent
universe sutvey of R&D spending at universities and colleges

2
For addit. aal information about the methodology and findings
of the 1g88 survey, see Scientific and Enrineenna Research

1 he 1990 NSF Academic Research Facilities
Survey

The current survey was conducted two years after the
1988 survey and closely replicates the earlier study in
order to maximize the comparability of the finding&
Except for very minor expansions of the institution
sample (to better represent current patterns of R&D
activity) and questionnaire (to obtain more
differentiated information about private sources of
funds for capital prr;ects), the design and
questionnaire for the 1990 study were essentially the
same as in the previous survey. To assist institutions
in identifying and reporting facilities-related changes
since the previous study, institutions were given
computer-generated facsimiles of their responses to
the 1988 survey.

As with the previous study, the 1990 survey was
conducted by mail, with telephone followup for
nonresponse. The processing of returned
questionnaires entailed extensive computer checking
for logical inconsistencies within the 1990
questionnaire and between the 1988 and 1990
questionnaires. Respondents were contacted by
telephone to ic.alve any such inconsistencies that
were discovered.3

The 1990 survey had an overall response rate of 94
percent, and response rates of over 90 percent were
obtained in all institution type categories.

Following the completion of data collection,
additional site visits were conducted to discuss the
findings with responding institutions and obtain
insights that would assist in the analysis and
interpretation of the data. (See Appendix A,
Technical Notes, for additional detail on the study
methodology.)

Presentation of the Data and Organization of
the Report

The 1988 and 1990 Surveys of Scientific and
Engineering Research Facilities provide the most

sabres a if_i_jVpijg_a col_WlegraL JM, National Science
Foundation, NSF 88-320, September 1988.

3
Some revisions were made to prior-year data as a result of these
inquiries. Consequently, to obtain accurate historical data, only
the latest statistical tables should be used, not those published
earlier.
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comprehensive national database available on the
status of these facilities. This report uses the data
from thcse surveys to describe current facilities status
and to identify changes over the time periods
represented in the two studies!

All of the findings discussed in this analysis arc
derived from a larger and more detailed series of
statistical tabulations, which are presented in

Appendix D. Although most cf the results mentioned
in the text of this report are shown in association with
text tables or graphics based on data fi om Appendix
D, occasional references are also made directly to
Appendix D tables.

The first three findings chapters provide quantitative
information. Chapter 2 concerns trends in the overall
amount of research space available in science and
engineering disciplines at the nation's research-
performing academic institutions. Differences
between institutional types and between science/
engineering disciplines are described. Chapter 3
discusses the costs and square footage associated with
repair/renovation a d new construction of research
facilities for projccts initiated in 1986-89 and for
projects planned to begin in 1990 or 1991. The
sources of funds for these projects are discussed in
Chapter 4, with particular emphasis on the
differences between public and private institutions.
The status of private institutions relative to the
limitation on outstanding tax-exempt bonds is also
discussed in Chapter 4.

4A
companion to this NSF report ts being prepared by the

National Institutes of Health to provide additional information
about biomedical research facilities in medical schools, in other
academic settings, in hospnals, and in private, nonprofit
research organizations. Findinp from the 1988 survey (GI- these
groups !ire presented in The Status of Biomedical Research
Facilities. 1988 National Institutes of Ikalth, January 1989

Chapter 5 presents the qualitative informaticn
collected in the survey, induding institution
assessments of the condition of their research
facilities, the adequacy of the amount of research
space available, and the adequacy of selected
infrastructure aspects of facilities. The findings
concerning facilities condition are compared to
repair/renovation information provided in Chapter 3
to assess trends in the amount of deferred repair/
renovation.

Finally, Chapter 6 provides a summary of findings for
historically black colleges and universities.

Appended to this report are technical notes
presenting additional information about the design
and methodology of the 1988 and 1990 studies
(Appendix A); a list of sampled institutions
(Appendix B); the survey questionnaire (Appendix
C); and detailed statistical tables (Appendix D).
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2. CURRENT AMOUNT OF RESEARCH SPACE

Highlights

A total of 116.3 million net assignable square
feet (NASF) of science/engineering (S/E)
research space was reported in use in
American universities and colleges in 1990;
there was no statistically significant change
from 1988 to 1990 in the overall amount of
academic S/E research space.

Likewise, from 1988 to 1990 there were no
statistically significant changes in the
distribution of research space among
institutions and disciplines.

Seventy percent of all academic S/E
research space is concentrated in the 100
largest research-performing institutions,
which have an aver_ge of over 800,000
square feet of research space per institution.

Other doctorate-granting institutions (those
not in the top 100) account for 25 percent of
the nation's R&D space and have a mean of
about 150,000 square feet of research space
per institution. Non-doctorate-granting
institutions contain less than 5 percent of all
academic rescarch space, and average about
20,000 square feet of research space per
institution.

Among the 100 top R&D performers, half of
all space assigned to S/E disciplines is
allocated to sponsored .esearch, while other
doctorate-granting institutions allocate
37 percent for such research, and non-
doctorate-grant i ng institutions allocate
16 percent.

Three-fourths (75 percent) of all academic
research space (86.9 million NASF) is

located in public institutions; private
institutions contain 29.4 million NASF.

Over 85 perccnt of all S/E research space is
concentrated in five disciplines: the
biological (22 percent), agricultural
(18 percent), and medical (17 percent)
sciences; engineering (15 percent); and
physical sciences (14 percent).

Distribution of Research Space Among
Institutions

The 525 research-performing universities and
colleges represented in this study contain an
estimated 276 million NASF of space in science and
engineering disciplines in 1990, 42 percent (116
million square feet) of which is allocated to
separately budgeted organized research.5 Neither the
total amount of S/E space nor the amount assigned
to organized research is significantly different from
the amount reported in 1988 (Figure 1).

Seventy percent of all 1990 R&D space (81.7 million
NASF) is housed in the 100 largest research-
performing institutions, as defined by 1988 total S/E
research expenditures.6 This group, on average,
allocates half of its science/engineering space to
organized research (Table 1).

Doctorate-granting institutions that are not in the top
100 contain 30 million NASF of S/E research space,
representing ZS percent of all academic research
space in universities and colleges. Institutions in this
category allocate just over one-third (37 percent) of
their total S/E space to organized research, a
somewhat lower proportion than for the top 100.
Non-doctorate-granting institutions allocate an even
lower 16 percent of their S/E space to organized
research, and they account for a total of 5 percent of
all academic research space.

Particularly for non-doctorate-granting institutions,
these figures should be considered conservative
estimates of the actual amount of research space in
use today. Many respondents at small,
predominantly undergraduate institutions have
indicated that mganized research, as dermed by
OMB, understates the extent of research activity at

5The terms 'separately budgeted" and "organized research are
defined in OMB circular A-21, which is used by larger
institutions to cakalate indirect cost recovery rates for Federally
funded activities. This definition appears in the technical notes,
Appendix A.

6The "100 largest R&D performers" was selected as an analytical
grouping because those institutions collectively reply-sent
significant proportions (2', all academic R&D expenditures (83
percent). They are also referred 9 as the Top 100 in R&D`
throughout this report.
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Figure 1
Distribution of space assigned to science/engineering disciplines

by institution type: 1988 and 1990

MI Other space

R&D space

1988 1990 1988 1990 1988 1990 1988 1990

Total Top 100 Other Non-doctorate-granting
doctorate-granting doctorate-granting

Reference Appendix Tables 2-5 and 2-6
Source: National Science Foundation, SRS
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Table 1 Number of Institutions and amount of R&D space by Institution type and control: 1968 and 1900

Institution type

and control

Number of

institutions Total (square

feel in millions)

1988 1990 1988 1990

Total 525 525 112 1 116 3
Dociorate-granting 293 293 107 4 111.2

Top 100 In R&D.. .. . 100 100 80 8 31.7
193 193 26 8 29.5

Non-dock/rale-granting 232 232 4 6 5.2

Public__ .......... ... . 320 319 82 4 88 9
Doctorate-granting 191 190 79 3 83 6

In lop 100 In R&D ... 70 70 59 3 61.3
121 120 20 22.3

Non-doctorate-granling . 129 129 3 1 3 3

205 206 29 7 29 4
Doctorate-granting 102 103 28 2 27.6

In top 100 in R&D . . 30 30 21 3 20.4
Other . . 73 73 6 9 7 2

Non-doctorate-granting. 103 103 1 5 1 8

Amount of RaD space

Mean per Institution

On thousands)

As a percent

of WWI S/E vow

I
1968 1990

1

213
367

606
139

20

258
415
647
165

24

145

278
710
95

15

222
380
817
153

22

272
440
878
186

26

143
288
680

99
17

1966 1900

41 42
45 46
49 50
38 37
15 16

40 41

43 44

46 48
36 37
15 14

45 46
49 50
57 58
35 36
16 19

Note: Details may not sum to totals because of rounding

Reference. Appendix Table 2-1

Source National Science Foundation, SRS

their institutions, since it does not include
undergraduate research or department-funded faculty
research, especially rc=arch that is conducted in
multipurpose offices and laboratories that are not
assigned exclusively for research use."' Consequertly,
small institutions that reported to the study using the
A-21 definition may have understated their research
space by a considel able amount. On the other hand,
many of the smaller research providers are not
required to maintain records based on A-21
definitions, and several are known to have reported
the total amount of space they use for research,
including multi-use "departmental research" space. It
should also be noted thl, even if non-doctorate-
granting institutions exclun d as much as half of their
total research space in order to comply with the study
definitions (which seems highly unlikely), institutions

7The same problem would also exist at the larger research
institutions, but respondents from several such institutions have
estimated that the A-21 definition encompasses most of their
research space, on the order of 90 percent or more.

in this category would still collectively account for less
than 10 percent of all academic research space.

Public institutions, which make up 60 percent of the
population of research-performing institutions, tend
to be somewhat larger than the private institutions in
this population: they house three-quarters of all
academic S/E research space. The average amount
of research space in public institutions is larger than
that at private institutions, overall (272,000 NASF
versus 141 000 NASF) and in each of the three
institution type categories (Table 1). As a group,
though, private institutions allocate a greater share of
their S/E space to research (46 percent) than do
their public counterparts (41 percent).

These 1990 findings concerning the amounts and
distributions of total S/E space and of S/E research
space, by type and control of institution, are entirely
consistent with those from the 1988 survey. Thus,
although estimates from the two surveys are not
always exactly the same, none of the differences are
statistically significant.

2-3
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Table 2 Percent of Institutions with any assigned R&D specs in science/engineering disciplines by discipline mid institution type: 1968 and 1990

Discipline

Percent of

institutions

with any R&D

space in the

discipline

Amount of R&D space

Total

(square het

(In millions)

AS a percent

of total S/E space

in the discipline

1988 1990 1986 1990 1988 1900

-Total - 112 116 41 42

Engineering .. 54 56 16 17 40 43

Physical sciences as aa 16 16 45 43

Environmental sciences 57 54 6 6 51 50

61 so 1 1 15 15

Computer aCianCe 63 54 1 1 29 31

Agricultural sciences 18 18 18 21 59 61

Blologiced sciences 91 92 24 26 53 53

Medical sciences 51 51 19 20 29 31

Psychology 77 77 3 3 34 33

Social sciences 69 66 3 3 20 22

Other sciences. n 0 c 18 13 4 2 72 51

Reference Appendix Tat*, 2-3

Source National Science Foundation, SRS

R&D Space by Discipline

Few academic institutions conduct Aganized
research in every science/engineering discipline.
Most widespread are the biological sciences, which
are represented at 92 percent of all institutions
(Table 2). This is followed by the physical sciences
(found at 86 percent of ail inritutions) psychology
(77 percent), and the social sciences (66 percent).
Engineering, mathematics, computer science, and
environmental and medical sciences each occupy
research space at about half of all institutions.
Agricultural sciences research ...- limited to less than
20 percent of all institutions, almost all of which are
public (Appendix Table 2-4). In addition, 13 percent
of the institutions reported research space under the
category "other sciencPs, not elsewhere classified
(n.e.c.)." This category was used for non-
departmental and interdisciplinary facilities that
could not be readily allocated to one or more specific
disciplines.

Disciplines that are the most widely represented
across institution:, u' J not nec( ,sarily hai the largest
amount of research space. The four smallest
disciplines in terms of total research space

(mathematks, computer science, psychology, and the
social sciences) are all widely represented.

The majority of the academic research space is
concentrated in the biological (22 percent),
agricultural (18 percent), and medical sciences
(17 percent), followed closely by engineering
(15 percent) and physical sciences (14 percent)
(Figure 2). Together, these five disciplines account
for 86 percent of all research space in use at
American universities and colleges. These patterns
have remained stable over time, with only minor
variations in this allocation of space between 1988
and 1990.

The ratio of research space to total space also varies
by discipline. Thus, over 60 percent of all space
assigned to the agricultural sciences is used for
research (Table 2). Similarly, over half of all
academic seam in the biological and environmental
sciences is used for R&D, as is 51 percent of the
space designated as "other sciences." Again, there is
little change in this profile from the results of the
1988 survey.

29
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Figure 2
Distribution of S/E research fadlities by discipline and institution type: 1990
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Reference. Appendix Table 2-6
Source National Science Foundation. SRS

10

19.7

Top 100 in R&D
OM Other Octorate-granting

Non-doctorate-granring

26.2

Square feet in millions

Table 3 Disiribution of RAD sow* by discipline and institution type 1988 and 1990

20 30

Discipline

Total

Doctorale-grantIng

Non-doctorate-

grantingTop 100 in R&D Other

1388 1990 1988 1990 1988 1990 1938 1900

(Percent of research space)

Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

Engineering 14 15 14 15 15 14 11 14
Physical sciences 14 14 13 13 16 14 29 28
Environmental sciences 6 5 6 a 5 4 5 4
Mathematics ... 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1

CortiptAer sciences 1 1 1 1 2 1 4 2
Agricultural sciences 16 18 18 20 11 14 8 11
Biological sciences 21 22 21 21 23 25 22 22
Medical sciences. 17 1? 1. 17 17 19 2 2
Psychology 3 3 2 2 3 3 9 8
Social sciences.. . 3 3 3 3 2 2 7 a
Other sciences, n c 4 2 4 2 5 1 2 2

Nolo: Details may nol sum to totals because of rounding

Reference: Appendix Table 2-6

Source National Science Foundation, SRS
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The allocation of research space among disciplines
was essentially the same in 1990 as it was in 1988, and
the allocation was also generally similar across the
different types of institutions (Table 3). Therc are
some noteworthy differences between doctorate-
granting and non-doctorate-granting institutions,
however. Thus, non-doctorate-granting institutions
allocate larger shares of their research space to the
physical sciences, psychology, and the social sciences
than do doctorate-granting institutions. The reverse
is true for agricultural and medical sciences, which
are considerably more prominent at doctorate-
granting institutions than at non-doctorate-granting
Institutions.

Leased and Temporary Space

Trends in institutions' use ot le,:sed and/or
temporary research space might be an indication of
short-term fluctuations in need for expanded research
facilities. In the 1988-90 period, little change was
observed in this indicator. Only 3 percent of all S/E
R&D space at universities and colleges is in leased
rather than institution-owned facilities (Table 4).

Table 4 Percentage of academic research space that is leased or

housed in tempors.y facihhes 1988 and 1990

Institution type

and control

Leased

space

Temporary

space

1988 1990 1988 1990

(Percent of total R&D NASF)

Total 3 4 3 1 1 8 1 5

Doctorate-granting 3 5 3 2 1 8 1 5

Top 100 in R&D 3 5 3 2 1 9 1 7

Other 3 4 3 2 1 3 1 0

Non-doctorate-granting 0 2 0 3 1 2 0 7

PuNic 2 8 2 5 2 1 1 7

Priyate 4 9 4 8 1 0 0 9

Reference Appendix Table 2-8

Source National Science Foundation, SRS

Doctorate-granting institutions use leased research
space relatively more often than non-doctorate-
granting institutions (3.2 percent versus 0.3 perccnt),
and private institutions have relatively more leased
space than public institutions (4.8 percent versus 2.5
percent).

Temporary space, such as trailers and quonset huts, is
used for less than 2 percent of all R&D space.
Again, doctorate-granting institutions use temporary
facilities for a greater share of their R&D space
needs (1.5 percent) than do non-doctorate-granting
institutions (0.7 percent), and public institutions rely
more on temporary quarters (1.7 percent) somewhat
more than do private institutions (0.9 percent).

2-6
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3. NEW CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR/RENOVATION OF RESEARCH FACILITIES

Highlights

New Construction

A great deal of new construction activity has
own uni:ertaken in recent years, with
institutions breaking ground for over $2
billion In k&D-related new construction in
198647 and over US billion in 1988-89.
\linen completed, these projects will produce
over 20 million net assignable square feet of
new R&D space.

In spite of this substantial level of new
construction, there was little or no net
increase in research space from 1988 to 1990,
suggesting that much of the new conscruction
is replacing outdated or inadequate space
rather than enlarging the total amount of
research space.

Construction unit costs (the cost per square
foot of research space created) increased at
an average annual rate of 123 percent from
1986-87 to 1990-91, well above the level of
inflation over this period. Apparently,
growing technological and regulatory
requirements are becoming major factors
driving construction costs for academic
research facilities.

There was an increase in construction
activity from 1986-87 to 1988-89, but it was
not nearly as great as that which had been
planned at the start of the 1988-89 period, as
reported in the prior survey. Approximately
$1 billion in new construction planned for
1988-89 was abandoned or delayed, often
du.: to funding shortfalls.

There was some evidence that high-tech,
high-unit-cost projects and project
components were especiaily vulnerable to
deferral.

Facilities planners anticipate substantial
construction activity in 1990 and 1991.
Almost ii33 billion in new construction
projects are planned to begin during the
coming two years, roughly the same amount
as had been projected for the two years
following the prior survey (1988-89).

In comparison to the i988 survey, construc-
tion sums are down among engineering
department (from 28 percent of the relevant
institutions in 1986-87 to 18 percent in 1988-
89), and up among biological sciences
programs (from 12 percent in 1986-87 to 22
percent in 1988-89).

Repair/Renovation

Expenditures for facilities repair and
renovation increased from $840 million in
1986-87 to $1.04 billion in 1988-89, in
contrast to projections that had envisioned
decreased spending. The total space
affected by these repairs, however, decreased
somewhat, resulting in much higher average
unit costs than had been anticipated.

As also happened in the 1988 survey,
institutions now project less repair/
renovation activity for the upcoming two-
year period than occurrtd in the past two
years.

Introduction

Institutions were asked to report all new construction
project starts and major repair/renovation projects
begun during the two-year period 1988-89 and
planned for the years 1990-91. Project start was
defined as the year in which they actually broke
ground for new construction. The 1988 survey had
asked about projects started during 1986-87 and
planned for 1988-89, providing four sets of data
spanning a six-year window of actual and planned
construction and repair/renovation actIvities.

The survey was limited to major projects, which were
defined as those with R&D-related costs of $100,000
or more. All cost figures are total project costs
(defined as cost to complete), including plannir
construction, and fixed equipment. In the case of
multiyear projects, total project costs were allocated
to the year in which the project actually began.
Multipurpose projects that served both research and
non-research purposes were prorated to reflect only
the R&D-related portion of the cost.

This chapter describes new construction and
repair/renovation projects started during the period
1986-89, and planned for 1990-91. The chapter
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begins with a discussion of new construction projects,
net assignable square footage affected, and project
costs. Repair and renovation projects arc then
discussed in the latter half of the chapter. Deferred
capital projects are discussed in Chapter 5.

Construction of New R&D Space, 1986-91

Extent of Construction Activity

Over 40 percent (43 percent) of all academic
instutions broke ground for new R&D-related
construction projects during 1988 and 1989, up
somewhat from 37 percent during the prior two-year
period (Table 5). This overall prevalence of facilities
construction in 1988-89, as reported retrospectively in
1990, was the same as the institutions had projected
for this period in the 1988 survey, although the
particular institutions involved in actual construction
projects were not always the same ones that had
planned projects for this period. The number of
institutions planning any R&D facilities construction
for 1990-91 is slightly lowet (35 percent overall) than
for the previous years.

Actual construction activity in 1988-89 was most
prevalent among the 100 largest R&D performers
(71 percent), lower among other doctorate-granting
institutions (43 percent), and least prevalent among
non-doctorate-granting institutions (31 percent).
These differences are generally consistent with the
relative amounts of research activity (e.g., aggregate
R&D expenditures) at institutions in these threc
categorics, and the differences are also consistent
across time periods, for both actual and planned
construction. The differences are especially
pronounced for 1990-91 planned construction, during
which timc 82 of the top 100 institutions in R&D
expenditures plan new construction starts, as
compared to only 9 percent of those in the non-
doctorate-granting group.

Ncw construction starts in 1988-89 were more
common among public institutions (51) percent) than
among private institutions (33 percent), as was also
the case in the 1986-87 period (44 percent versus
25 percent). Nonetheless, both public and private
institutions reported increased construction activity
over 1986-87.

Tabie 5 Percent of Institutions starting my protects to construct new
science/engineering MO space by institution type and
control and yew of protect Stwt: 1998-91*

Yew of construction protect Mart

insteution

type and control 1986-87 198849 198849 199041

(actual) (pen) (acting) (plan)

(percent)

Total. 37 43 43 36
Dociorale-grandng 48 61 63 ss

Top 100 In R&D 72 79 71 B2

Other 33 51 43 41

Non-doctorate-
granting... 25 21 31 9

Public 44 56 50 44
Doctorate-granting 54 70 56 64

In top 100 In
R&D. 79 86 74 86

40 so 45 50
Non-doctorate-

29 36 40 14

Private .. . . 25 23 33 21

Doctorate-granting 31 44 47 39
In top 1001n
R&D . 57 67 63 73

mot .. 21 36 40 25
Non-doctorate-

granting . . 18 2 20 4

*Findings we limited to protects with estimated total cost of &100,003 or
more for R&D-related space.

Reference Appendix Table 3-1

Source Rational Science Foundation, SRS

Consistently over the three two-year periods
encompassed in this study, the largest S/E disciplines
in terms of existing amounts of research space also
tended to be the ones with the most widespread new
construction. Thus, 34 percent of all institutions with
research space in the agricultural sciences reported
new construction starts in 1988-89, consistent with the
findings of the prior survey (Table 6). Construction
activity was also relatively prevalent among the
biological (22 percent) and medical sciences
(18 percent), as well as in engineering (18 percent)
and in interdisciplinary programs that could not be
classified into any of the other disciplines (19
percent). Very few institutions reported any new
construction starts in mathematics, psychology, or the
environmental, social or computer sciences. Fewcr
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than 10 percent of the institutions with research space
in these disciplines reported new construction starts
for these areas.

Table 6 Percent of Institutions with any recent or planned protects
to construct nret R&D vim by discipline. 1986-91'

Year of construction pro(ect start

Discne
1986-87 1988-89 1968-89 1990-91

(actual) (Plan) (actual) Ow)

(percerd)

Total 37 44 44 35

Engineering 28 20 18 20

Phrical sciences 9 15 15 11

Environmental
sciences 9 11 6 8

Mathematics . 1 3 2 3

Computer sciences 8 7 7 6

Agra:WM(6f sciences 38 38 34 33

Biological sciences 12 23 22 16

Medical sciences 20 29 18 26

Psychology 5 2 3 2

Soctid sciences . 5 4 4 3

Other sciences, n e c 15 16 19 4

*Findings are limited to projects with estimated total cost of $100,000 or

more for R&D-related space The base of the percentage is the
estimated number of institutions with arty R&D space In the discipline in

1988

Reference Appendix Table 3-3

Source National Science Foundation, SRS

In comparison to the 1986-87 period as reported in
the 1988 survey, actual construction starts in 1988-89
were down among engineering departments (from 28

percent of the relevant institutions in 1986-87 to 18
percent in 1988-89), and up among biological sciences
progiams (from 12 percent in 1986-87 to 22 percent
in 1988-89). Both of these ti ends appear to be
consistent with projections that had been reported in
the 1988 survey.

Overall Trends in Amounts and Costs of New
Construction

New construction begun during 1988-89 will produce
an estimated total of 10.6 million net assignable
square feet (NASF) of new research space when

completed (Figure 3)8 This is a 7-percent increase
over the 9.9 million NASF in new construction
started in 1986-87. However, it is 1.2 million square
feet less than had been planned in early 1988.

A similar pattein is seen when construction activity is

measured in dollar terms. The research components
of construction projects for which ground was broken
in 1988-89 are estimated to have a total cost at
completion of $2.5 billion, which is up slightly from
the comparable figure for projects begun in 1986-87
($2.1 billion). However, it is nearly a billion dollars
below institutions' planned committments for 1988-
89, as reported in the 1988 survey ($3.4 billion).

These findings indicate that, while there was a slight
increase in facilities construction activity from 1986-
87 to 1988-89, there was also a substantial amount of
eleventh-hour downscali% or abandonment of
construction work that had not only been identified as
needed, but had been planned, reviewed, approved,
budgeted, and actually scheduled for groundbreaking.

For most affected institutions, this cutback in

construction involved a reduction in the scale of the
projects undertaken in 1988-89 rather than a

complete postponement of construction activity

during this period (i.e., most institutions that planned
1988-89 construction projects in a given discipline
actually did break ground for new construction, but
the projects were often scaled back significantly from
what had been planned). Asked the reasons their
projects did not materialize as planned, several
institutions cited difficulties in fundraising as being
the main problem.

From the data provided, institutions apparently hope
to have greater success in raising funds for 1990 and
1991 facilities construction prols.cts than they did in
the previous two-year period: the estimated total cost
of construction projects planned to begin in 1990-91
is $3.5 bIlion. If realized, these plans would require a
40 pet cem ($1 billion) increase over the $2.5 billion
spending level reported for 1988-89.

albs does not necessarily Imply that there will be a

corresponding increase in the total amount of space available
for research purposes, as much of this new space will be used to
replace other aging or outdated space, or space that will be
converted to other uses. Indeed, as notcd in Chapter 2, the total
stock of research space has not increased substantially in the two
years since the previous study, even though a great deal of
,onst ruction activity has taken place.
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Figure 3
R&D - related total cost, net assignable square footage, and cost per square foot

of actual and planned new construction projects: 1986-1991*

Actual (for period just before survey)

Planned (for period just after sprvey)

1988 /
survey /

$2A

$2.5

1990
survey

$3.5

12

10 -

8 -

6

4

2

11.8

9.9

10.6

- 4- -

*11.2

$200-

$288

$231

$207

$0 1 1 1 0 1 $0 T 1

1986-87 1988-89 1990-91 1986-87 1988-89 1990-91 1986-87 1988-89 1990-91

Expenditures R&D space affected Unit cost

* Findings are limited to projects with R&D - related cost of $100,000 or more.
Reference: Appendix Table 3-2
Source: National Science Foundation, SRS
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The 'gutty did not coned cost-per-square 1,,-ot data,
as such. However, it is possible to obtain a rough
estimate of the overall average unit cost of new
construction simply by dividing the aggregate total
cost for all projects by the aggregate amount of
research space to be produced. As shown in Figure
3, these average unit costs have increased from
$207/NASF in 1986-87 to S231/NASF in 1988-89,
and they are anticipated to increase further to
$311/NASF in 1990-91. This constitutes a 50-percent
increase in construction costs over this 4-year period.

Such unit cost increases, which are well above the
levcl ot inflation over this period, are apparently
being driven by other factors. By far, the two major
factors most often cited by respondents in explaining
the growing costs of new construction were the
concurrent demands of providing state-of-the-art
scientific research facilities (which entail ever-
growing power, air handling, data communications,
and other requirements), along with the increasing
burden of conforming to state and Federal health and
safety requirements. Indeed, some respondents
hypothesized that these two "add-on" factors account
for a greater portion of the total costs of re.;earch
facilities construction than does the basic bricks and
mortar itself. Typical respondent comments in
relation to this issue include the following:

Simply put: meeting regulations costs money,
lots of money. This includes both bringing
existing facilities up to current requirements
and meeting standards in new construction.
(Public, doctorate-granting ilstitution)

Major factors in recent years have been safety
and health regulations, including and
principally asbestos removal and containment,
but also improving air quality in chemical
labs. Any changes in national, state or local
standards have an immediate effect on the
campus because of the highly sophisticated
research done here. Project costs have
certainly increased as a result of regulatory
changes... (Public, doctorate-g. anting
institutions)

The costs driven by regulatory changes are
major in nature and particularly critical
because they are often beyond the planning
and budgeting capacity of the University. We
strongly support health and safety and
regulatory ref&m: but the fiscal impact of such
mandated programs overwhelms the research

budget Costs essociatect ""Se changes
impact not only research budgets of the
Universiry but the overall institutional budget
and consequently have a direct effect on the
instructional mission of the University as well.
(Public, doctorate-granting institution)

Among the most costly projects reported by
institutions are bio-hazard and toxic materials control
fadlities, clean rooms, and animal quarters that
conform to the m v Federal standards. Such facilities
require costly environmental and air circulation
control, plumbing, wasi storage and removal, and
other features that are subject to strict regulatory
controls. Typical respondent comments in relation to
this issue indude the following:

3-5

Changes in legislation regulating the care of
animals and the handling/disposal of
hazardous materials will be a major expense
for the medical center in the near future. We
anticipate legislation significantly improving
the quality of life to be provided animals used
in medical research that will require
substantial modifications to the veining
facility. Both the increase in the amount of
space required for each animal...and the
quality of the space...will be expenshe to
provide. (Private, doctorate-granting
institution)

Animal care and accreditation requirements
have caused substantial costs which might
othenvise not be required in the absence of the
regulations. Approximately $2 million is
designated for remodeling of animal care
facilities. (Public, doctorate-granting
institution)

(Private, doctorate-granting institution) is

incurring major expenses for chemical waste
and radioactive waste handling....Regulatory
changes are driving major projects for
chemical and radiation safety and for animal
care.

Many of the animal units constructed a few
years ago are now obsolete. Unless the
obsolete animal facilities are updated, the
research personnel will not be able to conduct
many of tomorrow's research projects.
(Public, doctorate-granting institution)
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'Fmk waste tnrage and diTpCicnt ic n rapidly
growing expense....We will be spending over
$82,000 annually. (Private, non-doctorate
institution)

Toxic waste disposal and animal holding
facilities badly need improvement. There is a
general and s, nous lack of funding for
operation and maintenance of campus wide
shared use and support facilities and
equipment. (Public, doctorate-ranting
institution)

In this connection, it is intriguing that the average
unit cost of facilities construction projects actually
undertaken in 1988-89 was considerably lower than
the average for all projects that had been planned for
this period: S231/NASF versus S288/NASF (Figure
3). This implies that the portion of the planned 1988-
89 construction that ultimately was cut out or
postponed tended to be of higher unit cost than the
construction that did go forward. Apparently, in an
environment where financial resources are not
adequate to meet identified needs, the most high-tech
(and high unit cost) projects, which may also be
especially important in maintaining the university's
long-term capabilities to remain in the forefront e
research, may often be the first to bc cut.

Construction Trends by Institution Type and
by S/E Discipline

The relative amount of new construction activity in
each of the various classes of institutions (e.g.,
doctorate-granting/ non-doctorate-granting and
public/private) can be compared by expressing the
total NASF being built as a percentage of the existing
R&D space at each type of institution. This figure
currently stands at 9 percent of currently existing
R&D space, which is consistent with the 1988 survey
(Table 7).

Non-doctorate-granting institutions have relatively
ambitious construction projects underway with
construction projects that will add (or replace)
16 percent of all science and engineering research
space, while the top 100 doctorate-granting
institutions are building the equivalent of 7 percent of
their presently available space. It should be noted,
however, that this ambitious pace is not expected to
continue into 1990-91. New construction pia. s for
the coming two-year period represent only S percent

nf the current R&D Tare at nnn-tinctnrate.oranting
institutions.

This profile of increased construction activity among
non Joctorate-granting institutions (and increasing
activity among doctorate-granting institutions other
than the top 100) is most apparent among public
institutions. Public, non-doctorate-granting
institutions started projects in 1986-87 representing
over one quarter (27 percent) of then-existing R&D
space, and projects representing another 20 percent
were started in 1988-89. This program is expected to
taper off to 12 percent of existing space in 1990-91.

Table 7. Total net assigned* square taal (NASF) of R&D spade to
be created by recent and planned combustion as a
percentage of wading Rao space by institution type and
year of pitied Mad: 1986-91

Year of construction protect start

Institution

type and control 1988-87 1988-89 1988419 1900.91

(actual) OW) (actual) (plan)

(percent)

Total . . 9 11 9 10

Doctorate-granting a 10 9 10

Top 100 in R&D 9 10 7 9

6 13 13 11

Non-doctoral-
granting 22 11 18 6

Public . . 9 11 9 9

Doctorate-granting 8 10 9 9

In top 100 in
R&D 9 9 7 is

Other . . 5 14 14 11

Non-doctorate-
granting 27 16 20 12

Private . . 9 10 9 12

Doctorate-granting 8 11 9 13

In top 1001n
8 11 6 13

Other. . 9 11 10 11

Non-doctorate-
granting 12 1 8 2

*Findings are limited to protects with estimated total cost of 9100,000 or
more for R8D-retated space

Reference* Appendix Tables 3-2 and 2-1

Source National Science Fo'indation, SRS

The increasing costs of new construction to support
science and engineering research at academic
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biennial investment per institution for new
construction (Table 8). For projects started in 1986
and 1987, the average investment per research
institution was approximately $4 million. This figure
rose t" almost $5 million in 1988-89, and is expected
to grow to over $6.7 million in 1990-91. The top 100
institutions (as measured by annual S/E R&D
expenditures) spent an average of approximately $16
million apiece in both of the two-year periods
surveyed, and they expect to commit an average of
almost $25 million per institution to new construction
starts in the coming two years.

Tabie 8 Mean cost per instaution ol protects to construct new
R&D space by institution type and control and year of
project strut. 1986-91*

Year of construction protect start

institution

type and control 1986-87 1988-89 1988-89 1990-91

(actual) (plan) (actual) (plan)

(Dollars in millions)

Total 3 9 6 5 4 7 6 7
Doctorate-granting 6 4 11 2 7 9 11 5

Top 100 in R&D 16 0 24 5 15 6 24 8
Other 1 5 4 3 3 9 4 7

Non-doctorate
granting 0 7 0 5 0 6 0 5

Public 4 2 6 6 5 4 6 7
Doctorate-granting 6 4 10 5 8 6 10 7

!Mop 100 in
R&D 15 2 20 3 14 2 19 9

Other. . 1 3 4 8 5 2 5 3
Non-doctorate-

granting 1 0 0 8 0 8 0 8

Prlyate 3 4 6 3 3 6 6 6
Doctorate-granting 6 5 12 6 6 7 13 1

In top 1001n
R&D 17 9 34 4 18 7 36 1

Other .. 1 8 3 4 1 8 3 7
Non-doctorate

granting . 0 3 0 0 0 5 0 1

*Findings are limited to protects with estimated total cosi of $100.000 or
more for R&D-related space Means are based co all institutions with
some assigned R&D space

Reference' Appendix Tables 3-2 and 2-1

Source National Science Foundation, SRS

9This includes all 525 research-polorming institutions in the
study universe, not just the ones that actually had facilities
construction projects in 1986-87 (the mean for the latter
subgroup s, o( course, larger at $10.7 million per institution).
The overall mean for all institutions of a given type is used to
provide an indication of the average expected cost for
institutions in that group.

Private institutionc spent lesc, nn average, than did
their public counterparts, though private doctorate-
granting institutions in the top 100 in R&D actually
invested more (on a per-institution basis) than did
public institutions in the top 100.

New construction is planned and underway in all
academic science and engineering disciplines
surveyed, though the space to be created represents
varying proportions of the total research space
currently in use in these disciplines (Table 9).

Table 9. Total net assignabie square feel (NASF) of R&D Space to
be created by recent and planned oonstructlon as a
percentage of existing R&D space by discipline and year
of protect start 1988-91*

DiWpline

Year of construction protect start

1986-87

(actual)

1988-89

(plan)

1988-89 1990-91

(actuaq (plan)

Total ..

Engineering
Physical sciences
Environmental

(percent)

9 11 9 10

15 12 9 13

5 11 12 10

6 7 5 9
1 5 3 6

Computer sciences . 16 15 20 27
Agricultural sciences 9 5 6 4

Blotogical sciences.. 7 10 9 11

MediCal sciences... 10 17 11 14

4 2 4 1

Sociai sciences .. 6 7 10 5
OMer sciences, n e.c 14 15 23 2

*Findings are limited to protects with estimated total cost ol $100000 or
more for R&D-related space

Reference Appendix Tabies 3-4 and 2-6

Source National Science Foundation, SRS

Computer science leads the list in terms of new space
as a proportion of existing space, with new
construction representing 20 percent of existing
space. This finding, though, can be attributed more
to the relatively small amount of space allocated to
computer science, rather than to any overwhelming
construction initiative in the discipline. Aside from
that, the largest potential increase in space is

reported in the physical and medical sciences (12
percent and 11 percent of present space,
respectively).

3-7
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Figure 4
Distribution by discipline of the total cost of recent projects

to construct new R&D space: 1986-89'

Percent of total construction cost ($43 billion)

0 5 10 15 20 2 30

Engineering 18%

Physical sciences

Environmental sciences

Mathematics

Computer science 3%

Agricultural sciences 7%

Biological sciences

Medical sciences 26%

EMMM22222M1 13%
Ma 3%
0.1%

/

23%

Psychology El 1%

Social sciences Ea 2%

Other sciences, n.e.c. 5%

Findmgs are lunited to projects with estimated total cost at completion of $100,000 or more for R&D related space.
Reference. Appendix Table 3-4
Source. National Smence Foundation, SRS

In dollar terms, almost half of all funds invested in
new construction of research facilities during 1986-87
and 1988-89 was focused in the medical (26 percent)
and biological (23 percent) sciences (Figure 4). This
trend is expected to continue into 1990 and 1991
(Appendix Table 3-4). Two other disciplines,
engineering and physical sciences, account for
another 31 percent of all new construction investment
in universities and colleges. New construction of
engineering facilities had represented over 20 percent
of all construction activity in 1986-87, but fell off to
only 16 percent in 1988-89. New construction in the
physical sciences, on the other hand, grew fri 9
percent in 1986-87 to 16 percent in 1988-89, and i.
expected to grow to 18 percent of total new
construction investment in 1990-91.

Repair/Renovation of Research Facilities,
1986-91

Institutions were asked to report recent and planned
activity to repair and/or renovate existing research
space, including the repair of facilities in poor
condition, capital improvements, upgrading, and
conversion of existing space to research use. Projects
listed in this section of the survey were limited to
those with R&D-related completion costs of $100,000
or more. Respondents reported the research-related
portion of the total project cost (including planning,

construction, and fixed equipment) as well as the
amount of research space affected by the repairs.

Extent of Repair/Renovation Activity

Approximately half of all academic institutions began
major repair and/or renovation projects during each
of the two-year periods covered by the research
facilities surveys (1986-87 and 1988-89, see Table 10).
A larger proportion of public institutions reported
such projects than did private institutions (51 percent
versus 41 percent for 1988-89). These figures are
somewhat higher thaia the number of institutions that
planned such repair/renovation projects, particularly
among private institutions.

Almost all of the top 100 research-performing
institutions initiated repair/renovation projects
during each of the two-year periods ( percent in
1986-87, and 85 percent in 1988-89).

As would be expected, the disdplines that have the
largest amounts of existing research space also have
the most widespread repair/renovation activity. In
1988-89, for example, 35 percent of all institutions
with research space in engineering had major
repair/renovation projects in that discipline (Table
11). The other large disciplines -- the biological,
medical, agricultural, and physical sciences -- also had
widespread rcpair/renovation activity, ranging from
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to 27 percent of the institutions with research
programs in these disciplines. Aii other disciplines
had major repair/renovation projects at
comparatively few institutioas: 4 to 8 percent of those
with existing research space in the discipline.10
Simi'ar patterns of differences among disciplines
were also seen for the 1986-87 period and for planned
as well as for actual icrair/renovation work.

Tatk: 10 Percent of instautions perlomang map( repair/
renovation of science and engineering R&D facilqies by
Institution type and control and yew 1988-91*

Year of r.palr/renovatIon protect start

institution

typo and control 1986-87 1988-89 1988-89 1990-91

(actual) (Plan) (actual) (plan)

(percent)

Total 55 44 47 44
Doctorale-grantIng 76 65 70 57

Top 100 In R&D 96 90 85 80

Other 66 52 62 45

Non-doctorate-
granting 28 13 19 27

Public 66 51 51 51

Doctorate . ng 85 68 70 62
In top 100 in

RAD 96 87 79 74

Other 79 57 66 54

Non-dock ate-
granting 36 26 24 36

Private aa 32 41 32

Doctorate-granting 60 59 69 46

In top 100 In

RAD 93 9.1 100 93

Caller 44 44 56 29

Non-doctorate-
granting 17 5 14 17

*Findings are limited to protects with estimated total cost of $100,000 or
more for R&D-relaled space

Ref erence Apperdlx Table 3-5

Source National Science Foundation, SRS

10Because the stud, data were limited to projects that involved at
least $100,000 of (prorated) research-related repair/renovation,
these statistics understate the full extent of repair and
renovation actrAty in any given penod, and the underestimate
may be especially pronounced for the smaller disciplines. No
doubt, many institutions had projects involving repair or
rtncwation to indwidual offices and laboratones that were not
reported to the study bccause the work did not exceed the
$100,000 threshold

UN* 11 Percent o( Institutions Worming major mpsk/ renovation
i:asting R&D ao-acr. y 1998 91

'rear of nipak/ronovalion pwifid dad

11966-67 1N8-89

Octing Ow)
{1966-89 1990-91

(actual) (Plell)

(percent)

Total . 55 44 47 44

Engineering.. .. 40 32 35 15

Physical scioncas . 21 21 22 16

Environmental
adman 12 9 8 10

Malhemsties ..... . . 5 3 6 6

Computer sciences. 12 5 4 7

Agriculkial sciences 31 24 23 20

Biological K AIM.. 27 = 27 19

Medical sciences ... . 29 26 27 52

Psychology. ...... ... 7 4 4 7

Social acianoss.... 6 3 4 5

Other sciences, n.s.c 15 13 23 25

*Findings are lim(ted to protects with listIrnairod total cost o( $100.000 or
more for R&D-related spec* The base of tha pereentage la the
witlenated number of Instaullons with any R&D space in the discipline In

1968

Reference' Appendix Table 3-7

Soon:* Mallon"; Saone* Foundation, SRS

Overall Trends in Amounts and Costs of
Repair/Renovation

The pattern of trends in facilities repair/renovation
activity was essentially the mirror image of the
pattern seen earlier for new construction. While
institutions had planned large increases in facilities
construction for 1988-89 and then found that they
were not able to implement all of these plans, the
opposite happened in the area of repair/renovation:
in 1988, institutions projected that there would be
substantial reductions i repair/renovation activity in
1988-89 as compared to the previous period, but the
level of repair/renovation activity that actually did
occur in 1988-89 was substantially higher than had
been planned (Figure 5).11

11The possibility has been suggested that there may be a direct
link between these two trends (e.g., perhaps some of the
institVions that were unable to initiate as much new
construction as they had planned chose instead to do additional
repair/re novation work on their existing (acilities). Little
support for this hypothesis was found in the data, however, sine,:
unplanned increases in repair/renovation were found both at
institutions with large amounts of deferreA construction and also
at institutions that did not have this prok,.,:m
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Thus, institutions repaired or renovated 11.5 million
NAsr. w 1.988-89, 22 perc4at more than they had
planned as of early 1988 (9.4 million NASF). In
dollar terms, institutions spent $1.04 billion for
repair/renovation projects in 1988-89, 39 percent
more than they had planned ($750 million).

As also happened in the 1988 study when institutions
were asked to estimate the cost and space for 1988-89
repair/renovation projeds, institutions again
estimated in the current survey that their levels of
repair/renovation activity for the upcoming two-year
period (1990-91) will be lower than for the period just
ended, in terms of both dollars and space (Figure 5).

These differences between new construction and
repair/renovation may reflect inherent differences
between the two types of projects. Thus, while
construction projects are usually planned far in
advance, needs for rcpc;r /renovation may be more
difficult to predict. In the extreme, natural disasters
such as Hurricane Hugo and the Loma Prieta
earthquake in California can instantly produce
unforseen repair problems of massive proportions.
(Some of the data reported here were collected prior
to these events, so that all of the specific
ramifications are not reflected in this report.)

One area where trends for repair/renovation are
similar to those for new construction is in unit costs,
which have increased markedly for both types of
projects. The average cost per square foot of
facilities repair/renovation projects increased from
$62 in 1986-87 to $91 in 1988-89, a 41-percent
increase over this two year period. Further increases,
to $111/square foot, are projected for 1990-91
repair/ renovation projects. Typical respondent
comments in relation to this issue include the
following:

The impact of items such as asbestos removal,
PCB clean up, etc. are driving renovation
budgets far beyond the cost of the actual
construction. (Public, doctorate-granting
institution)

Regulatory mandated code modifications are
part of almost every capital project throughout
the campus....Recent renovation projects at
(private, non-doctorate institution) have seen
cost increases between 15 percent and 110
percent due to code requirements.

The cost of a small renovation, of a laboratory
for example, can be doubled because of
regulations and codes relatdig to asbestos,
PCB's, sprinklers, etc. (Public, doctors:le-
i:ranting institution)

Regulatory changes related to animal wegare
and hazardous chemicals have had a
sigrufscant impact on repair/renovation
projects. A nwnber of regulatory issues are at
the state and local level. Future projects
which require hazardous chemicals and/or
animal care svill require an increase in
funding. (Private doctorate-granting
institution)

Project costs are nearly doubled in recent
remodeling projects when asbestos abatement
is required (Public, doctorate-granting
institution)

Equal6P opensive are renovation costs :Jr
labs...with renovation costs of $200 per square
foot in order to facilitate new faculty....The
average useful life of university research
buildings and facilities is approximat 6, 20
years. (Private, doctorate-granting institutim

This substantial increase in the unit costs of facilities
repair and renovation exacerbates an already
significant facilities planning problem. As seen
above, institutions tend to urderestimate the amount
of research space that will need (and actually receive)
repair/renovation in the near-term future. In
addition, although planners have projected higher
unit costs for future than for current repair/
renovation, they have tended to underestimate the
extent of the increase. At least, that is what
happened for the 1988-89 period, where the esti-
mated unit cost of all planned repair/renovation was
$80/square foot, but the actual cost proved to be
$91/square foot, almost 15 percent higher. In some
cases, the combination of the two factors can produce
substantial underestimates of the cost of upcoming
repair/re n ovation.
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Figure 5
R&D - related cost, net assignable square footage affected, and cost per square foot of actual

and planned repair/renovation of academic R&D facilities, by year: 1986-1991*
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Repair/Renovation Trends by Institution Type
and by S/E Discipline

Repair and renovation projects begun in 1988-89
affected approximately 10 percent of existing research
space (Table 12). This is somewhat lower than the
extent of repair/renovation work conducted in 1986-
87 (12 percent of all research space) and somewhat
higher than the amount that was planned for 1988-89
(8 percent) or the amount that is now planned fr.),
1990-91 (7 percent). These differences were found
consistently across institution type categories. The
only devi-ture from this pattern was the non-
doctorate-granting group, which projected an
unusually high level of repair/renovation activity in
1990-91 (the equivalent of 17 percent of existing
research space). This was mainly due to non-doctor-
ate-granting public institutions, which projected
extremely high repair/renovation levels for 1990-91
(amounting to 22 percent of existing research space).

Table 12 Percent Of existing R&D space undergoing major
repair/renovation by institution type and control and year
1986-91*

Year of repwr/renovabon protect start

Institution

type and control 1986-87 1988-89 1 1988-89 1990-91

(actual) (plan) (r.clual) (plan)

(percent)

Total 12 8 10 7

Doc..::,rate-granting 12 9 10 7

Top 100 M R&D 11 9 10 7

Other 14 8 11 7

Non-docto.-ale-
granting 13 4 9 17

Put lic 11 8 9 8

Doctorate-granting 10 8 9 7

In top i 00 in
R&D 10 8 9 7

Other 13 7 10 8

Non-doctorate-
granting 14 5 10 22

Private 16 10 11 7

Doctorate-granting 16 10 11 6

In lop 100 m
R&D 16 11 11 7

Other 17 8 13 5

Non-doctorate-
granting 10 1 7 8

*Findings we limited to projects with estimated total cost of $100 000 or
more for R&D-related space

Reference Appendix rable 3-6 and 2-1

Source National Science Foundations, SRS

By discipline, relatively high levels of repair/
renovation activity in 1988-89 werc found in
mathematics (17 percent of all research space) and in
the environmental, biological, medical and physical
sciences (all at 12-15 percent of existing space.
Table 13). Relatively low levels of repair/renovation
activity were found in the agricultural and social
sciences and psychology (all at 3-4 percent). These
differences were generally stable across time periods,
for both actual and planned repair/renovation. The
only exceptions were mathematics and the
environmental sciences, both of which had low levels
of repair/renovation activity in 1986-87 followed by
relatively high levels in 1988-89.

Table 13 Percent of existing RIX space undergoing rnalor
repair/renovation by discipline and year 1966-91*

Discipline

Year ot repair/renovatIon prolect start

1986-87

(actual)

1988-89

(plan)

1988-89

(actual)

19SZ-91

(Plan)

Total

Engineering
Physical sciences
Environmental

sciences ..
Mathematics . .

Computer sciences
Agricultural sciences
Biological sciences
Medical sciences
Psychology
Social sciences
Other sciences, n e c

(percent)

12 8 10 7

17 9 10 6

11 9 12 10

6 7 15 11

5 6 17 9
13 6 10 8

4 3 3 2

15 10 13 10

17 12 12 8

8 3 3 7

5 3 4 6

11 8 10 11

*Findings are limited to projects with estimated total cost of $100,000 or
more for R&D-refated space

Reference Appendix Table 3-8 and 2-6

Source National Science Founoalion, SRS
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4. SOURCES OF FUNDS FOR RESEARCH FACILITIES PROJECTS

Highlights

Funds for new facilities construction in 1988-
89 came primarily from three sources:
state/local governments, private donations,
and debt financing. Private institutions
obtained 70 percent of their construction
funding from private donations and debt
financing, while public institutions acquired
almost half of their construction funding
from state/local governments.

As compared to the 1986-87 period, private
institutions made greater use of debt
financing, including taxable debt, and had
less reliance on internal institution funds for
1988-89 construction projects. F ublic

institutions had increased levels of
construction funding from both Federal
sources and institution funds during this
period.

Of the 30 private institutions that are among
the top 100 in R&D exraditures, 19 have
reached the $150 million limit on tax-exempt
bonds, and three others expect to do so
within the next two years. This may explain
those institutions' growing use of relatively
costly taxable bonds and other debt to
finance facilities construction.

Major sources of funding for repair and
renovation include debt financing, private
donations, and institutional funding. Both
private and public institutions depend
primarily upon institutional funding.

Half of all private donations for new
construction, and two-thirds of all such
donations for repair/renovation come from
foundation grants. A total of $263 million
was contributed by foundations for projects
started in 1988-89. Individual contributors
are the second largest supporters, providing
37 percent of all private donations for new
construction and 19 percent of repair/
renovation donat ions.

Introduction

This chapter examines trends in the sources of funds
institutions used to finasheerMstracsiorn and
repair/renovation of academic research facilities over
the period 1986-89 and the sources involved in
projects planned for 1990-91. Because very different
funding mixes are involved, public and private
institutions are discussed separately throughout most
of this chapter, as are new construction and
repair/renovation. After discussing overall funding
trends, additional detail is presented about
institutions' sources of private donations.

Sources of Funds for New Construction

Current Sources: Public versus Private
Institutions

As would be expected, private institutions obtained
most (82 percent) of their 1988-89 construction
funding from private (nongovernment) sources, while
public institutions secured the bulk of their funding
support (65 percent) from government sources
(Figure 6).

State/local government was by far the largest source
of facilities construction funding for public

institutions in 1988-89, accounting for half
(49 percent) of all such funds during this period.
Federal agencies accounted for an additional
16 percent of public institutions' construction funding
followed closely by institution funds (15 percent).
Relatively small funding shares were provided by
private donations (11 percent) or debt financing
(9 percent).

The profile for private institutions was quite different
from the above. Thus, while state/local government
sources provided half of all facilities construction
funds for public institutions in 1988-89, they
accounted for only 7 percent of private institutions'
funds. Federal sources also played a smaller funding
role at private institutions (contributing 11 percent of
their funding) than at public universities and colleges
(16 percent). Instead of relying on these government
sources, private institutions relied mostly on private
donations (36 percent) and on debt financing
(34 percent). About two-thirds of this dcbt was in the
form of tax-exempt bonds; the rest, 12 percent of the
total, involved taxable debt. Finally, institution funds

4 -1
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Flgure 6
Sources of funds for new construciltin of science/engineering

retrarch facilities: 1988 and 1989

Private institutions
($738 million)

Reference: Appendix Tables 4-1 mid 4-2.
Source: National Science Foundation, SAS

Public institutions
($1.73 billion)

were used to provide the remaining 12 percent of
construction funds at private institutions, about the
same level as was seen at public institutions (15
percent).

It should be noted that this funding mix information,
which was provided at the time of the survey, can
change somewhat over time, even after construction
work begins on a given project. For example, the
original proposed funding sources for a project may
not include tax-exempt bonds. But, should the bond
market become more favorable during or after
construction, the institution may noose to refinance
part of the cost of the project through the issue of
bonds. Alternatively, if the institution were to receive
a large donation, it might be used to retire all or part
of the debt the institution had planned to incur.
Institutions were asked to report the planned sources
for the rrmanent fmancing of their construction
projects," but it must be recognized that existing

12
Permanent financing refers to the planned means of financing
the costs of a building over time. This excludes short-term
arrangements (e.g., a 3-yuir construction loan) that allow the
building process to go forward but are replaced by a more
permanent funding mtx within a relatively short time

NMI

"/.
/.040

Federal government
Statalocal govenunents
Private donations

Institutional funds
Tax-exanpt bonds
Other debt

fmancial management practices do sometimes
produce adjustments to the funding mix.

Trends in Public Institutions' Construction
Funding

Funding from state/local government, the principal
source of construction funds for public institutions,
increased from $754 million in 1986-87 to $838
million in 1988-89, and it is expected to increase
further, to $1.01 billion in 1990-91 (Table 14).
Federal funding support has grown even more rapidly
during this period, from $40 million in 1986-87 to
$274 million in 1988-89 to a projected $318 million
for 1990-91. Use of institution funds for new
construction has also increased, from $109 million in
1986-87 to $256 million in 1988-89 to an expected
$273 million in 1990-91.
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Index and time perlod Total Government

Federal Stale/local

PrIVIII4

donations

Institution

funds

TIM-

*wimp

bonds

Ottw
debt

Other/

unknown

Dollar contribution

(Dollars in millions)

1906-87. ... . 1,355 40 754 259 109 190 2 <1

1968-89 1,727 274 838 193 256 154 a 1

1900-91 (plan) 2,131 318 1,014 157 273 245 89 7

Relative contribution
(percent of total)

1988-67. .. . 100 3 56 19 8 14 <1 < 1

1968-80. .. . ...... 100 16 49 11 15 e <1 <1

1990-91 (plan) 100 15 48 7 13 12 4 o

Not*. Details may not sum to totals because of rounding

Reference Appendix Table 4-2

Source National Science Foundation, SRS

In contrast to these increasing sources of funding,
private donations have dropped off, from $259
million in 1986-87 to $193 million in 1988-89 to a
projected $157 million in 1990-91. In relative terms,
this represents a decline from 19 percent of all
coustruction funds at public institutions in 1986-87 to
a projected 7 percent in 1990-91. Finally, debt
financing (primarily through use of tax-exempt bonds,
wf,:11 is not Federally restricted for public
institutions) has varied within a fairly narrow range:
9-16 percent.

Trends In Private Institutions' Construction
Funding

In terms of non-inflation-adjusted dollars,
government funding support for facilities construction
at private institutions has remained stable over the
period 1986-91. It totalled $130 million in both 1986-
87 and 1988-89, and it is expected to be $148 million
in 1990-91 (Table 15). Among government-sector
sources, however, there appears to have been a
progressive shift over the 1986-91 period toward less

Table 15 Pr.vate Institutions' sources of funding for construction Of new research facilities: 1986-1991

Index and time period Total

Funding sources

Government

Federal Stale/local

Private

donations

Institution

funds

TIM-

COMO

bon&

Other/

unletown

Dollar contribution
(dollars in millions)

1986-87. . . 696 105 25 228 181 124 1 32

1968-89 .. . 738 78 52 266 ee 166 88 <1

1990-91 (Plan) 1,364 54 £ 1 406 267 350 107 1

Relative contribution
(percent of total)

1986-87.... . 100 15 4 33 26 18 <1 5

1988-89 ... 100 11 7 36 12 22 12 <1

1990-91 (Plan) 100 4 7 30 20 26 8 5

Note' Details may not sum to totals because of rounding

Reference. Appendix Table 4-1

Source National Science Foundation, SRS
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Federal support and greater state/local support for
facilities construcfion at private institutions.

This ($50 million) dedine in Federal support for
private institutions stands in sharp contrast to the
large ($280 minion) increase in Federal support seen
at public institutions over the same period. These
differences may just represent a temporary
fluctuation, however. At an.; pven time, facilities
construction projects tend to involve large amounts of
money being spent at a relatively small number of
institutions. Depending on the size and scheduling of
the particular projects involved, small fluctuations in
the public-private distribution of institutions receiving
Federal construction supnort could produce large
short-term shifts in aggregate dollar amounts.

Private donations, upon which private institutions
depend heavily to finance facilities projects, increased
slightly from $228 million in 1986-87 to $266 million
in 1988-89; they are expected to increase substantially
in 1990-91, to $406 million.

The largest funding shift for private institutions in the
period studied was that debt financing increased from
1986-87, where it was $124 million (18 percent of
total construction funding), to 1988-89, where it
doubkd to $254 million t34 percent of the total).
Additional debt is anticipated for construction
projects to be initiated in 1990-91: $457 million
(again, 34 percent of the anticipated total for that
period). One disturbing aspect of this trend is that
not only is debt financing increasing for private
institutions (both in absolute and in relative terms),
but much of the increase is in the form of taxable
debt. Such debt, which was essentially nonexistent in
1986-87 ($1 million), grew to $88 million in 1988-89
and is expected to grow further to $101 million in
1990-91.

To some extent, these trends may be a result of the
1986 Federal Tax Reform Act, which established a
$150 million cap on the tax-exempt bonds private
instkutions would be allowed to issue.13 This cap has
not yet had much effect on non-doctorate-granting
private institutions: none of them have yet reached
the cap, and none expect to reach it in the next two
years (Figure 7). However, of the 30 private
institutions that are among the top 100 R&D
performers, 19 have now reached the cap, and 3

13
!nternal Revenue Code of 1986, Section 145 This $150 million

cap applies to all tax-exempt bonds, not just those that support
construction at research facilities

others expect to reach the cap within the next two
years. The $195 million in actual am' Imanned taxable
debt reported for the period 1988-91 comes entirely
from institutions in this category. Insofar as inability
to use tax-exempt bonds is increasing the cost of
money for these insti.ations, this constraint may
make it especially difficult for the most prominent
research institutions to follow through on the
ambitious facilities construction programs they Five
planned for 1990-91. As one private, doctorate-
granting institution replied:

The single greatest deterent to the initiation of new
researr't facility repair/renovufion and constniction
projects at (private, doctorate-granting institution)
is the $150 million cap on tar-exempt bonds
enacted as a result of recent tar reform. As an
institution prirnwily tuition-dependent for revenues,
there is little discretionary spending as a result for
such activities. The twgeting of loan, loan
guarantees and other debt financing programs are
also significant factors in the University's ability to
address facility needs.

Figure 7
Status of private institutions relative to 8150 million

limit on tax-exempt bonds: 1988 and 1990
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Filiure 8
Sources of funds for repair and renovation projects of science/engineering

research 'Utilities: 1988 and 1989

Federal government
r::::1 State/local govemmaus

Private donations
Institutional funds
Tax-exempt bonds

QM Other debt
Other unimown

Private institutions
($311 million)

Reference: Appendix Tabies 4-3 and 4-4
Source. National Some Foundation, SRS

Sources of Funds for Repair and
Renovation

Public institutions
($698 million)

Expenditures for thc repair and renovation of
research facilities totalled $1 billion in 1988-89. For
private institut;ons, which accounted for about one-
third of this total ($311 million), institution funds
provided the largest source of repair/renovation
funds, 54 percent (Figure 8). An additional 24
percent of the funds ($74 million) came from debt
financing, most of which ($63 million) was acquired
throng'', tl's issue of tax-exempt bonds (Appendix
Table 4-3). Private donations provided an additional
10 percent, as did Federal sourms. State/local
government contributed ( ly 1 percent of the cost of
repair/renovation.

Public institutions also obtained over half
(58 percent) of their repair/renovation funds from
institutional monies. State/local government
accounted for most of the rest (33 percent).
Donations and debt financing together accounted for
only 5 percent of all 1988-89 repair/renovation
financing at public institutions.

Looking at trends from 1986-87 to 1990-91, public
institutions consistently relied on institution funds

4v44`

ant' state/local government sources for their facilities
repair/renovation. The sum of these two sources
ranged from 88 percent in 1986-87 to 93 percent for
planned work in 1990-91 (Table 16). The specific mix
among these two sources varied considerably from
period to period, however, presumably with
institutions having to pick up whatever additional
costs became incurred over and above those covered
by state appropriations.

In relative terms, the repair/renovation funding mix
for private institutions also remained fairly stable
over the intervals studied. Thus, the relative
contributions from government sources varied within
a fairly narrow range (5-11 percent), as did those
from debt financing (21-29 percent). Private
donations appeared to play a declining role in funding
repair/renovatioa, decreasing from 21 percent in
1986-87 to 7 percent of planned 1990-91 projects.
Institution funds became correspondingly more
prominent, in relative terms, increaLing from
43 percent to 60 percent.

This analysis is somewhat misleading for private
institutions, however. The actual dollar amount of
institution funds for repair/renovation projects
actually declined slightly--from $173 in 1986-87 to a
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Tad* 16. Sources of funding for repellrennelion of meesith Winn by nelikilice =Ira 1986-1981

Institution conVol

and lime period

Tolai

(dollars

In

millions)

FUndIng mutual

Slate/local

PAM,

dOnalkun

Tax-

acerapl

bonds

May
unknown

MO (prowl of lotel)

1988-87._ . ...... . .. 402 4 2 21 43 28 1 2
311 10 1 10 54 20 4 2

1900-91 (Plan). 268 4 1 7 so 12 a 4

Public

1086-87. .. 436 3 52 4 38 a <1 <1

1966-89 . . 699 4 33 3 sa 1 1 o
1990-91 (Plan) .. 687 0 76 5 17 2 o o

Note Details may not sum to totals because of rounding

Reference: Appendix Tables 4-3 end 4-4.

Source National Science Foundation, SRS

projected $162 in 1990-91--but repair/renovation
contributions from all other sources declined even
more (Appendix Table 4-3). Perhaps the main
conclusion to be drawn from this pattern is that,
although private institutions are continuing to expend
substantial amounts of their internal funds for
facilities repair and renovation, they are finding it
increasingly difficult to obtain outside sources of
funding support for such work.

Sources of Private Donations

In the 1990 survey, institutions were asked to break
down their sources 4 private donations for capital
projects among corporations, foundations, private
individuals, and other private donors. Foundations
contributed a total of $230 million for new
construction in 1988-89 (Appendix Table 4-5),
accounting for half of all private donations (Table
17). Another third (37 percent) of the private
donations ($171 million) came from individuals.
Corporations contributed less than 10 percent of all
private funds for construction of new research
facilities.

Public institutions tended to get a larger share of
their new construction funding from foundations
(55 percent) than did private institutions (47 percent).
Private institutions tended to have more of a balance
between funding from foundations (47 percent) and
from individuals (41 percent). This was due in large
part to private institutions' strength in attracting
donations from private individuals for R&D facilities
construction, which :3taled $110 million in 1988-89,
while public institutions reported orly $60 million in
individual-based donations for this purpose.

A similar profile was observed for repair and
renovation funding. In this case, foundations
accounted for 63 percent of all donations ($32
million), while individuals donated 19 percent of the
totaL Again, public institutions reported a larger
share from foundations than did private institutions
(69 percent versus 58 percent).
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S. ADEQUACY AND CONDITION OF RESEARCH FACILITIES

Need for More Research Space

In each of the Ewe largest S/E disciplines, 40
to 60 percent of the institutions that perform
research in the discipline report needs fog
mere research space. Reports of inadequate
current amounts of research space were
most prevalent among medical schools (in
both the biological and medical sciences),
and such reports from medical schools were
more widespread in 1990 than they had been
in 1988.

However, in moat disciplines and in moct
institution types, the perceived need for
lacreased amounts of research space does
ngi appear to have grown from 1988 to 1990.
In the physical sciences and engineering, the
proportions of schools reporting a need for
more space declined slightly.

Facility Infrastructure

Asked to assess the adequacy of various
aspects of their research :acility
infrastructure (air decontamination
capabilities, data communications systems,
tot:: waste disposal, etc.), 65 to 85 percent of
the institutions in most institution type
categories assessed most infrastructure
e!ements as "adequate" or "generally
adequate," and 1990 assessments were very
similar to those given in 1988 in most cases.

In the 1990 survey, non-doctorate-granting
institutions repot ted infrastructure
inadequacies more often than other groups
and more often than they did in the 1988
survey.

Quality and Condition of Research
Facilities

There was a modest (12 percent) increasr,
from 1988 to 1990 in the absolute amount of
research space assessed as being "suitable for
use in the most highly developed and

scientifically sophisticated research in ;ft
field." The proportion of space in this
category rose from 24 percent in 1988 to
26 percent in 1990.

There was, however, no change in the pro-
portion of research space reported to be in
need of repair or renovation (39 percent in
both survey years).

Deferred Repair/Renovation

Although the amount of research space
needing repair/renovation did not change
significantly from 1988 to 1990, repair/
renovation costs have increased and
institution provisions for repair/renovation
have declined. Consequently, the amount 1
deferred repair/renovation (the estimated
cost of the unfunded backlog) has increased,
from an estimated $28 billion at the time of
the 1988 survey to $4.0 billion currently, a
45-percent increase over this two-year
period.

Another way of expressing the current
backlog is that, for every dollar of planned
repair/renovation spent in 1990-91, there
will be an additional $4.25 of needed repair/
renovation the will not be performed.

Deferred Construction

The estimated amount of deferred
construction needed to meet institutions'
requirements for additional research space
increased from $5.8 billion at the time of the
1988 survey to $8.0 billion currently, an
increase of 38 percent over this period.

The current level of deferred construction
means that, for every dollar of plannee
facilities construction in 1990-91, an
additional $3.11 of needed construction will
not be performed.

5 3
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Introduction

This chapter compares fmdings from the 1988 and
1990 surveys on institutions' qualitative assessments
of the adequacy and of the quality/condition of their
research fluilities. Data concerning needs for
additional or improved research space are then
combined with other information, from Chapter 3,
about institutions' planned expenditures for capital
pro),Tts to develop estimates of trends in the amount
of deferred construction and repair/renovation.

Adequacy of Research Facilities

Institutions were asked to assess the adequacy of
several aspects of their S/E research facilities in each
discipline. Discussions with a number of institutions
indicated that, for the mose part, reports on facilities'
condition and adequacy were obtainee from deans, in
consultation with department chairs.

On one key indicator, the adequacy of their amount
of research space, little overall change was seen from
1988 to 1990 (Figure 9). Averaged across disciplines:

Twelve percent of the institutions assessed
their 1990 amount of research space as
"adequate -- sufficient to support all the
needs of your research in the discipline,"
essentially the same as in 1988;

Forty-six percent of the institutions assessed
their 1990 space as "generally adequate --
sufficient to support most research needs in
the discipline, but may have some

-;tations," down slightly from 48 percent in
and

Forty-two percent of the institutions
described their 1990 space as "inadequate --
not sufficient to support the needs of your
research in the discipline," up slightly from
40 percent in 1988.

Film 9
Adequacy of instItudese current amount of R&D
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Institutions in the top 100 in overall S/E research
expenditures assessed their 1990 amount of research
space as "adequate" or 'generally adequate less often
than institutions with smaller research provams: 50
percent of the top 100 institutions gave: such
assessments, as compared to 60 percent of other
doctorate-granting institutions and 63 percent of non-
doctorate-granting institutions. All three institutions
types were somewhat more likely to report
inadequate amounts of research space in 1990 than
they had in 1988. All of these changes were of less
thRr two percentage points, however.

Institutions' reports about inadequate amounts ot
research space were more widespread than concerns
about other aspects of their research facilities.
Overall, the percent of institutions assessing other
facility aspects as being adequate or generally
adequate in 1990 were:

Air decontamination (e.g., fume hoods):
68 percent,

Data communications systems: 70 percent;

Heating, ventilation, and air conditioning
(HV4C): 70 percent;

Toxic waste disposal: 81 percent; and

Power systems: 83 NI cent.
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Although non-doctorate-granting institutions were
somewhat less dissatisfied with their total amount of
research space than were the two categories of
doctorate-granting institutions in 1990, they were
somewhat more likely than other institution types to
complain about inadequacies in the infrastructural
aspects of their existing research facilities (Figure
10). Non-doctorate-granting institutions' complaints
in most of these areas increased from 1988 to 1990,
more so than was true for other institution types. For
example, with respect to dat, communications
systems, HVAC, and power systems, doctorate-
granting institutions in the top 100 in R&D became
somewhat more satisfied between 1988 and 1990 with
the adequacy of their research facilities, while non-
doctorate-granting institutions increasingly reported
inadequate facilities.

Air decontamination (fume hoods, etc.) was the one
infrastructure area that was of growing concern for
all three institution tyres. Even there, however, the
growth in reporting of inadequacies was least for
institutions in the top 100 in R&D (which had a
changc of 2 percentage points) and was greatest for
non-doctorate-granting institutions (where the
change r as 10 percent).

Although there were some interesting institution-typo
differences and trends in facilities assessments, such
trends are perhaps most meaningful when examined
by discipline. Discipline-rclated changes from 1988
to 1990 are summarized below. The discussion
presents the data in one of two formats: either as the
percent of institutions in a discipline that assess their
space as generally adequate or Zletter (as shown in
Table 18) or the percent that assess their space as
inadequate (this is the complement of the percentage
shown in Table 18; the two percentages always sum
to 100 percent).

Discipline-related Changes

Amount of space. In most of the larger disciplines
(e.g., engineering, physical sciences, biological
sciences) the percentage of institutions reporting
generally adequate or better amounts of research
space increased slightly from 1988 to 1990. In the
medical sciences, however, reports of inadequate
space were especially widespread, and the prevalence
of such reports increased significantly from 1988 to

1990. This was true both for medical science facilities
located in medical schools and for those located in
other academic settings. Reports of inadequate space
were also relatisely prevalent, and are becoming
increasingly so, for biological science fs.aities that
are located in medical schools. Satisfaction with the
amount of research space also decreased from 1988
levels in mathematics and agricultural sciences,
though only the latter discipline dropped below the
overall average.

Air decontamination. The adequacy of fume
hoods and other air decontamination equipment is a
major safety concern affecting much research in the
biomedical sciences, chemistry, and other fields. It
seems to be a positive sign that in the physical
sciences and in all subcategories of the biological and
medical sciences -- where the concern is perhaps
n,ost relevant--increasing percentages of institutions
reported generally adequate or better facilities in
1990 as compared to 1988. On ihe other hand, the
perentages of institutions describing their air
decontamination systems as generally adequate or
better are considerably below 100 percent in each of
these disciplines, suggesting that many irstitutions are
not entirely satisfied about the level of Afety 1heir
systems provide.

Toxic _.ste disposal. This is another important
safety issue. Assessments of the adequacy of toxic
waste disposal capabilities were obtained at the
institution level in the 1990 survey rather than by
discipline, because many institutions indicated that
toxic and hazardous wastes are handled through
centralizeii systems. The overall trend is again
positive, with more institutions reporting generally
adequate or better provisions in this area in 1990 than
in 1988 (81 percent versus 76 percent). Again,
however, it is a matter of some concern that 19
percent of all academic institutions still regard their
toxic v-ste disposal capabilities as "inadequate.*

Data communications. Considering the high
levels of interest, activity, and yew:ling institutions
have shown in the past few ;.ears in networking of
computer systems, telecommunications, and other
aspects of data communication, the study findings
show remarkably little variability among disciplines
and remarkably little change from 1988 to 1990 on
this dimension. The only discipline . awing a change
of more than 5 or 6 percentage points was the
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Figure 10
Trends in rated adequacy of selected aspects of research infrastructure,

by type of institution: 1988 and 1990

Permit of loolkotions repealingawl& "generally &devote or better lo 1990"

Current amount of R&D space
All imtitutions -1%

Top 100 doctorate-grafting -1%
Otter doctoutte-paoting -1%

Non-doctorate-granting -2%

Air decontamination
All institutions -3%

Top 100 doctorate-granfing -2%
Other doctorate-granting -4%

Non-doctorate-granting -10%

Data communications systems
All inuitutions 1%

Top 100 dot...orate-granting 3%
Other dodorate-granting 8%

Non-doctorate-granting -8%

HVAC
All institutions -3%

't op 103 doctorate-granting 1%
Ottwr doctorate-granting 0%
Non-doctorate-granting -8%

Toxic waste disposal
All institutions 6%

Top 100 doctorate-granting -4%
Other doctorate-granting 13%

Non-doctonue-granting 4%

Power SyStemS

All institutt_ ,s -2%

Top 100 doctorate-granting I %
Other doctorate-granting 2%

Non-doctorate-granong -8%

25 15 100

70

_J

70

Reference Appendix Tables 5-3 to 5-7
Source Nauonal Selena Foundauon, SRS
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Table 18 Adequacy of selected aspects of science/engineering research facilities by discipline 1988 and 1990

Discipline

Research facility aspects

Amount of

R&D space

Alf decori-

tamination

Data

communications
HVAC

Toxic waste

disposal

Puir,er

systems

1988 1990 1988 1 1988 1990 1988 1990 1988 1990 1988 1990

(Percent of Institutions reporting 'generally adequate Of better)

Total 59 6 58 2 70 8 68 1 68 7 69.8 72 6 69 8 75 5 81 2 84 5 82.7

Engineering 48 8 51 4 74 1 64 9 63 3 67 6 72 3 67 1 81 0 85.2
Physical sciences 57 1 59 5 59 2 60 6 66 4 68 6 63 6 58 1 84 2 85 6
Environmental sciences 60 4 59 5 69 6 59 2 63 6 70 0 69 4 61 4 81 3 68 5
Mathematics 74 6 64 8 90 8 69 7 65 8 74 9 73 7 84 0 84 8
Computer sciences 53 2 55 0 92 0 69 3 67 0 74 9 73 5 82 5 84 3
Agricultural sciences 62 2 56 9 64 3 61 7 60 5 70 4 68 0 66 9 78 ,1 79 1

Biological sciences 53 6 54 8 65 9 69 9 71 9 68 1 69 2 68 9 81 7 70 1
in universities and colleges 54 1 56 9 63 7 68 1 69 7 65 8 67 3 67 2 80 9 77 4
In medical schools 51 0 45 9 76 5 77 4 81 8 78 3 78 3 76 3 85 3 86 6

Medical sciences 57 5 47 9 73 3 75 4 70 7 69 3 78 9 78 0 86 7 82 9
in universities and colleges 60 3 53 3 70 9 72 5 65 4 63 8 78 9 78 0 87 6 81 9
in medical schools 53 4 40 8 76 2 78 8 78 1 76 7 79 2 77 9 85 4 84 2

Psychology 68 2 67 5 84 7 78 2 72 8 78 0 74 5 68 9 92 8 88 6
Social sciences 63 1 63 7 84 2 80 6 70 6 70 1 83 2 84 8 88 7 85 1
Diner sciences, n a c 61 7 56 1 55 7 70 4 62 8 77 6 67 0 68 8 81 0 89 4

HVAC - healing, ventilation, and air conditioning

Nol applicable for individual discipline (or for this discipline)

Source National Science Foundation, SRS
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agricultural sciences, where reporting of generally
adequate or better data communications increased
from an especially low level (compared to other
disciplines) of 66 percent in 1988 to a mid-range level
of 70 percent in 1990.

HVAC and power systems. There tended to be
fewer complaints about these basic aspects of behind-
the-walls facility infrastructure than about the other
concerns discussed above: HVAC was assessed as
generally adequate or better by 70 percent of the
institutions in 1990, and 83 percent assessed their
power systems as generally adequate or bettor. In
both categories, however, concerns about inadequate
facilities grew somewhat from 1988 to 1990. Growing
concerns about HVAC were most prominent in the
physical and environmental sciences and in
engineering. Growing concerns about inadequate
power were especially evident for the environmental
sciences.

Discipline-related Comments

Representative comments from respondcnts to this
survey concerning health and safcty issues Include the
following:

Toxic materials handling and disposal
requirements (new requirements and new
materials which were previously not included in
the requirements) outstrip our physical capacity to
handle them. It is for this reason that we are
expending over $2 million for the construction of
new Environmental Health and Safety facilities.

As research becomes more sophisticated, the

facilities must keep pace wills safety and
environmental concerns. Early approaches to
ventilation are no longer acceptable requiring a
tremendous renovation effort in many existing
buildings.

Several campus-wide facilities or systems that
suppod research are inadequate, requiring the
investment of many millions of dollars over the
next few years. By nature of its research and
teaching functions, (institution) generates various
waste, including low-level radioactive waste,

hazardous chemical waste, and infectious waste.
Proper handling and disposal of hazardous

materials is of great concern to the campus; it has
continually improved its hazardous waste

management practices in order to be responsive to
cwrent needs, technology, regulations, and public
eipectations.

(Institution)...is faced with equal or greater
resewrh facilities concerns as a result of the age
of its current facilities and as a result of its present
stage of development.... As new replacement
faculty are hired, frequent6, two or three older
laboratories have to be renovated to
accommodate a single research team....not on6,
must existing laboratories be renovated and
reconfigured but a substantial number of new
R&D fa ilities also will need to be constructed

The biggest problem is the gmount of space.
Other significant problems include animal care
facilities, health and safety issues, and overall
renovation needs.

Quality and Condition of Research
Facilities

In each applicable S/E discipline, institutions were
asked to estimate the percentage of their current
research space falling in the following categories:

A - suitable for use in the most highly developed
and scientifically sophisticated research in its
field;

B - effective for most purposes but not
applicable to category A;

C - effective for some purposes but in nccd of
limited renovation or repair; and

D - requiring major repair or renovation to be
used effectively.

In 1990, respondents assessed 26 percent of all
academic research space as being in category A
(suitable for the most sophisticated research), an
increase of 2 percentage points from 1988 (Figure
11). An additional 39 percent of all research space
was assessed as needing either limited or major
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Figure 11
Trends in reported quality/condition of academic

research space by institution type and control: 1988 and 1990

Total

Top 100 in R&D

Other doctorate-granting

Non-doctorate-granting

e

Public

Private

f AZ71-251 35 (-2) iffa

34 (-2) Mg;
38 (-1)

' AWN 47 (-2) ilia

424 (+Da 36 (0) :mix

0 20 40 60 80 1(

Suitable ior the most
sophisticated research

Relvence Appendix Tabk 5-1
Source National Science Foundation, SRS

Percent of 1990 research space (changes since 1988)

ElEffective for most uses III Needs repair/renovation

renovation or repair in 1990, which is essentially
unchanged from 1988.

By institution type, institutions in the top 100 in R&D
expenditures reported a larger fraction of their
research spacc in category A (27 percent) than was
found for othcr doctorate-granting institutions
(24 percent) or for noh-doctorate-granting institu-
tions (19 percent). However, the large R&D
institutions also had relatively large amounts of space
needing rcpair or renovation (39 percent for the top
100 institutions versus 34 percent for non-doctorate-
granting institutions).

Although thc average amount of rcsearch space is
considerably smaller at private than at public
institutions, private institutions reported a somewhat
higher fraction of their research space in category A
than did public institutions (30 percent versus
24 percent), and they also reported more of an
increase from 1988 to 1990 in this top-quality space
than did public institutions (4 percent versus
1 percent). Private institutions reported a somewhat
lower fraction of space needing repair or renovation

than did public institutions (36 percent versus

40 percent).

Discipline-related differences in the proportion of
research space assessed as being suitable for the most
sophisticated research were very stable from 1988 to
1990, seldom changing by more than 3 or 4

percentage points (Table 19). This stability is a

noteworthy fmding, considering the seemingly
subjective nature of the assessment and the fact that
these assessments were often assembled from several
deans and department chairs from the various
disciplines, rather than being done centrally by a
single person.

Disciplines with above-average changes in the
proportion of research space assessed as being in the
top category wcre computer science, biological and
medical sciences outside medical schook, and
medical sciences in medical schools, all of which
showed small increases in their pioportions of top-
grade research space.

Like the differences at thc upper end of the
quality/condition scale, discipline-related differences
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UM. 1; Dealltyjcoraboh area:a-a: %ague: by s.t.::pgi-4. e=

Suitable tOr use in the

most sophisticated Oscan tor MOM uses

Needs NMlied or

MIWOr Mir/

Discipline 'Total rematch remittal

1988 1990 1968 1990 1988 1990

(PerceM of research space)

Total .... 100 0 23 9 25 9 36 8 35.3 39.3 38.8

100 0 26 1 27 9 37.6 35.6 36.3 38.5

Physical sciences.. 100 0 25 7 26 3 34.5 33.5 39.8 40.2

Environmental sciences. 100 0 18 7 18 7 40.6 40.4 40.7 40.9

100 0 29.5 25 9 45.3 44.6 25.2 29.5

Computer sciences 100 0 32 6 38 3 35.0 35.6 32.4 28.1

Agricultural sciences 100 0 21 2 20 3 32.5 33.6 46.3 46.1

Biological sciences 100 0 27 5 29 8 35 5 34.0 37 0 38.2

In universities and colleges 100 0 23 2 27 5 36.2 34.3 40.6 38.2

In medical schoois 100 0 36 2 34 3 34.0 33.5 29 9 32.2

Medical sciences. . . 100 0 23 2 27 3 36 5 34.6 40.3 38.1

In universities and colleges 100 0 18 1 24 0 40.1 35.1 41 8 40.8

in medical schools .. 100 0 25 2 28 4 35 1 34 4 39.7 37.1

F lychology. . . 100 0 73 2 20 5 43.7 46 6 33 1 33.0

Social sciences 100 0 14 8 17 2 47 7 45.0 37 5 37.8

Other sciences. n e c 100 0 15 9 36 0 47 5 36 4 36 6 27.6

Note Details may not sum to totals because of rounding

Source National Science Foundation, SRS



in the proportion of research space needing
repair/renovation were also very stable from 1988 to
1990. The only disciplines where the proportion of
space reported as needing repair/renovation eanged
by more than 4 percentage points were the two
smallest ones, which are most subject to statistical
fluctuations mused by small changes: mathematics
(where the proportion of space needing
repair/renovation increased by 43 percentage points)
and computer science (whiei showed a decrease of
63 percentage points). Neither of these differences
is statistically significant.

Deferred Repair/Renovation

As noted previously, the amount and proportion of
research space institutions assessed as needing repair
or renovation were about the same in the 1990 survey
as in the 1988 survey. However, repair/renovation
costs and plans have changed considerably since the
last survey, as detailed in Chapter 3. Consequently,
the dollar amount of deferred repair/renovation (the
estimated cost of the repair/renovation that is

needed but not scheduled) has also changed, as
sunmarized in Figure 12

As shown, institutions reported in 1988 that they
planned to spend $0.76 billion for facilities
repair/renovation in 1988-89. If all research space
they reported to need repair/renovation were to
receive it, at the same unit cost as the planned work,
the total cost of all needed repair/renovation would
have been $3.54 billion. The difference between
needed and planned repair/renovation, $2.78 billion,
may be viewed as an estimate of the unfunded
backlog of needed work, i.e., the deferred
repair/renovation.

Applying the same arithmetic to data reported in the
1990 survey leads to an estimate of $4.06 billion in
deferred repair/renovation in 1990-91. This
represents a 46-percent increase since 1988, and it
implies that for each dollar of planned facilities
repair/renovation in 1990-91, there will be an
additional $4.25 of needed repafr/renovation that will
not be performed.

Deferred Construction

This section examines the extent to which institutions
that have a perceived need for additional research 5-
space in a discipline (a) have set plans in motion to
address the need through new facilities construction
in the near future, or (b) have deferred their needed
construction into the indefinite future.

Of the $3.5 billion ;.., planned facilities construction in
1990-91 reported in Chapter 3, $2.6 billion (i.e.,
three-fourths) was found in disciplines (within
institutions) where the current amount of research
space was reported to be inadequate (Figure 13).
The remnining one-fourth was planned in disciplines
where the current amount of research space was na
seen as inadequate. Presumably, the construction
being planned in these latter situations is intended to
modernize or upgrade the quality of the research
space in a discipline, without necessarily increasing
the overall amount of space.

If all institutions that reported an inadequate amount
of research space M a discipline in 1990 had been
able to develop plans to 13Tin construction of
additional research space in 1990 or 1991, at the same
average cost per institution as that anticipated by the
few institutions that actually do plan such
construction projects, the total cost of the research 5-
components of these would be $10.6 billion (Figure
13). Of this amount, only $2.6 billion in construction
projects is actually being planned for 1990-91. The
remainder, $8.0 billion in needed construction
activity, is being deferred. At the time of the 1988
survey, the analogous figure was $5.8 billion of
deferred construction. This implies that the dollar
amount of deferred construction of academic
research facilities has increased 38 percent from 1988
to 1990.

Another way of expressing this relationship is to note
that, for each dollar of planned facilities construction
spending in 1990-91, there will be an additional $3.11
of needed construction that will not be performed, up
from $2.48 in the previous two-year perh 1.
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Figure 12
Trends in deferred repair/renovation of

science/engineering research facilities: 1988 and 1990

1988 estimate of deferrLd repair/renovation in 1988-89:

44.0 million NASF

x $60.4 per sq. ft.

Amount of research space needing repair/renovation in 1988
kitppendix Table 5-1)

Unit cost of repair/renovation planned for 1988-89 (Figure 5)

$3.54 billion Estimated cost of all needed repair/renovation

9.4 milliC111 NASF Amount of planned repair/renovation in 1988-89 (Figure 5)

x $80.4 per sq. ft. Planned unit cost (Figure 5)

$0.76 billion Amount of planned repair/renovation

$2.78 billion Deferred repair/renovation (needed - planned)

1990 estimate of deferred repair/renovation in 1990-91:

45.1 million IN ASF

x $111 per sq. ft

$5.01 billion

8.6 million NASF

x $111 per sq. ft.

$0.95 billion

$4.06 billion

Amount of research space needing repair/renovatim in 1990
(Appendix Table 5-1)

Unit cost of repair/renovation planned for 1990-91 (Figure 5)

Estimated cost of all needed repair/renovation

Amount of planned repair/renovation in 1990-91 (Figure 5)

Planned unit cost (Figure 5)

Amount of planned repair/renovation

Deferred repair/renovation (needed planned)

Source National Science Foundation, SRS
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Figure 13
Trends in deferred construction of acience/engineering

research facilities: 1988 and 1990

1988 estimate:

$23 billion

$U billion

$5.8 billion

1990 estimate:

For institutions reporting an inadequate amount of research space
in i9Z8 in a given discipline:

Cost of all corstruction projects planned for 1988 and 1989

Cost of all needed construction projects*

Deferred construction (need-plan)

For institutions reporting an inadNuate amount of research space
in 1990 in a given discipline:

$2.6 billion Cost of construction projects planned for 1990 and 1991

$10.6 billion Cost of all needed construction projects*

$8.0 billion Deferred construction (need-plan)

* Estimates were derived by multiplying the per institution average cost of planned construction (for institutions that reported
they need additional research space in a discipline ind plan new construction projects in the discipline) by the total number of
institutions reporting insufficient curnmt research space. These estimates were computed separately by institution type within
discipline and were then aggregated to national totals.

Source: National Science Foundation, SRS

These deferred construction figures are minimal
estimates. They reflect doferred needs for facilities
expansion, but not deferrec' needs for upgrading and
modernization of research cacilities. If unmet needs
for qualitative improvemcnt of research facilities
could be measured and added in, the estimated total
amount of deferred construction would undoubtedly
increase.
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6. RESEARCH FACILITIES AT HISTORICALLY BLACK COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

Highlights

There was about a 30-percent net increase in
the total amount of research space in

historically black colleges and universities
(HBCUs) between 1988 (1,111,700 square
feet) and 1990 (1,439,600 square feet).
However, HBCUs still account for only
1 percent of all academic research space.

Agriculture had the largest amount of
research space of all the S/E disciplines, and
had a marked increase from 23 percent to 30
percent of all HBCU research space
between 1988 and 1990.

i-IBCUs reported high levels of research
facility construction activity for 1986-87, with
project starts in that period involving the
equivalent ol 43 percent of all existing
research space at these institutions. New
construction starts in 1988-89 involved less
space (the equivalent of 22 percent of
existing research space), but were still at a
level far above the national average for all
academic institutions. Projected
construction for 1990-91 is lower still, at a
level (6 percent of existing space)
comparable to other institutions. This high
level of construction activity in 1986-89
accounts for the overall net increase in
research space at I-IBCUs.

HBCUs obtained about 80 percent of their
research facilities construction and repair/
renovation funding from government
sources. HBCUs, which are predominately
public and non-doctorate-granting, were not
different from other public non-doctorate-
granting institutions in this respect.
However, the Federal government con-
tributed a larger share of new construction
funding for HBCUs (64 percent of the total)
than for public non-doctorate granting
institutions in general (6 percent).
Conversely, state/local government contri-
buted less to HBCUs for new construction
(21 percent of the total) than to public non-
doctorate granting institutions in general
(82 percent).

Facility condition and adequacy ratings are
generlIly more positive than were seen in
most other institution categories. This is

consistent with the finding that HBCUs have
had siptificant fadlities cotAstraction acti-vity
over the last several years.

Introduction

This chapter examines recent trends in S/E research
facilities at higorically black colleges and universities
(HBCUs). As defined by the National Advisory
Committee on Black Higher Education and Black
Colleges and Universities, there are a total of 107
HBCUs in the nation. These institutions were
founded primarily for black Americans, although
their charters were generally not exclusionary. Most
HBCUs were founded in the period 50 to 100 years
ago.

1-IBCUs continue to play a significant role in thc
training of black scientists and engineers. About 30
percent of the black Americans who earned S/E
doctorate degrees in 1986-88 received their
undergraduate training at HBCUs, and HBCUs
account for a similar percentage of all SJE
baccalaureate degrees earned by black Americans.14

Of the 107 HBCUs, there are 29 that are located in
the continental United States and that reported
separately budgeted R&D expenditures in NSFs FY
1983 R&D expenditures study. In 1988, these
institutions accounted for about 1 percent of all
separately budgeted R&D expenditures at academic
institutions.15 They accounted for 0.5 percent of all
science/engineering doctorate degrees awarded in
1989.16 All 29 of these institutions were included in
both the 1988 and 1990 facilities surveys, and they are
the subject of this chapter.17 Of these 29 HBCUs, 22

1411111
Susan T., Tactbook Blacks in Undergraduate

Saence/Engineenng Education," National Science Foundation,
SRS, July 1990 (unpublished paper).

15National Science Foundation, Academic Science/tineenne.
R&D Funds: Fiscal im 1968, NSF 89-326, Washington, DC
1990.

16National Science Foundation Early Rekass of Summarv
Statistics on Science and Enrineennx Doctorates, 1989) March
1990.

171n addition to hese 29 [IBMs, 40 other HBCUs have recently
been identified by NSF as being involved in S/E research
These latter Institutions were identified N.* late for inclusion ir
the current survey, but NSF intends to represent them in fu. -
cycles of the study. Although thae additional HDCUs are
comparatively large in number, examination of Fedzral
obligations data suggests that they collectively may account for
only 10 to 15 percent of the sponsored research beng conducted
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are public institutions, and 25 are 110n-doCtorate-

graniing.

Among the 107 HBCUs, the 29 surveyed institutions
include all of the top 12 HBCU recipients of Federal
R&D support in FY 1988, and they collectively
account for 81 percent of all FY 1988 Federal
obligations to HBCUs for R&D.18 This suggests
that, although there are many smaller research-
performing HBCUs that are not represented in thc
current study, most sponsored research at HBCUs
being represented at the surveyed institutions.

It is important to realize the limitations of such a
small number of institutions when analyzing these
data. Large fluctuations for any selected parameter
may be observed due to relatively small amounts of
space and small numbers of space-related capital
projects. Also, with only 29 institutions in the group,
it is possible that one or two institutions can
significantly affect the data as a whole, particularly
data for a single year or discipline. On the other
hand, the HBCU data are not subject to the usual
sampling errors. The data were obtained from all
HBCUs with reported R&D expenditures in fiscal
year 1983, and the 1990 survey data were obtained
from the same group of institutions. Thus, except
insofar as reporting errors are involved, changes from
1988 to 1990 must be presumed to be real.

Amount of Research Space Available

HBCUs currently report 1.4 million net assignable
square feet (NASF) of space used for organized
research in the sciences and engineerinf up by
29 percent from 1.1 million in 1988 (Table 20). This
represents about 1.2 percent of the 116 million R&D
NASF at all research institutions, up slightly from
1.0 percent in 1988. Within these FIBCUs, 23 percent
of the total science and engineering NASF is assigned
for organized research, an increase from 18 percent
of total NASF in 1988. The average (mean) amount
of research space at these 29 institutions is 49,700
NASF of S/E research space per institution,
compared to 38,300 square feet in 1988, or an
increase of about 30 percent.

at 1113CUs For additional details about these institutions, see
Appendix A (Technical Noes)

18National Science Foundation, Federal Support to Universities
Colleres, and Selected Nonprofit Institutions Fiscal Year 1988,
NSF 89-325, Washington, DC, 1989, Table 13-24

Table 20 Total amount of space wid amount Of A8D space
/ct diztdpl Ins " hccy

blaCk colleges and universes: 1906 and 1900

index 1966 1990

(NASF In thousands)

Total S/E alma 6.077 6,175

R&D space.. . . 1,112 1,440

Mean amount of R&D space per
38 3 49 7

RAD space as percent of total S/E

time 18% 23%

Source: Netionel Science Foundation, SAS

The distribution of R&D spa^,t across disciplines in
1990 was similar to the 1988 distribution (Table 21).
Agriculture had the largest propoetion of all
disciplines for S/E research NASF among HBCUs,
as was also the case in 1988. However, the
proportion of the total research space represented by
agriculture increased markedly from 73 percent
(259,000 NASF) in 1988 to 30 percent (433,000
NASF) in 1990. This increase (174,000 NASF)
accounted for over half of the total groMh in HBCU
research space from 1988 to 1990.

Table 21 Distribution of reeewch space al historically biack
colleges and universities by discipiine 1986 and 1990

Discipline 1968 1990

Tolal RAD NASF (in thousands) 1,112 1,440

(Percent o( total)

Engineering 14 12

Physical sciences 16 13

EnWonrnontat sciences 1 2

Mathematics 1 2

Cernpiker science 4 2

Awicuaurai sel.:ces 23 30
Biological sciences .. 21 20

In colleges and universities 13 12

In medical schools 8

Medical sciences 18 14

In colleges and universities 3 3

in medical schools 13 11

Psychology . . 1 1

Social IICIVICS 3 3

Other sciences. n e c <1 <1

Note Details may clot sum to totals because of rounding

Source National Scitnce Foundation. SRS
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Nnw Construction

In 1986 and 1987, historically black institutions broke
ground for $71.8 million in new construction projects,
involving 481,200 square feet of research space
(Table 22). In 1988 and 1989, new construction
projects totalling a somewhat lower $55.1 million and
involving 318,600 square feet of new space were
initiated. This represents a 23-percent reduction in
new construction expenditures over this two-year
period, and a 34-percent decrease in square footage
being developed. Further reductions are planned for
the 1990-91 period, where only $11.6 million in new
construction involving 82,300 NASF are anticipated.

Compared to other academic institutions, research
facility construction activity at HBCUs was extremely
high during 1986-87. The research space involved in
construction projects begun in these two years alone
was equivalent to 43 percent of the total research
space that had been accumulated at HBCUs up to
that time. The analogous figure for all academic
institutions was 9 percent (see Chapter 2). The level
of HBCU research facilities construction in 1988-89,
while lower than it had 'oeen in the previous two
years, was the equimlent of 22 percent of the existing
HBCU research space and was still much higher than
the overall national average. No doubt, the very high
level of construction activity at HBCUs in the 1986-89
peeod accounts for the previously noted 30-percent
net increase in HBCU research space from 1988 to
1990.

Table 22 Research facilities construction activity al historically
black cottages and universities 1966-91

Year of protect start

Index
1986 1988 1990

or or or

1987 1989 1991

(actual) (actual) (plan)

Total cost for R&D components
(in millions of dollars) 71 8 55 1 11 6

Total research NASF (In
thousands of square feel) 481 2 318 6 82 3

NASF as a percent of existing
R&D space . 43% 22% 6%

Source National Science Foundation, SRS

Repair/Renovation

While HBCUs showed a marked decline in new
construction from 1986-87 to 1988-89, spending for
facilities repair and renovation remained fairly stable.
The dollar amaint increased from $14.1 million in
1986-87 to $16.6 million in 1988-89, and it is projected
to remain stable ($15.6 million) in 1990-91 (Table
23).

The amount of space involved in HBCU repair/
renovation projects in 1986-87 was equivakzt to
12 percent of their R&D space at that time.. This is
the same as the overall total for all R&D-performing
academic institutions. Similarly, the space involved in
projected repair/renovation in 1990-91 (9 percent of
total R&D space) is also essentially the same as the
all-institution total. In 1988-89, however, 21 percent
of R&D space at HBCUs was reported to be under
repair or renovation. This high space figure seems to
be an anomPly, apparently reflecting the influence of
specific projects that involved minor repairs or
renovations affecting large amounts of research space
(e.g., roof repairs at several research buildings). Such
data fluctuations are inevitable when only a small
number of institutions are being studied; a single
large project at one institution can be sufficient to
cause a noticeable spike in the data.

Table 23. Retearch facilities repair/renovdiOn activity al historically
Neck colleges and universities 1988-91

Year of protect start

Index 1966 1968 1990

or or or
1967 1989 1991

(actual) (actual) (plan)

Total cosi for R&D comporx.,nts
(in millions of dollars) 14 1 16 6 15 6

Total research NASF (he
thousands of square feel) 137 1 308 4 130 4

NASF as a percent of existing
R&D space 12% 21% 9%

Source National Science Foundation, SRS

Sources of Funds

HBCUs, which are predominantly public and non-
doctorate-granting, obtained upwards of 80 percent
of their research facilities construction and repair/
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Table 24 Sources of funds for science/engineering researth facilites protects at historically black colleges and universities: 1986-1991

Funding sources

en-.1 rellovetWt

1986 and 1987

(actual)

1988 and 1989

(actual)

1990 and 1901

Owl)

1986 and 1967

(actual)

1968 and 1989

(actual)

1900 and 1991

(Plan)

(Dollars In millions)

Total 71 8 55.1 11 6 14 1 18 6 15.8

Federal govemmiro 32 7 35 0 0.1 8 7 12 9 0 6

State/local government 25 8 11 5 11 4 4.9 0 8 14 3

Private donations. 11 1 7 7 0 0 0 5 2 0 0 4

institutional funds 2 3 0 9 0 0 0 0 0.1 0.0

Debt 11r.ancIng 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0 3

Tax-exempt bon ss 0 0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0.3

Other debt. . 0 0 0 0 0 0 U 0 0.0 0.0

Other sources 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0

Note Details may not Wm to totals because of rounding

Source Natkmal Science Foundation. SRS

renovation funding in 1986-89 from government
sources, as did public non-doctorate-granting
institutions in general (Table 24). However, during
this period, the Federal government played a more
prominent role in funding facilities construction at
HBCUs (where it accounted for 6d percent of the
total) than it Jid for public non-d xtorate-granting
institutions in general (6 percent) Conversely,
state/local government was a less prom:--- funding
source fc, HBCUs in this period (accounting for
21 percent of their total construct:on funding) than
for pub)ic non-doctorate-granting institutions in

general (where it accounted for 82 percent of the
total).

For the 1990-91 period, HBCUs projecteu about the
same level of construction project funding support
from state/local government sources as they had
received in 1988-89 ($11.4 million and $11.5 million,
respectively), and they projected a large increase in
state/local government support for repair/renovation
projects ($14.3 million in 1990-91, as compared to
$0.8 million in 1988-89). For both types of activities,
however, they projected almost no Federal support
for the 1990-91 period. This may be an anomalous
data fluctuation. However, the anomaly pertains not
just to HBCUs but also to the larger group of public
non-doctorate-granting institutions in general, none
of which projected any Federal facilities funding

port for construction in 1990-91 (see Appendix
t able 4-2).

Condition and Adequacy of Research
Facilities

The reported condition of science and engineering
research facilities at HBCiJs changed very little from
1988 to 1990. The percentage of R&D spact ;Med al
being "suitable for use in the most highly developed
and scientifically sophisticate4 research in its field"
declined very slightly, from 36 percent to 31 percent,
and the percentage assessed as being "effective for
most purposes but not applicable to [the above]
category' increased, equally .tightly, from 39 percent
to 45 percent (Table 25). The amount of R&D space
assessed as needing limited or major repair/renova-
tion remained constant at 25 percent.

Similarly, little change was seen in th-: assessed
adequacy of the amount of R&D space at HBCUs.
Aggregating ratings across disciplines, 65 percent of
HBCUs assessed their research space as being
"adequate" or 'generally adequate in 1990, as
compared to 69 percent in 1988. This slight
difference represents a change of only one institution.

6 "
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Table 25 Condition and adequacy of research facilMes al
historically Mack colleges and universities. 1968 and
1990

Index L968 11900

CondMoo a research facilitlei (Pevomt of R&D Space)

Total . 100 100

Suitable for moil highly developed
and scientlically sophisticated research . 36 31

Ofective tor mod putposes 39 45

Reqehing limited repair or renovation 18 18

Requiring mapr repair or renovation 7 7

Amount of research mac* (Percent of institutions)

Total 100 100

16 16
Generally adequate 53 49

30 35

Not* Details may ad sum to totals because of rounding

Source National Science Foundation, SRS

These condition and adequacy ratings for HBCUs are
somewhat more positive than those discussed in
Chapter 5 for most other institution categories. This
is consistent with lie finding of significant facilities
construction activity It HBCUs in the 1986-89 period,
which has created relatively large amounts of
relatively new research facilities at these institutions.
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TECHNICAL NOTES

This section describes the study methodology,
inetu'ling the univer and ...in*, sIIr.,ny

questionnaire, data collection procedures, and

response rates. The discussion includes both the
original 1988 survey and the current 1990 survey. In
addition, there is a discussion of the study's weighting
and estimation procedures, of the reliability of the
suney estimates, and of other considerations the
reader should bear in mind when interpreting the
data presented in this rcport.

Universe and Sample

1988 survey. The 1988 survey was designA to
provide estimates for all research-performing
academic institutions, as defined in NSF's FY 1983
Survey oi Scientific and Engineering Expene.tures at
Universities and Colleges.' The FY 1983

Expenditures Study universe datafile incithied ail
universities and colleges that offered a master's or
doctoral degree in the sciences and engineering
(S/E), all others that had reported separately
budgeted S/E research and development (R&D)
expenditures of $50,000 or more, and all historically
black colleges and universities (HBCUs) leporting
any R&D expenditures. This file represented the
most recent available universe survey of R&D
expenditures at academic institutions. The file
contained a total of 566 institutions.

All historically black colleges and universities in the
frame were included in the sample with certainty (N
= 30), and a stratified probability sample of 223
institutions was selected from among the remaining
institutions in the frame. These institutions iALre first
stratified by control (public versus private) and

highest degree awarded in science/engineering
(doctorate-granting versus non-doctorate-granting).
A minimum sample size of 25 was set for each of the
four resulting strata, and the remaining sample size
was allocated to -trata in proportion to the "sizc" of
each stratum. Stratum size was defined as the square
root of the aggregate R&D expenditures in science
and engineering of the institutions in the stratum.
Academically administered Federally Funded

I Although tnis report deals only with academic institutions, the
study also collected data from samples of nonacademic
performers of biomedical research (see The Status of
Biomedical Research Facilities 1988, National Institutes of
Health, 1989)

Research and Development Centers were excluded
fr,srn thic cnrvr.y.

Within strata, institutions were sampled with
probability proportionate to size. Again, size was
defined as the square root of the institution's FY 1983
R&D expenditures. This design ens .tred solid
representation in the sample of each of the four
analytic strata and heavy representation of the larger
R&D-performing institutions; at the same time, it
also ensured moderate representation of institutions
with relatively small S/E research programs.

Following the selection of an initial sample of 253
institutions, NSF determined that several of the
sampled institutions were out of the scope of the
survey. Out-of-scope institutions included those :n
outlying territories, military academies, and three
h ighly specialized institutions considered
inappropriate, given the nature of their programs.
With the elimination of these out-of-scope cases, the
final sample size was reduced to 247 institutions, of
which 29 were FIBCUs, and 99 had (or were) medical
schools. The resulting weighted national total
represented by this sample is 525 institutions

The institution sample included all of the 50 largest
R&D performers and 98 of the top 100. The
sampled institutions accounted for more than 75
percent of all academic R&D expenditures in FY
1983 and at least 70 percent of the R&D spending in
each major S/E discipline.

1990 survey. The institution sample for the 1990
survey was the same as for the 1988 survey, with the
following exceptions:

The sample was updated to reflect recent R&D
patterns as shown in NSF's FY 1988 R&D
expenditures study, which collected expenditures data
for all institutions in the survey frame for the first
time since FY 1983. School-by-school comparisons
of these two databases resulted in the identification
of 12 institutions whose FY 1988 R&D expenditures
would have given them substantially higher
probabilities of selection than they had using FY 1983
expenditures. These 12 institutions were made
certainty selections for the 1990 survey. Five were
already in the sample, having been noncertainty
selections in the 1988 study; the other seven were
added to the sample for the 1990 survey.

Between the 1988 and 1990 suncys, two minor
changes occurred within the 1988 sample: one
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sampled institution merged with another
(unsampled) inctiintinn and Ihnc heramP largor, nnd
another institution became out of scope when it
distributed its assets among other institutions in the
same btu system.

These sample changes produced a net increase cf 6
institutions from the 1988 to 1990 surveys: from 247
to 253 institutions. The universe represented by the
sample, however, did not change.

In addition to the changes ncted above, an effort was
made to review and expand the HBCU (historically
black colleges and universities) component of the
sample. After receiving information indicating that
more HBCUs perform S/E research than the 29 that
were represented in the 1988 survey, NSF undertook
a telephone survey of all other HBCUs and identified
an additional 40 with ongoing research. Although
this information did not become available until
midway through the 1990 study's data collection
period, a supplemental sample of 9 of these 40
institutions was selected, and efforts were made to
collect questionnaire data from them on an expedited
basis.

Only 3 of these institutions were able to respond
within the study's remaining time frame for data
collection, and this was determined to be inadequate
to represent the 40 newly identified HBCU.
Therefore, the HBCU sample for the 1990 study
consists of the same 29 institutions that were
surveyed in the 1988 study. These 29 institutions
include all of the top 12 HBCU re ,ipients of Federal
R&D support in FY 1988, and they collectively
account for 81 percent of all, FY 1988 Federal
obligations to ilBCUs for R&D.- This suggests that,
although tinre are many smaller research-performing
HBCUs that are not represented in the current study,
most sponsored research at HBCUs is being
represented at the surveyed institutions.

The Survey Questionnaire

Prior to the 1988 survey, the National Science
Foundation developed a draft research facilities
questionnaire, in consultation with several
universities and associations. During a workshop

1

-From Federal Support to Universities. Colleges. and Selected
Nonprofit Institutions Fiscal Year 1988, National Scitnee
Foundation, NSF 89-325, P89 Table B-24
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with several higher education associations and
university representatives in the spring of 1987, thc
definitions and questionnaire items were revised.
The questionnaire was then pretested during site
visits to a group of 22 institutions. NSF and
contractor personnel met with institutional
administrators and staff to discuss the dermitions,
questions, and survey procedures. Institutional
administrators and staff included vice presidents for
research, directors of sponsored research, facilities
and budget administrators, institutional research
directors, science and engineering deans, department
chairs, and principal investigators. Advisory panel
members also participated in several of the pretest
site visits. After completion of the pretest phase,
recommended questionnaire improvements were
presented to the associations, university
representatives, and the project's advisory panel,
prior to implementation in the 1988 survey.

There was little difference between the 1988 and 1990
survey questionnaires. Some modifications were
made to the questionnaire to clarify and emphasize
key instructions. Additional detail was added to the
"sources of funds" questions to gather needed
information on specific private sources. The column
on toxic waste facilities (Item 3) was condensed to a
single item as a result of information from
institutions that such facilities are generally central
rather than discipline-specific. Finally, the data for
main institutions and associated medical schools,
which were collected on separate questionnaires in
1988, were combined into one questionnaire for the
1990 survey.

The 1990 survey questionnaire requested the
following information:
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The total net assignable square feet (NASF)
of space in science and engineering
disciplines, and the NASF used for organized
research;

The amount of research space that is leased
by the institution and the amount housed in
temporary facilities;

The condition of research facilities in each
science/ engineering (S/E) discipline;

The adequacy of selected aspects of research
facilities, by discipline;



The project costs, NASF, and sources of
fun& fnr repair/rennyatinn and new

construction activities initiated in 1988 and
1989, and planned for 1990 and 1991;

The status of the institutions relative to the
cap on tax-exempt bonds (this item is

applicable to private universities and colleges
only); and

A narrative description of the
facilities needs and factors
facilities costs.

Data Collection and Response Rates

institution's
that drive

In June 1989, a letter from Mr. Erich Bloch, Director,
NSF, and Dr. James Wyngaarden, Director, NIH,
was sent to the president or chancellor of each
sampled institution, asking them to participate in the
study and to name a coordinator for the survey. A
few days following the two-week deadline for
returning the coordinator identification card,
telephone followup was conducted with all sampled
institutions that had not yet identified a survey
coordinator. Survey materials were mailed to the
coordinators during late August, with a requested
return date of October 16. 1989. Receipt of the
survey materials was confirmed by telephone during
the first week of September. A letter reminding
coordinators of the requested return date was sent in
late September. Nonresponse followup was
conducted between October 16, 1989 and January 31,
1990.

After the questionnaires were edited, additional
followup was conducted to resolve questions or
problems with the survey responses ("data retrieval").
This extensive followup was required because of the
complexity of , he instrument. Many unfinished items
were completed during this data retrieval process. In
addition, a followup was conducted to resolve
disparities betwen 1988 and 1990 responses. Where
possible, the data retrieval and cross-year review
were done at the same time.

After data collection, additional site visits were
conducted, during which NSF and contractor staff
members met with survey respondents to discuss the
questionnaire, interpretation and reliability of the
data provided, and the survey procedures. The
purposes of these visits were (1) to obtain
infoimation about the data provided to assist in the

analysis of the findings, and (2) to obtain information
that could he nceri in plannino for the 1997 survey

The overall response rate for the survey was 94
percent. As Table A-1 indicates, response rates were
quite high for all categories. All of the institutional
categories achieved response rates of over 90 percent.
Response rates for put:lie and private institutions
were similar for this survey. Finally, although non-
doctorate-granting institutions have much less
researel. space than doctorate-granting institutions,
both types of institutions showed a high degree of
willingness to participate.

Table A-1 Academic research Waits survey response rates by
type of Institution 990

Institution type
Responses

Number i Percent

Total

Doctorate-granting
Non-doctorate-granting

Public.
Private

Hstorically black colleges
and universities

253 _..17 94

176 166 94
77 71 92

159 151 95
94 86 91

29 29 100

Item Nonresponse

As a result of the extensive data retrieval activities
conducted during the 1990 survey, 89 percent of the
returned questionnaires ultimately contained
respondent-provided information for all applicable
questions. Consequently, overall nonresponse rates
for individual questionnaire items were extremely
low. For example, question lA on total assigned
space and total R&D space by S/E discipline had an
overall item nonresponse rate of only 0.2 percent.

The highest levels of item noncesponse were obtained
for question 2 on condition of R&D facilities (1.0
percent) and question 3 on adequacy of selected
aspects of R&D facilities (1.1 percent). All ether
questionnaire items had nonresponse rates below 1
percent.

Altogether, there were 647 missing values in the 1990
database, out of a total of 140,179 data elements.
These missing values were imputed. For questions 1,
2, and 3, imputations were made primarily on the
basis of information lion' the sci:aol's 19E8

questionnaire. In questions 4, 5, and 6 (on new
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construction and repair/renovation), all item
n"hre.por.,- pr"h!"m. irry^!n-A ^nly rrtH mitting
data: either the project square footage was reported
and the project cost was missing, or the reverse. In
these cases, the missing element of information was
imputed from the reported element, using 1988 data
on average cost per square foot either to impute
missing project cost from reported project square
feet or to impute in the opposite direction.

Weighting

After data collection, sampling weights were created
for use in preparing national estimates from the data.
The weighting procedures used were very similar to
those employed in the 1988 study. The first stage of
the process was the creation of a base weight for each
institution. The base weight is the inverse of the
probability of selecting the institution for the sample.
Since all the sampled institutions did not participate
in this study, the base weights were adjusted to
account for this unit nonresponse. An additional
adjustment of the weights was made to bring the
number of estimated institutions into accordance with
the known number of institutions in various
categories. For this final "poststratification"
adjustment, the institutions were clas.6fied by Top
100, Level (Highest Award), Control (Public or
Private), and Historically Black Colleges and
Universities. The poststratified weights were used to
produce the estimates shown in this report.

Reliability of Survey Estimates

The findings presented in this report are based on a
sample and are therefore subject to smpling
variability. Sampling variability arises because not all
institutions are included in the study. If a different
sample of institutions had been selected, then ihe
results might have been somewhat different. The
standard error of an estimate is a statistic that can be
used to measure the extent of sampling variability for
that particular estimate.

One of the ways that the standard error can bc used
to measure the amount of sampling variability is in
the construction of confidence intervals. If all
possible samples were selected and surveyed under
similar conditions, then the intervals of 2 standard
errors below the estimates to 2 standard errors above
the estimates would include th'. average result of
these samples in about 95 perceii, of the cases. Since

only one s,:ple is actually selected and surveyed, we
rn...; estim-te the st-r.A--A eiT^: fr^m the sampfe
itself. The interval constructed using the estimated
standard error from the sample is called a 95 percent
confidence interval. Estimated standard errors for
1988 and 1990 selected statistics and the difference
between the years are shown in Table A-2.

The standard errors for this study were estimated
using a replication method called the jackknife
repeated replication method. in essence, the sample
is divided into 11 replicates, and estimates are
produced for each replicate. The variability among
these replicate estimates is then used to estimate the
standard error.

This method of variance estimation is particularly
useful in this study for measuring the fact that a large
fraction of the sampled institutions from the 1988
study were also included in the 1990 study. Since
most of the reports of the institutions between the
two times are positively correlated, the estimated
differences have smaller standard errors than
independent or uncorrelated samples. The jackknife
method incorporates this information and produces
estimates of standard errors that are appropriate for
this overlapping design.

Data Considerations and Limitations

In addition to sampling errors, survey estimates can
be adversely affected by nonsampling errors. Errors
of this type include those resulting from reporting
and processing of data. In this survey, extensive
followtip with responden's was used to ensure that
the data were as Accurate as possible. This included
cros,3-year review which verified inconsistencies
between the current year and 1988. Where
appropriate (e.g., to correct earlier reporting errors),
revisions to the 1988 data were made. Thus, 1988
totals in this report may differ slightly from those in
the 1988 report.

Research Square Footage. The definition of
organized research, as specified in OMB Circular A-
21 (the form used for calculation of indirect costs)
was used in this survey. That definition is as follows:
"erganized research means all research and
developtnent activities of an institution that are
separate4, budgeted and accounted for. It includes:
(1) Sponsored research means all research and
development activities that are sponsored by Federal
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Tat.A: A-2 fof '4;6a:A acitiFr.alas

Statistic

Total

Doctorate-granting

Non-doctorate Public Private
Total

Top 100

In R&D
Other

Estimate S E Estimate S E Estimate S E Estimate S E Esilmate S E Estimate S E Estimate S E

Total research square

foottee On thousands)

1988 112,062 1,864 107,443 2,004 80,627 1,419 26,815 2,019 4,619 437 82,384 1,627 29,678 868

1990 116,327 4,054 111,166 4,092 81,659 1,327 29,508 3,574 5,161 485 86,880 3,538 29,447 1,591

Difference

(90-88) 4,265 3,586 3,723 3,659 1,032 2,533 2,693 3,659 542 205 4,496 3,026 -231 1,385

Percent change 4 3 3 3 1 3 10 10 12 5 5 4 -1 5

Repair/renovation cost

(dollars in millions)

838 60 -i 93 58 596 10 197 59 45 8 436 38 402 271986-87

1988-89 1,010 265 979 264 483 12 496 259 30 15 699 266 311 18

Difference 172 269 186 26i -113 18 299 261 -15 22 263 265 -91 35

Percent change 20 32 23 33 -19 3 152 155 -33 38 60 61 -23 7

Repair/renovation NASF

(in thousands)

13,431 1,305 12,841 1,345 9,124 304 3,717 1,299 590 90 8,745 1,196 4,685 5281986-87

1988-89 11,449 576 10,993 488 7,781 179 3,212 464 456 229 8,223 473 3,226 237

Difference -1,982 1,343 -1,848 1,252 -1,343 351 -505 1,276 -134 251 -522 1,233 -1,459 384

Percent change -15 9 -14 9 -15 3 -14 40 -23 40 -6 15 -31 5

New construction cost

1i:toilers In millions)

2,051 73 1,888 72 1,599 64 268 53 163 19 1,355 36 696 751986-87

1988-89 2,464 128 2,315 131 1,558 34 757 114 150 56 1,727 108 ae 62

Difference 414 140 427 128 -41 83 469 127 -13 60 372 102 42 84

Percent change 20 7 23 7 -3 5 163 66 -8 36 27 7 6 12

New construction NASF

(In thousands)

9.922 387 8,908 401 7.261 215 1,647 407 1,014 117 7,344 223 2,578 2711986-87

1988-89 10,647 851 9,840 776 6,073 86 3,767 747 807 337 8,115 805 2,532 153

Difference 726 903 932 765 -1,188 242 2120 881 -207 366 771 772 -46 244

Percent change 7 9 10 9 -16 3 129 82 -20 35 10 10 -2 9

74
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Tattle. 1.-. PJandokni arm... Iry ...iwart ..tfrr.s... (.......,x,,,......)

Statistic

Condition

Suitable for

sophisticated research

Effective for

most purpottes

Needs limited

repair/renovation

Weal maim

repalrftertaallial

Estimate S E

Amount of research space

faiA$F in thousands1

IEstimate S.E Estimate S.E Estimate S.E.

1988 . 26,793 836 41,114 1.175 26,284 648 17,702 397
1990 30,135 1,239 41,072 1,794 27,047 914 18,073 963
Percent change 12 3 0 -1 1 6 3 1 5 2 2.2

Percent of research space

1988 24 8 37 5 23 4 16 3
1990. 26 9 35 6 23 3 16 5



and non-Federal agencies and organizations... (2)
University research means all research and
development activities that are separately budgeted by
the institution under an internal application of
institutional funds." Space information based on
OMB Circular A-21 is available at many instiutions,
and that is the reason for using tne A-21 definn:on in
this study. However, the definition excIudes
departmental research that is not separately budgeted
and accounted for. Therefore, research space
reported on this survey may underestimate total
research space at some institutions. For example,
because one of the primary missions of non-
doctorate-granting institutions is research training
and instruction, much of the space used for these
purposes is not "primarily devoted to research" and as
such may be multi-use space not classified as
research space.3 When a number of respondents
were asked to quantify the magnitude of the
underestimate, niost confirmed that the overall extent
of the underestimate was less than 10 percent.

Institutions' facilities recordkeeping systems vary
considerably. In general, public institutions are more
likely than private ones to have central computerized
facilities inventories that allow more accurate
reporting of square footage data. Larger private
institutions, however, generally do have such systems,
often based on space surveys conducted specifically
for OMB Circular A-21. Those institutions with
smaller research programs do not calculate square
footage for OMB Circular A-21, and are less likely to
include estimates of the square footage used for
organized research in their records. In such cases,
the institutions estimated the data for this survey.
Table A-3 shows the distribution of sources used by
the institutions to report square footage. The
percentages sum to more than 100, sine' some
institutions used more than one source in compiling
thc information.

Capital Projects Involving Research Facilities.
Relatively few institutions maintain information on
repair, renovation, and construction projects that
re:ate specifically to research facilities. Many capital
projects involve both research and nonresearch space.
As a result, institutions had to estimate the
proportion of a given project that was related to
research facilities when thc project was not

3
Modernaing Academic Research No Imes A Com rpehsrays
Plan, National Science Foundation, June 1989

Table A-3 Sources of square footage data 1988 and 1990

Source Percent

198e 1990

A-21 space survey 32 26

A-21 proportional calculation
based on R&D salaries and wages 3 2

Facile les Inventory based on Fealties
Inventory and Classification Manual 27 27

Facilities inventory not based on FICM 28 30

Other sources 27 30

Note 'Other sources inclueed departmental surveys conducted
specifically for this study, reviews of university or college
architectural drawings or plans, and other methods,

exclusively for research. A guideline for this
purpose was included in the questionnaire
instructions as follows: For multi-purpose facilities,
prorate the costs to reflect the proportion of R&D space
involved in the projects (e.g., if 20 percent of the space
involved is used for organized research, report 20
percent of the total project completion costs).

Some projects, such as whole-building renovations or
new construction, may take more than one year to
complete, and other projects may ovcrlap fiscal years.
Projects were allocated to the year in which
construction acfivity began or will begin (e.g.,
groundbreaking).

Because institutions use different dollar values to
identify "major projects," this survey established a
guideline to ensure consistency of reporting. Projects
with costs of $100,000 or more associated with R&D
facilities were include:

Condition and Adequacy of Research Facilities. A
number of respondents stated that reports of the
condition of facilities and the adequacy of selected
aspects of facilities are, by their very nature,
subjective. Two persons may have different
assessments of the same facility, or different opinions
of what is required in order for a facility to be
suitable for a particular type of research. Despite the
subjectivity involved, these items do capture an
overall picture of the current status of facilities.
Discussions with a number of institutions indicated
that, for the most part, deans in censultation with
department chairs reported on the condition and
adequacy of facilities. A few institutiins indicated
that they have detailed condition data on a central
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database. In those cases, the facilities office was able
tr' respond to these i', ems.

A small number of institutions indkated that it is
conceptually difficult to assess the condition of a
research facility without inrluding instrumentation in
that assessment. Most respondents, however,
indicated that they had no such problem, and were
able to report on thc condition of the "bricks and
mortar."

Cost per Square Foot Data. The study did not
collect unit cost data for individual construction or
repair/renovation projects, just the aggregate R&D-
related costs and the aggregate R&D-related space
involved in all projects begun during specified
periods. These aggregates can be combined into
indices of average cost per square (cot, whkh are
useful in tracking broad cost trends over 'ime.

However, they are of very little practical value as
gliidelines for project planning. By all accounts, unit
costs for both coastruction and repair/renovation
projects arc highly variable, depending on the specific
requirements of the particular project iand and on
many other factors as well (e.g., geographic region of
the country). Such differences, which are of crucial
importance in project planning, are obscured in the
kinds of averages that can be constructed from this
study's data.

Institution Variability in Research Space

Both within and between institution categories,
considerable variation exists in the total amount
(NASF) oi S/E research space. This variation is
summarized in Table A-4, which presents weighted
estimates from the current survey.

Table A-4 Inshtution variabillty It, amount of research space for maior institution groupings 1990

Stanshc M
Institutions

Instttullon type

100 largest

In R&D

Other

doctorate-

granting

Control

Non-

doctorate-

granting

Private Public

HI3CUs

Number of insittutions 525 100 193 232 206 319 29

Mean research NASF 221,520 817,000 152,850 22.410 142,720 272.410 49.640

Median research NASF 51,450 623,750 116,520 16,300 28,940 84,800 29,160

Distnbution of research NASF (percent of instituttons)

Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

Under 5,000 10 0 3 21 10 10 7

5,000-9,999 8 0 3 14 11 6 10

10,000-24,999 15 0 2 34 25 9 28

25,000-49,999 15 0 10 23 16 13 10

50,000-99.999 12 0 27 6 9 14 28

100,000-249,999 14 7 33 2 13 16 17

250.000-499,999 13 27 21 0 7 16 0

500,000-999,999 7 39 o 0 7 8 0

1,000,000-1,499,999 4 14 1 0 1 5 o

1.500,000-2.599,174 2 13 o o 1 3 o

Source National Science Foundation, SAS
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APPENDIX B

LIST OF SAMPLED INSTITUTIONS
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Public, Doctorate-granting Institutions

University of Alaska at Fairbanks AK
University of Alabama at Birmingham AL
University cf South Alabama AL
University of Alabama (1990 only) AL
University of Alabama at Huntsville (1990 only) AL

* Auburn University AL
University of Arkansas at Fayetteville AR
University of Arkansas Medical Sciences Campus AR
University of Arizona AZ
San Diego State University CA
University of California Field Stations CA

* University of California at Berkeley CA
* University of California at Davis CA
* University of California at Irvine CA
* University of California at Los Angeles CA
* University of California at Riverside CA
* University of California at San Diego CA
* University of California at San Francisco CA
* University of California at Santa Barbara CA

University of California at Santa Cruz CA
* Colorado State University CO
* University of Colorado - Boulder CO
* University of Colorado - Health Science Center CO

University of Colorado - Colorado Springs CO
University of Colorado - Denver CO

* University of Connecticut CT
University of Delaware DE

* Florida State University FL
* University of Florida FL

Medical College of Georgia GA
* University of Georgia GA
* Georgia Institute of Technology GA
* University of Hawaii at Manoa HI
* Iowa State University of Science and Technology IA
* University of Iowa lA

University of Idaho ID
Southern Illinois University at Carbondale IL

* University of Illinois at Urbana IL
* University of Illinois at Chicago IL
* Indiana University IN
* Purdue University IN
* Kansas State University KS
* University of Kansas KS
* University of Kentucky KY
* Louisiana State University LA

Top 100 in R&D

B-3
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University of Southwestern Louisiana LA
* University of Massachusetts at Amherst MA
* I lniversity of Maryland Baltimore Professional Schools MD
* University of Maryland Baltimore County MD
* University of Maryland at College Park MD

Univer :ty of Maine at Orono ME
* , 4: higan State University MI
* Wayne State University MI
* University of Michigan - Ann Arbor MI
* University of Minneso.a MN

University of Missouri System Office (1988 only) MO
* University of Missouri at Columbia MO
* Mississippi State University MS

University of Southern Mississippi MS
University of Mississippi MS
Montana State University MT
East Carolina University NC

* North Carolina State Univers;ty at Raleigh NC
* University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill NC

University of North Dakota ND
* University of Nebraska at Lincoln NE

University of Nebraska Medical Center at Omaha NE
University of New Hampshire NH

* Rutgers, the State University of New Jersey NJ
New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technolog NM

* New Mexico State University NM
* University of New Mexico NM

SUNY Health Sciences Center at Brooklyn NY
SUNY at Binghamton NY
SUNY Health Sciences Center at Syracuse NY

* SUNY at Buffalo NY
* SUNY at Stony Brook NY

I. niversity of Nevada at Reno NV
Cleveland State University OH
Northeast Ohio Un versity College of Medicine OH

* Ohio State Universi:y OH
Ohio University OH

* University of Cincinnati OH
Wright State University OH
University of Akron OH
Oklahoma State University OK

* University of Oklahoma OK
* Oregon State University OR
* Pennsylvania State University PA
* University of Pittsburgh PA

University of Rhode Island RI
* Clemson University SC

Medical University of South Carolina SC

Top 100 in R&D

S O
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Ureiveibity of Tcnnubbec Cciiier for Health Sciences TN
Lamar University TX
Texas A & M University TX
Texas Teal University TX

* University of Texas System Cancer Center TX
* University of Texas at Austin TX

University of Texas Health Sciences Center at San Antonio TX
* University of Texas Health Sciences Center at Dallas TX

University of Texas at El Paso TX
University of Texas Medical Branch at Galveston TX

* University of Utah UT
* Utah State University In.
* Virginia Commonwealth University VA
* University of Virginia VA
* Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State University VA

University of Vermont and State Agricultural College VT
* University of Washington WA
* Washington State University WA
* University of Wisconsin at Madison WI

Univeisity of Wisconsin at Milwaukee WI
West Virginia University WV
University of Wyoming WY

Private, Doctorate-granting Institutions

* California Institute of Technology CA
Loma Linda University CA

* Stanford University CA
* University of Southern Californii CA

Claremont Graduate School CA
* Yale University CT

George Washington University DC
* Georrtown University DC

Howard University DC
Nova University FL

* University of Miami FL
Atlanta Unil, ersity (1988 only) GA
Clark Atlanta (1990) GA

* Emory University GA
Mercer University GA
Morehouse School of Medicine GA
Illinois Institute of Technology IL

* Northwestern University IL
* University of Chicago IL

University of Notre Dame IN
* Tulane University LA

'lop WO in R&D



Boston College MA
Boston University MA
Brandeis University MA

* Harvard University MA
* Massachusetts Institute of Technology MA
* Tufts University MA
* Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute MA

Worcester Polytechnic Institute MA
* Johns Hopkins University MD

Washington University MO
St. Louis University MO
Albany Medical College NY

* Duke University NC
Wake Forest University (1990 only) NC
Dartmouth College NH

* Princeton University NJ
* Columbia University Main Division NY

New York Medical College NY
* New York University NY

Polytechnic University NY
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute NY

* Rockefeller University NY
St. John's University NY

* University of Rochester NY
* Yeshiva University NY
* SUNY Mt. Sinai School of Medicine NY
* Cornell University NY

Syracuse University NY
* Case Western Reserve University OH

University of Dayton OH
* Carnegie-Mellon University PA

Hannemann University PA
Thomas Jefferson University PA

* University of Pennsylvania PA
P. Own University RI
Meharry Medical College TN

* Vanderbilt TThiversity TN
Southern Methodist University TX
Texas Christian University TX

* Baylor College of Medicine TX
Marquette University WI
Medical College of Wisconsin WI

lop 100 tn 6cD

82
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Pubiir, Non-doctorate-granting institutions

Alabama A & M University
University of Arkansas at Pine Bluff
Ark- .is2- State University
Ca liforaia State University at Chico
San Francisco State University
California State University at Fullerton
San Jose State University
University of the District of Columbia
Plot Ida A & M University
University of West Florida
Albany State College
Western Illinois University
Kentucky State University
Murray State University
Grambling State Univesity
Mc Neese State University
Southern University and A & M College
Southeastern Massachusetts University
University of Massachusetts at Boston
Morgan State University
University of Maryland Eastern Shore
Eastern Michigan University
Moorhead State University
Jackson State University
Mississippi Valley State University
Alcorn State University
North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State University
North Carolina Central University
University of North Carolina at Charlotte
SUNY Brooklyn College
SUNY College at Buffalo
SUNY College at New Paltz
University of Nevada at Las Vegas
Youngstown Stat.': University
Lincoln University
Edinboro University
South Carolina State College
Tennessee State University
Southwest Texas State University
Prairie View A & M University
University of Houston at Clear Lake
Texas Southern University
James Madison Universivr
Virginia State University
Norfolk State University

, ...)

"i ,)
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AL
AR
AR
CA
CA
CA
CA
DC
FL
FL
GA
IL
KY
KY
LA
LA
LA
MA
MA
MD
It.:D
MI
MN
MS
MS
MS
NC
NC
NC
NY
NY
NY
NV
..,11

PA
PA
SC
TN
TX
TX
TX
TX
VA
VA
VA



Private, Non-doctorate-granting Institutions

Tuskegee University AL
Harvey Mudd College CA
Pomona College CA
Occidental College CA
Quinnipac College (1990 only) CA
Colorado College CO
Gallaudet University DC
Rollins College FL
Lake Forest College IL
Drake University IA
Grinnell College IA
Dillard University LA
Wellesley College MA
Will:ams College MA
Wentworth ,nstitute of Technology MA
Augsburg College MN
C eton Cogege (1990 (Ally) MN
C isius College NY
Barn"rd College NY
Vw.s College NY
Xavier University OH
Pacific University OR
"Jniversity of Portland (1990 only) OR
Fra.,klia and Marshall College (1990 only) PA
Hayek iord College PA
Saint Josepn's University PA
Swarthmore Colege PA
Fisk University TN
Middlebury College VT
Walla Walla College WA
L:iwrence University WI
Mikvaukee School of Engineering WI

Historically Black Colleges and Universities

Alabama A&M University AL
Tuskegee University AL
University of Arkansas at Pine Bluff AR
Howard University DC
University of the District of Columbia DC
Florida A&M University FL
Albany State University GA
Atlanta Univer:.4 (1988 only) GA
Clark Atlanta (1990 only) GA
Morehouse S--hool of Medicine GA
KentLcky State University KY

8 4
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Dillard UniverFitv
Grambling State University
Southern University and A&M College
Morgan State University
University of Maryland-Eastern Shore
Alcorn State University
Jackson State University
Mississippi Valley State University
North Carolina Ag and Tech University
North Carolina Central University
Lincoln University
South Carolina State College
Tennessee State University
Fisk University
Meharry Medical College
Prairie View A&M University
Texas Southern University
Virginia State University
Norfolk State University

LA
LA
IA
MD
MD
MS
MS
MS
NC
NC
PA
SC
TN
TN
TN
TX
'TX
VA
VA
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NSF Form: 1264 (8-89)

OMB # 3145-0101
Expires 2/29/90

1989-90 SURVEY OF SCIENTIFIC AND ENGINEERING R&D FACILITIES
1
i

i

L AT COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
1

National Science Foundation
Natinnal Institutes of Heafth

Acting out of concerns raised by the academic community, Congress directed the National Science Foundation to collect and
analyze data on the availability, condition, need, cost, and funding sources of science and engineering research and development
facilities at colleges and universities and to report to the Congress every two years This survey is being conducted in response to
that requirement Instrtutions are requested to return the completed survey to:

WESTAT, INC.
1650 Resewch Blvd
Rockville, MD 20850

This information is solicrted under the authority of the National Science Foundation Act of 1950. as amended. All information you
provide will be used for statistical purposes only Your response is entirely voluntary andyour failure to provide some or all of the
information will in no way adversely affect your institution Where exact data are not available, estimates are acceptable. Your
estimates will be better than ours

We requested that the president or chancellor of your institution designate an individual to coordinate data collection for this suniey
The name, title, and address of that person appear below, please correct the label if any of the information is incorrect

LABEL

If someone other than t ne person listed above completes this questionnaire, please provide the follovng information

Name Title/Department Telephone No. and ext.

This form should be returned by October 18, 1989. Your cooperation in returning the survey questionnaire promptly is very
important. If you have any questions regarding this survey, please contact Ms Teme Squadere at Westat's toll-free number 800-
937-8281, or contact Ms. Judith Coakley of NSF at 202-634-4673

It is estimated that the response to this survey will require an average of 40 hours If you wish to comment on this burden, please
contact Herm,. Fleming at (202) 357-9520.

How many person hours were required to complete this form?
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DEFINITIONS AND GUIDELINES 1

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT (R&D)

R&D for purposes of this survey refers to 'organized research' as defined in Section B.1.b of OMB Circular A-21 (revised).
'Organized research means all research and development activities of an institution that are separately budgeted and
accounted for. It includes: (1) Sponsored research means all research and development activities that are sponsored
by Federal and non-Federal agencies and organizations... (2) University research means all research and development
activities that are separately budgeted by the institution under an internal application of institutional funds."

This definition of R&D does not include departmental research that is not separately budgeted. Note that sponsored
research may be funded by goveinment, foundation, corporate, university or other sources.

R&D FACIUTIES

Using the definition of R&D above, "R&D facifities* refers to the physical plant (e.g., 'bricks and mortai," research vessels) in
which organized R&D activrties take place, including building infrastructure (power, HVAC, etc.), fixed equipment (benches,
fume hoods, etc.), and non-fixed equipment costing over $1 millon. Non-fixed equipment costing loss than $1 million is
not included; these data are gathered in a separate NSF/NIH survey.

Be sure to report all R&D facilities that are administered by the institution, including facilities that are leased or rented by the
institution, facilities at branch campus, agricultural experiment stations, field and mobile laboratones, etc. Do not include
facilities that have been designated as Federally-funded R&D Centers (e.g., Brookhaven, Kitt Peak, Fermi, etc.), and do nOt
include facilities that are used by faculty but are not actually aurninistered by the institution (e.g., research space at VA or
other non-university hosprtals)

R&D SPACE

R&D space refers to the net assignable square feet (NASF) of space in R&D facilities, within whrh organized R&D acovrtieS
take place. Specific examples of R&D facilities are

research laboratories,
controlled environment space such as clean or white rooms,
technical support space such as carpenter and machine shops,
animal quarters including animal production colonies, holding rooms, isolation and germ-free rooms,
faculty or staff offices, to tne ex,ent tney are used for R&D,
department libraries, to the extent they are used for R&D, and
fixed (built-in) equipment such as fume hoods and benches.

Do not include central libraries or central academic computing centers

For multi-purpose space such as faculty offices, prorate the spare (NASF) to reflect the proportion of ..ise devoted to
organized R&D activity. For example, if a room or building is devoted to R&D activrt; approximately 40% of the time, count
40% of the NASF as R&D space.

REPA1R/RENOVATION AND NEW CONSTRUCTION

Report repair/renovation projects (repa.r of deteriorated condition, caprtal improvement, conversion, etc.) and new
construction proiects (addition to an existing building, new building) involving R&D facilities. Include only those projects that
involve total project costs associated with R&D facilities ot $100,000 or more.

For multi-purpose facilities, prorate the cost to reflect the proportion of R&D space involved in the project (e g , if 20% of

the space involved is used for organized research, report 20% of the total project completion costs)

For multi-year projects, allocate the entire project completion cost (planning, construction, fixed equipment) to the fiscal
year in which the construction activity actually began or is expected to begin (e.g., groundbreaking).

DO NOT include projects that involve only central infrastructure systems such as central chillers, or steam or power plant..
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I SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING DISCIPLINES
1

In order to facilitate comparison of data collected in this survey with that of other NSF and NIH survey data, we request that you
provide the information in the academic disciplines listed below. A crosswalk of NSF disciplines and NCES program classification
codes appears at the end of this questton,laire. Use your best iudgment in reporting fields that cross over discipline categories
used in this survey. If you are unable to report separately the data for academic programs, please report the combined data as
'Other sciences, n.e.c. and indicate what disciplines they represent.

Engineering
Physical Sciences
Environmental Sciences
Mathematical Sciences
Cofiputer Sciences
Agricultural Sciences
Biological Sciences
Medical Sciences
Psychology
Social Sciences
Other Sciences, n.e.c. (not elsewhere classified)

NOT INCLUDED in this survey are law, business administration/manaoement (except
economics), humanities, history, the arts, or education (except educational psychology).

See the NSF-NCES Crosswalk at the end of the questionnaire for addrtional details on classification ot fields

8 9
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ITEM 1A. PRESENT AVAILABIUTY OF R&D FACILITIES
IN THE SCIENCES AND ENGINEERING, BY DISCIPLINE

i In column 1 below, please report the total net assignable square feet (NASF) assigned to science and engineering (S/E)
disciplines at your institution. The totals should include all space assigned to this disciplines or departments within the
disciplines, including departmental and faculty offices, conference and seminar ;ooms, researc I space. and instructional
space. Include space leased by your institution.

a In column 2, report net assignable square feet devoted to R&D in S/E disciplines, using the OMB A.21 definrtion of
organized research provided on page 2. include space leased by your institution.

Disciplines Total NASF

NA3F Used
For R&D

S/E FACILITIES
TOTAL

Engineering

Physical Sciences

Environmental Sciences

Mathematics

Computer acience

Agricultural Sciences
Biological Sciences

Other than medical school

Biological Sciences
Medical school

Medical Sciences
Other than medical school

Medical Sci rnces
Medical school

Psychology

Social Sciences

Other Sciences n.e.c.

Piease specify beiow the disciplines included in "Other sciences, n e c

:j 1)
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ITEM 18: LEASED R&D SPACE
L

Please indicate the net assignable square feet of R&D space reported in Item 1A which is leased by your institution

NASF leased R&D space

ITEM 1C: TEMPORARY R&D FACILITIES

Please indicate the net assignable square feet of R&D space reported in Item 1A which is housed in facilities such as trailers,
quonset huts and other temporary buildings

NASF temporary R&D facilities

ITEM 10: SOURCE OF SQUARE FOOTAGE DATA

Please indicate the source and year of data on square feet of R&D space

L.] A-21 space survey . . . YEAR

fl A-21 proportional calculation based on
R&D salaries and wages YEAR

Li Facilities inventory based on Facilities Inventory and
Classification Manual (old HEGIS codes) . . YEAR

Li Facilities Inventory NOT based on Facilities Inventory and
Classification Manual (old HEGIS codes) . . . . YEAR
Other (specify) YEAR

5
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ITEM 2. PRESENT CONDITION OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT FACILITIES I

I

Please indicate the percentage of R&D space reported in Item 1A that falls into each category (A through D) defired below

Provide ratings only for those disciplines for which you reported organized research space in Item 1A
Rate the condition of facilities based on the type of research currently conducted in the facility.
Do not include non-fixed research instrumentation costing less than $1 million in your consideration of the status of
research facilities in S/E disciplines.

A suitable for use in the most highly developed and scientifically sophisticated research in its field
B effective for most purposes but not applicable to category A
C effactive for some purposes but in need of limited renovation or repair
O requinng major repair or renovation to be used effectively

Engineering Physical Sciences Environmental Sciences Mathematics

A % A % A °I) A %

8 % B
,,,,, B % B

C "ve C % C % C %

D % D % D % D we

TOTAL 100 % TOTAL
_

100 % TOTAL 100 % TOTAL 100 %

Computer Science Agricultural Sciences Biological Sciences
Other than medical school

Biological Sciences
Medical school

A 0/0 A % A % A %

B % B cYo B % B %

C % C % C % C %

D %
D oz. D % D %

TOTAL 100 % T ' T AL 100 ''. TOTAL 100 % TOTAL 100 %

Medical Sciences
Other than medical school

.74edical Sciences
Mechcal school

Psychology

A % A % A %

B % B % B %

C % C % C %

D % D % 0 %

TOTAL 100 % TOTAL 100 % TOTAL 100 %

Social Sciences Other Sciences, n.e.c.

A A %

B % B %

C % C %

D % D 9,0

TOTAL 100 % TOTAL 100 %



ITEM 3: ADEQUACY OF SELECTED ASPECT:: OF R&D FACILITIES
______I

Please rate the adequacy of your R&D facihtiss to support your current researcn program in terms of the aspects of the facilities indicated
each ccIumn heading. Assign ratings as follows

1 Adequate - sufficient to support ad the needs of your research in the discipline
2 -- Generally adequate - sufficient to support most research needs in the discipline, but may have some limitations
3 - Inadequate - not sufficient to support the needs f your research in the disciphne
4 - Nonexistent, but needed
5 - Inapphcable or not needed

Provide ratings Dnly for those disciplines for which you reported organized research space in Item 1A
Provide an overall rating for toxic waste disposal below.

S/E Discipline

Adequacy of
Amount of
R&D Space

Data

Communication
Systems

Powr
Systems

Building
HVAC*

Air
decontarniestion

(e.g., fume hoods)

Engineerin

Physical Sciences
Environmental
Sciences

Mathematics

Com uter Science
Agricultural
Sciences
Biological Sciences
OIner man meChCal School

Biological Sciences
medical school

Medical Sciences
Omer man mechcal school

Medical Sciences
medical school

Psychology

Socia! Science;

Other Sciences n.e.c.
HVAC - heating, ventilation, and air conditioning

Toxic Waste Disposal:

NOTE: The assessment of facilities for toxic wastga disposal should be made by your institution's bio-safety

officer, and snould focus on buildings (facilities) and not movable equipment or process

9 3
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ITEM 4A. R&D r'ACILIT1ES PROJECTS: FY 1988

Please provide the project completion costs (In thousands) for repair/renovation and new construction ot R&D facilities on which
construction was started (e g , groundbreaking) during your institution's Fiscal Year 1988. Provide an estimate of the R&D space
,net assignable square footage) involved.

Report only costs and square feet associated with space used for R&D, prorating the projects as necessary
Report only projects with costs associated with R&D facilities of $100,000 or more
Do not include projects involving only campus-wide infrastructure, e g , central chillers, or steam or power plants

Disciplines

Repair/Renovation New Construction

R&D-related
Project Cost

(in thousands)
R&D

NASF

R&D-related
Project Cost

(in that.sands)
R&D
NASF

S/E R&D FACILITIES

TOTAL

Engineering _

Physical Sciences

Environmental Sciences

Math,matics

Computer Science

Agricultural Sciences
Biological Sciences

Other than medical school

Biological Sciences
Medical school

Medical S:iences
Other than medical school

Medical Sciences
Medical school

Psychology

Social Sciences

Other Sciences n.e.c.

8



ITEM 4B. SOURCES OF FUNDING FOR R&D FACILITIES
PROJECTS: FY 1988

Please indicate the planned Sources of funding for the permanent financing of the total protect costs for S/E R&D facilities listed in

the first row of Item 4A (previous page) by repoMng the percentage of funding in each category

Sources Repair/Renovation New Construction

Total = 100% Total =

Federal government

StatJlij government
Private donation

Corporations

Foundations

Inaividuals

Other Private
institutional funds (operating funds,
endowmentsondirect cost recovery eto )
Debt Financing

Tax-exempt bonds

Other debt

Other'

*Please specify the "other funding sources" belovk

',-i 5
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1 ITEM 5A. R&D FACILITIES PROJECTS: FY 1989 1

1

Pleazc providc thz praj4ct complaticn coat: (in thousands) for repair/renovation and new const, ,rto" rf Pim fa-ditiaa fol wh,nn
construction was started (e.g , groundbreaking) during your institution's Fiscal Year 1989 Provide an estimats of the MO space

net assignable square footage) involved

Report only costs and square feet associated with space used for PO, prorating the projects as necessary
Report only projects with costs associated with R&D facilities of $100,000 or more
Do not include projects involving only campus-wide infrastructure, e g , central chillers, or steam or power plants

Disciplines

Repair/Renovation New Construction

R&D-related F

Project Cost
(in thousands)

R&D

NASF

R&D-related
Project Cost

(in thousands)
R&D
NASF

S/E R&D FACILITIES

TOTAL _

Engineering

Physical Sciences

Environmental Sciences

Mathematics

Computer Science

Agricultural Sciences
Biological Sciences

Other than medical school

Biological Sciences
Medical school

Medical Sciences
Other than medical school

Medical Sciences
Medical school

Psychology

_osigIciences

Other Sciencec n.e.c.

C, (7
ol.q1
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ITEM 5B. SOURCES OF FUNDING FOR R&D FACILITIES
PROJECTS: FY 1989

Please indicate the planned sources of funding for the permanent financing of the total project costs for S/E R&D facilities listed in
tie first row of Item 5A (previous page) by reporting the percentage of funding in each category.

Sources Repair/Renovation New Construction

Total = 100% Total = 100%

Federal oovernment

State lo al vemment
Private donation

Corporations

Foundations

Individuals

Other private
Institutional funds (operating funds,
endowments. indirect cost recovery. etc )

Debt Financing
Tax-exempt bonds

Other debt

Other'

*Please specify the "other funding sources" below:

11



ITEM 6A. PLANNED R&D FACIUT1ES PROJECTS:
FY 1990 AND 1961

Please provide the project completion costs (in thouuands) for repair/renovation and construction of R&D facilities on which
construction will be started (e.g., groundbreaking) during your institution's Fiscal Years 1990 and 1991. Provide an estimate of the

R&D space (net assignable square footage) involved.

Report only costs and square fest associated with space used for R&D, prorWing the projects as necessary.

Report only protects wrth costs associated with R&D facilities of $100,000 or more.
Do not include protects involving only campus-wide infrastructure, e.g., central chillers, or steam or power plants.

Disciplines

Repair/Renovation New Construction

R&D-related
Project Cost

(in thousands)
R&D
NASF

R&D-related
Project Cost

(in thousands)
R&D
11ASF

S/E R&D FACIUTIES

IOTA'.

Engineering

Physical Sciences

Environmental Sciences

Mathematics

Computer Science

Agricultural Sciences
Biological Sciences

Other than medical school

Biological Sciences
Medical school

Medical Sciences
than medical school_gilts,

Medical Sc limes
Medical school

Psychology

Social Sciences

Other Sciences, n.e.c.

12



ITEM 68. SOURCES OF FUNDING FOR PLANNED R&D
FACIUTIES PROJECTS: FY 1990 AND 1991

Please indicate the planned sources of funding for the permanent financing of the total project costs for S/E R&D facilities
projects listed in the first row of Item 6A (previous page) by reporting the percentage of funding to be obtained from each source.

Sources Repair/Renovation New Construction

Total = 100%
,

Total = 100%

Federal government

State/local government
Private donation

Corporations

Foundations

Individuals

Other private
Institutional funds (operating funds,
endowments. indirect cost recovery, etc )

Debt Financing
Tax-exemot bonds

Other debt _.

Qther

*please spacify the "other funding sources" below:

;49
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LITEM 7: UMIT ON TAX-EXEMPT BONDS

(APPLICABLE TO PRIVATE COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES ONLY)

Recent tax reform legislation established a limit on tax-exempt bonds of $150 milhon per private college or university. Has your
instrtution reached the limit on tax-exempt bonds?

El Yes

0 No, but expect to within next two iscal years
0 No, and do not expect to within next two fiscal years
0 Not applicable (i.e., public institution)

ITEM 8: RESEARCH FACIUTIES ISSUES

Please use the remaoing space to discuss the following research facihties related issues:

1. the significance for your institution of possibly increasing the use allowance for facilities or a shift to
depreciation as a possUe means to finance research facifities.

2. needs related to campus-wide facilities (e.g., for toxic waste storage/disposal, animal quarters, etc.) or
systems (e.g., utilities, data communications) that st.pport research.

3. the extent to which repair/renovation and construction protects are driven by regulatory changes, the type of
projects most often initiated as a result of such changcs, and the extent to which these changes impact
project costs.

1 (10
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CROSSWALK BETWEEN NSF DISCIPLINE CODES AND
THE NCES CLASSIFICATION OF INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS

The following set of discipline codes is us:1 to categorize science and engineering departments in the Survey of Science
and Engineering Research Facilities. Representative department names are shown under each of the discipline codes.

ENGINEERiNG

01 AEROSPACE ENGINEERING

:4 02 AEROSPACE, AERONAoTCAL, AND A STRONALnIcAL ENGINEERING

02 AGRICULTURAL ENGiNEERING

4 03 AGRICuLTURAL ENGINEERNu

03 BCNIEDICAL ENGINEERING

4 135 BIOENGINEERING AND BlomEDCAL ENGINEERING

04 CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

33 0509 v4000 SC/ETCES
'4 07 CHEMICAL ENGNEERNG

'05 CML ENGINEERING

04 02 ARCHITECTURE

'4 04 ARCHITECTURAL. ENGINEERING

'4 Ci CNC ENGINEERING
4 ,4 ENNARONIAENTAL HEALTH ENGINEERING

36 LECTRCAL ENCNNEERNO
14 Oa COMPL/TER ENGINEERING

'4 lo ELECTIXAL. ELECTRONICS, AND COMMUNiCAT1ONS ENGINEERING
4 1002 MICROELECTRONIC ENGINEERING

107 ENGINEERING SCIENCE

14 12 ENGINEERING pHyscs
'4 13 ENGINEERING SCiENCE

1 06

39

NDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING /MANAGEMENT SCIENCE

,4 17

14 27

30 Ce

INOuSTRAL ENGINEERING

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING

SYSTEMS SCIENCE

MECHANICAL ENGINEERNO

'4 11 ENGINEERING MECHANICS

'4 19 mECHANCAL ENCNNEERNG

MET ALWRGICAL AND MATERIALS ENGINEERING

'4 06 CERAmIC ENGINEERING

'4 18 MATERIALS ENGINEERING

14 20 METALLUMICAL ENGINEERING

40 0701 METAU.URGY

MINING ENGINEENING

14 15 GEOLOGICAL ENGINEERING

14 le GEOPHYSICAL ENGINEERiNG

14 21 MIMING AND MiNERAL ENGINEER:NG

112 NUCLEAR ENGINEERING

14 23 NuCLEAR ENGINEERING

113 PETROLEUM ENGINEERNG

4 25 PETROLEUM ENGINEERING

,,41 ENGINEERING, N E C.

PHYSICAL. SCIENCES

201 ASTRONOMY

40 02

40 03

40 OS

ASTRONOMY

ASTROPHYS/C3

PLANETARY SCIENCE

202 CHEMISTRY

40 05 CHEMISTRY

203 PHYSCS

40.09 preeseCLI

204 PHYSICAL SCIENCES, N EC

40 01 PHYSICAL SCIENCES, GENER4L.

40 ORR MISCELLANEOUS PNYSICAL SCIENCES. OTHER

40.0511 PHYSICAL SCIENCES. OTHER

301 ATMOSPHERIC =eon
40.4 ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES AND mETEROLOGY

302 GEOSCIENCES

14 25 SUR% ZYING AND MAPPING SCIENCES

40 06

40 0703

GEOLOGICAL SCIENCES

EARTH SOENCES

333 OCEANOGRAPHY

2601107 MARINE BIOLOGY

40 0702 OCEANOGRAPHY

304 ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES. N E C

MATNEWATICAL. SCIENCES

402 ILATHEmATCS AND APPUED MATHEMATICS

06 1302 CPERATIONS RESEAFCH CUANTTME METrOOS)

27 01 MATHEMATICS, GENERAL

27 03 APPUED MATNEMATICS

27 04 PURE MATHEMATICS

27 90 MATHEMATICS, OTHER

30 OS MATHEMATICS A140 COmPUTER A. ENCE

403 STATISTICS

27 02

27 05 STATISTICS

ACTUARIAL SCIENCES

401 COMPUTER SCIENCE

00 12 MANAGEMENT iNFORMA1ICI4 SYSTEMS

II COMPUTER AND INFORMATICN SCIENCES. GENERAL

3001 IMAGING SCIENCE

4417UI.TVRAJ. scwi.cn mn ALSO III AN

14 01 ENGINEERING. GENERAL 50 1 AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES
14 22 NAVAL ARCHITECTURE AND MARINE ENGINEERING 02 01 AGRICULTURAL SCLENVS. GENERAL
14 24 OCEAN ENGINEERING 02 02 ANIMAL SCIENCES
4 241 TEXTILE ENGINEERING 02 03 FCCO SCIENCES

'4 99 ENGINEERING. OTHER 02 04 PLANT SCIENCES
1909 TEXTUS ANO CLOTHING (EXCLLIO:Nu 19 0902. FASHION DESIGN) 02 05 SOIL SCIENCES

30 03 ENGINEERING AND OTHER DSC:Pt:NES 02 99 AORCuLTURAL SCIENCES. OTHER

33 01 RENEWABLE NATURAL RESOURCES. GENERAL

03 03 FISHING AND FISHERIES

03 nel FORESTRY AND RELATED SCIENCES

03 09 WELL/FE MANAGEMENT101 03 OS RENEWABLE NATURAL RESOURCES. OTHER

17 31 04 WATER RESOURCES



111OLOGICAL SCIENCE%

601 ANATOMy

16 0201

26 0601 ANATOMY

CUNICAL ANATOmY

502 BIOCHEP MTN(

6 0202 CUNICAL DOCHEATISTRy

26 02 EROCHEMSTRY AND INOPHYSICS

SC acLOGY
25 01

26 Ma EMIRYOLOGY

BIOLOGY GENEAAL

604 BIOMETRY ANO EPIDEMO.OGY

18 2202 EPIDEMOLOGy

MOM 9101AETTSCS AND IsosursTics

605 BsOPHYSics

Ace BOTANy

20 03 BOTANY 101:3-UONG 26 03o2, BACTENOLOGY-SEE 511

607 CELL BIOLOGY

26 cm CELL AND MOLECULAR BIOLOGY

26 OM HISTMOGY

em ECOLOGY

26.0603 ECOLOGY

ENTOmOLODY ANO PARASITOLOGY

26 o610 PARASITOLOGY

26 07102 ENTOMOLOGY

610 GENETICS

26 0703 CENETICs, HumAN AND ANIMAL

611 ANCROSIOLOGY, IMMUNOLOGY, AM) viROLOGy

Is 0203 CLINICAL MICROBIOLOGY

15.1032 ALLERGIES AND ENDOAAOLOGy

18 woe ImIAUNOLOCIY

25 ozio2 SACTEIVOLOGy

26 05 MICROBIOLOGY

612 NurnmoN
19 05

20 Moe
26 Moe

613 PATHOLOGY

16 0204

18 1018

26 0704

FOOD SCIENCES AND Hume N NUTRITION

F000 MAD m.JTNTION

NUTFITTIONAL SCIENCES

CUNICAL PA THOLOGy

PATHOLOGY

PATHOLOGY, HUMAN AND ANIKAL

614 pHANAACOLOGy

IS 0208 CUNICAL TONCOLOGy

26 0612 TOXICOLOGY

25 0705 NIANLADOLOGY. HuMAN AND AMI.TAL

42 14 PSYCHOPILARAMCOLOGY

615 PHYDOLOGy

le 0206 PHYSIOLOGY

20 0706 PHYSIOLOGY, mAAAN AND ANNAL

615 zooLoay
ed 07 0 I ZOOLOGY

26 Onle zoctooY, armem

517 NOSCIENCES, N E C

26 MO MISCELLANEOUS SPECIALIZED AREAS, UFE SCIENcES. OTHER

26 IN UEE SCIENCES, OTHER

migsa

Tot ANEKNEsoOLOGY

5 1003 ANESTHESIOLOGY 102

702 cARCAOLOar

703 CANCER 11ESEARCH /ONCOLOGY

704 ENOOCNNOLCCTy

26 0106 ENDOCRINOLOGY

7% ASTMENTENDLOGY

706 HEMATOLOGY

18 C. HEMATOLOGY

707 NEUROLOGY

18.0324 NEUROLOGY

26.0805 NEUROSCIENCES

771 OBSTETRICS AND GINEOOLOGy
4.1013 OBSTETRICS ANO GYNECOLOGY

702 OPHTHALMOLOGY

111.1014 OPHTHALMOLOGY

16.12 OPTOMETRY

710 ormliNotARYNOCtrar
15.1017 OTHORHINOLAAMMOLOGY/OTOLARYNGOUV

711 PEDIATRICS

18,1018 PEDMTRICS

20 0102 CHILD DEVELOPMENT, CAM. ANO GUIDANCE

712 PREVENTIVE MEDECINE AND OCA04UNITY HEALTH

15.1007 FAMILY PRACTICE

16.1022 PRELTENTNE MEDICINE

713 PSYCKIAT6Y

15.1023 0400551The
16.1108 MyONATRY/MENTAL HEALTH

714 PULMONORY DISEASE

715 RADIOLOGy

15.1012

is ion
260811

715 SuRGERY

1 e 1004

15 1011

15 1015

18 1021

S. Ices

16.1027

NUCLEAR mEDCINE

RADIOLOGY

RADATMOLOGY

COLON AND RECTAL SuRGERy

NEUNDLOCICAL SURGERY

ORTHOPEDC

PLASTIC SURGERY

SURGERY

THORACIC SURGERy

717 CUMCAL MEDICINE. N.E.C.

0216 BASIC CLNCAL NE/4TH SCIENCES, OTHER

15.1001 MEDICINE. GENERAL

111.1006 CellIAATIMOGY

15.1006 GERIONCs
15 1010 INTERNAL MEDICINE

15.1020 PANMCAL MEINCINE AND NENAKITATioN

111.1026 UROLOGY

it ION MEDICINE. OTHER

18 13 OSTEOPATHIC MEDICINE

18.16 PODATRY

30.01 scLOGICAL AND wellicAl. SCiENCES

716 DENTAL. SCIENLXS

le 04 OENITSTRY

16 MI5 ORTHODOPMC SUMER,

719 14UR3540

18 11 NL MING (EXCLLONG 5 1106, PSYCHIATRY 'MENTAL

ITEJI-TH SEE 7131

720 FINAF0AACEui1cm. scIENcES

18 14 PHARmACY



'21 A-TERNARY SCIOCES

,I.24 YETEFEWLRY mtr,.....4E

'22 HEALTH RELATED. N.E.C.

17 oar OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY

17 0113 PHYSICAL THIBIApy
17 can %HAW, ATION SERVICES, OTHER
1 ), Gs ALLIED PSALM. OTHER
is oi HEALTH SCIENCES ADMIRSTRATION

1 3 as MEDICK LASORATORY
la n MARX HEALTH
13.01 HEALTH SCIENCES. OTHER

723 SPEEc31 PATHOLOGY AND ACAAOLOGY

16 01 AUDICtOGY AN62 SPEECH PATHOLOGY

PSYCHOLOGY

AO 1 PsyCHOLooy

13 oll SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY

17 01101 ART THERAPY

42 PSYCHOLOGY

sAcAjsmal

901 ACIAMTUNAL ECONOMICS
01 0102 Ant= JURAL BUSWESS AND MANAGEMENT
01 0103 AGRCULTURAL ECCROmICS

902 ANTHROPOLOGY gucturft AND 'COAL)
43 02 ANTHRCPOLOGY

43 03 ARCHEOLC3Y

903 ECONOMICS (EXCEPT AGRCULTURAL3

KM BUSINESS ECONOMIC:.

43.01 ECONOmICS

904 GEOGRAPHY

43.01 GEC:GRAF-if

905 HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE

906 UNGUISTCS

23 oe uNGUNITICS

42 12 PSyCHOUNGLASTES

937 Pc:wick. SCIENCE
44 01 PuSUC AFFAIRS, GENERAL

44 03 INTERNAIIONAL PUBLIC SERVICE

44 cm pulluC ADMINISTRATION

44 03 MARX POUCY STUDIES

44 BO pullUC WW1. MUER
49 06 PITERNATIONAL AFFAIRS

43.10 POLITICAL BCIENCE AND GOvERAMENT

903 SOCIOLOGY

45 WI DEMOGRAPHY

45.11 SOCIOLCGY

900 SOCIOLO3Y AN0 ANTHROPOLOGY

910 SOCIAL SPENCE*. N.E.C.

OA 03 CITY, COMMUNITY AND RE VONAL PLAW*40

03 AREA AND ETHNIC SIUDIES

03.09 MALAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT

011.15 ORGANIZATIONAL SEHAVIOR

31 03 PARKS AND RECREATION MANAGEMENT

43.01 CRIMINAL JUSTICE

AA 02 COMMUNITY SERVICES

44 07 BOOK WORK
43 01 SOCK SCIENCES. GENERAL
43.04 CRIMINOLOGY

43 12 URBAN STUDIES

45 OS SOCK SCIENCES, OTHER

103
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Table 2-1. Number of institutions, total net assignable square feet (NASF) of space in science/engineering disciplines, and total NASF used for R&D
by institution type and control: 1988 am: 1990

Institution

type and control

Number ol

l^stitutions Tsital NASF Total R&D NASF

1988 1990 1438 1990 1988 1990

(NASF in millions)

Total 525 525 270.6 276.0 112.1 116.3

Doctorate-granting 293 293 240.7 243.9 107.4 111.2

Top 100 in R&D 100 100 165.7 163.9 80.6 81.7

Other 193 193 75.1 80.0 26.8 293
Non-doctorateiranting 232 232 29.9 32.1 4.6 5.2

Public 320 319 204.3 211.7 82.4 86.9

Doctorate-granting 191 190 183.5 9 79.3 83.6

In top 100 in R&D ....... .... 70 70 128.4 128.8 593 613
Other ... ........ .. ..... .... 121 120 55.1 60.1 20.0 22.3

Non-doctorate-granting ..... .... ....... . .... 129 129 20.8 22 8 3.1 3 3

Private 205 206 66.3 644 29.7 2).4

Doctorate-grantir g 102 103 57.2 55.1 28.2 27.6

In top 100 in R&D 30 30 37.3 35.1 21.3 20.4

Other 73 73 20.0 19 9 6.9 7.2

Non-doctorate-granting . 103 103 9.1 93 1.5 1.8

Notc: Details may not sum to totals because of rounding.

Source: National Science Foundation, SRS

1 05
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Ti;blic 2-2. Number of institutions with any assigned space in science/engineering disciplines by discipline and institution type: 1988 and 1990

Discipline

institution type

Total

Doctorate-granting
Non

doctorate-

granting
Top 100 in R&D Other

1968 1990 1988 1990 1988 1990 1968 1990

Total ........ . 525 525 100 100 193 193 232 232

Engineenng 295 299 86 86 128 129 81 84

0 Physical sciences 473 471 93 93 150 147 230 231

.C Environmental sciences. 323 326 84 85 120 112 118 129

Mathematics 455 457 93 93 148 145 215 219

Computer science. 426 404 86 86 133 131 207 187

Agncultural sciences 104 103 42 41 30 27 32 35

Biological sciences 499 509 100 100 170 181 229 228

in colleges and universities. 475 479 96 95 151 156 229 728

in medical schools........ . . 94 105 50 SS 44 50 0 0

Medical sciences 294 318 87 87 ITC 140 ::: 91

in colleges and universities. . 235 250 68 68 79 91 88 91

in medical schools. 138 144 64 64 74 80 0 0

Psychology 472 470 91 91 155 155 227 225

Social sciences 461 447 94 95 153 155 214 198

Other sciences, n e c 111 75 47 40 40 23 24 12

Note. Details may not sum to totals because of rounding

Source National Science Foundation, SRS.
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Table 2-3. Number 4 institutiocs vAth any assigned R&D space in science/engirieering disciplines by discipline and institution type: 1988 and 1990

Total.

Engineenng

Physical sciences.

0 Environmental sciences .

Mathematics ... ... ..

Computer science ...

Agricultural sciences . ..

Biological sciences . .

in colleges and universities .

in medical schools .

Medical sciences. .. .

in colleges and universities

in medical schools

Psychology ...

Social sciences

Other sciences, n e c

Institution type

Doctorate-granting

Top 100 in R&D

1988 1990 1988 1990 1988

513 517 100 100 188

283 296 85 86 128

446 450 92 92 142

299 284 80 82 120

318 296 85 88 105

332 281 78 79 95

96 94 42 41 30

480 482 100 100 163

456 451 95 94 144

94 105 50 55 44

268 267 85 87 114

205 189 67 67 70

134 141 63 64 71

403 402 87 C6 131

360 347 89 91 127

92 69 45 40 35

Non-

doctorate-

granfing
Other

1990 1988 1990

187 225 229

129 70 81

141 212 217

112 98 89

85 129 124

89 159 113

27 24 26

1'4 217 208

149 217 208

50 0 0

123 69 57

64 69 57

77 0 0

132 185 184

117 144 140

18 12 11

Note Details may not sum to totals because of rounding

Source National Science Foundation, SRS
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Table 2-4. Number of institutions with any assigned space or with any assigned R&D space in science/engineering disciplines by discipline and
control: 1988 and 1990

_

Discipline

Any assigned S/E spsce Any assigned R&D space

Public Private Public Private

1988 1990 1908 1990 1908 1990 1988 1990

Total 320 319 205 206 316 319 197 198

Engineering

Physical sciences

Environmental sciences

Mathematics

0 Computer science

6\ Agricultural sciences

Biological sciences

in colleges and universities

1 1 1

219 225 76 73 207 222 76 73

286 285 188 186 290 2S0 165 170

224 221 99 105 213 195 87 86

277 275 178 182 218 197 101 98

253 247 173 158 213 164 120 116

99 96 6 7 90 87 6 7

309 313 190 196 305 298 175 184

291 291 184 187 287 277 168 174

in medical schools 68 70 26 35 68 70 26 35

Medical sciences 220 233 74 as 197 190 71 77

in colleges and um:duties 196 202 38 48 170 152 36 37

in medical schools. 86 89 51 55 82 86 51 55

Psychology 286 285 186 185 263 261 140 141

Social sciences 272 278 189 169 246 244 114 103

Other sciences, n.e.c 92 63 19 13 73 57 19 13

Note: Details may not sum to totals because of rounding.

Source National Science Foundation, SRS.
t .--)
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Table 2-5. Total net assignable square feet (NASF) of space in science/engiroxring disciplines by discipline and institution type: 1988 and 1990

Institution type

Doctorate-granting
Non-

doctorate-

Discipline Total granting
Top 100 in R&D

i
Other

1988 1990 1988 1990 1988 1990 198! 1990

(NMF in thousands)

Total .. 270,621 276,041 165,655 163,911 75,070 80,024 29,895 32,107

Engineering . 40,063 42,291 24,412 24,810 11,353 12,177 4,288 5,303

Physical sciences 35,634 37,542 18,807 19,26: 9,677 9,854 7,150 8,425

Environmental sciences . .... 12,268 12,019 7,816 7,598 3,239 3,222 1,214 1,199

Mathematics ..... ... 4,786 5,190 2,179 2,279 1,490 1,662 1,116 1,249

Computer science.. . 4,938 4,625 2,245 2,430 1,594 1,318 1,099 877

Agricultural sciences 29,994 34,003 22,276 24,706 5,948 7,194 1,771 2,103

Biological sciences. ........ . 45,184 :),321 26,768 28,276 12,591 15,023 5,826 6,022

in colleges and universities . 32,445 34,385 18,769 19,046 7,850 9,318 5,826 6,022

in medical schools... . 12,739 14,936 7,999 9,231 4,741 5,705 0 0

Medical sciences .... . .. 66,231 63,168 43,201 39,024 21,782 22,930 1,247 1,214

in colleges and universities. . . .. 21,387 21,955 1.,599 15,00 5,441 5,651 1,247 1,214

in medical schools . 44,843 41,213 28,502 23,934 16,341 17,279 0 0

Psychology 9,011 9,122 4,182 4,025 2,572 2,759 2,302 2,339

Social sciences .. 16,433 15,15i; 9,766 8,798 3,264 3,424 3,403 2,936

Other sciences, n.e c 6,078 3,602 3,993 2,701 1,604 461 480 440

Note Details may not sum to totals because of rounding.

Source. National Science Foundation, SRS
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Table 2-6. Total net assignable square feet (NASF) of space used for R&D in science/engineering disciplines by discipline and institution type: 1988 and 1990

Discipline

Institution type

'rotal

Doctorate-granting Non-

doctorate-

granting

.1Will-
Top 100 in R&D Other

1988 1990 1988 1990 1988 1590 1988 1990

(R&D NASF in thousands)

Total.. 112,062 116,327 80,627 81,659 26,815 29,508 4,620 5,161

Enginee ring 15,900 17,057 11,444 12,130 3,928 4,214 529 713

Physical sciences 16,024 16,121 10,443 10,429 4,236 4,232 1,344 1,459

Environmental sciences. ... ... ... 6,313 6,056 4,645 4,534 1,458 1,314 210 208

Mathematics 722 790 397 415 260 300 65 75

Computer science 1,437 1,445 835 1,017 431 315 170 113

Agnculturstl sciences 17,622 20,1421 14,433 16,032 2,821 4,247 368 542

Biological sciences... ... ...... ...... .. ..... 23,910 26,154 16,804 17,546 6,105 7,480 1,001 1,128

in colleges and universities :6,072 17,569 11,403 11,715 3,668 4,727 1,001 1,128

in medical schools.. 7,838 8,584 5,401 5,831 2,437 2,754 0 0

Medical sciences 19,363 19,721 14,573 14,090 4,681 5,518 109 113

in colleges and universities 5,320 4,959 4,208 4,133 1,034 713 109 113

in medical schools. 14,042 14,762 10,365 9,957 3,677 4,805 0 0

Psychology 3,085 2,978 1,771 1,581 896 984 418 413

Social sciences 3,337 3,338 2,380 2,359 635 671 322 309

Other sciences, n.e.c. 4,350 1,846 2,903 1,526 1,364 232 83 87

Note- Details may not sum to totals because of rounding. ii

Source National Science Foundation, SRS.



Table 2-7. Total net assigned square feet (NASF) of space in science/engineering disciplines, and NASF used for R&D by discipline and institution control:
1988 and 1990

Discipline

Total NASF R&D NASF

Public Private Public Private

1988 1990 1988 1990 1988 1990 1988 1990

(NASF in thousands)

Total . 204,302 211,651 66,318 64,390 82,384 86,881 29,678 29,447

Engineenng 29,780 32,224 10,284 113,066 11,593 12,562 4,306 4,495
Physical sciences 24,505 26,595 11,129 10,947 10,719 10,944 5,305 5,177

(:)
Environmental scienms 9,624 9,393 2,644 2,626 5,045 4,831 1,267 1,223

... Mathematics. 3.520 3,874 1,266 1,316 505 5. 217 264
Computer science 3,530 3,041 1,408 1,584 875 735 562 710
Agricultural sciences 29,238 32,510 7!6 1,493 17,233 19,434 389 1,387
13iological sciences 32,5% 35,837 12,588 13,484 16,327 18,307 7,583 7,847

in colleges and universities . .. 24,164 26,449 8,281 7,937 11,473 13,240 4,599 4,329
in medical schools . ... 8,433 9,388 4,307 5,547 4,854 5,067 2,984 3,517

Medical sciences ..... ..... . . .. 48,810 47,691 17,420 15,478 12,315 13,160 7,047 6,362
in colleges and universities. ... 16,920 18,755 4,468 3,200 3,948 4,137 1,373 822
in medical schools. 31,891 28,935 12,953 12,278 8,368 9,022 5,675 5,739

Psychology . 6,254 6,415 2,758 2,706 2,216 2,102 869 876
Social sciences .. . . 12,284 11,071 4,149 4,087 2,794 2,684 543 655
Other sciences, n c.c... 4,162 3,000 1,917 602 2,761 1,593 1,589 253

Note Details may not sum to totals because of rounding

Source National Science Foiindation, SRS
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Table 2-8. Amount of science/engineering research space that is leased or housed in temporary facilities by institution type and control: 1988 and 1990

Institution type and control

Leased R&D space Temporary R&D space

Square feet

(in thousands)

Percent of

total R&D NASF

Square feet

(in thousands)

Percent of

total R&D HASP

1938 1990 1988 1950 1988 1990 1988 1990

Total.. 3,771 3,551 3.4 3.1 1,978 1,731 1.8 13

Doctorate-granting 3,760 3,536 33 3.2 1,922 1,694 1.8 13
Top 100 in R&D . 2,847 2,601 33 3.2 1,567 1,408 1.9 1.7

Other 913 935 3.4 3.2 355 285 13 1,0

Non-doctorate-granting. 11 15 0.2 0.3 56 37 1.2 0.7

?
8 Public 2,315 2,145 2.8 23 1,692 1,477 2.1 1.7

Pnvate .. .. 1,456 1,406 4.9 4.8 286 254 1.0 0.9

Note. Details may not sum to totals because of rounding

Source. National Science Foundation, SRS
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Table 3-1. Number of institutions starting any projects to construct new science/engineer4 R&D space by institution type and control and year of
project start: 1986-91*

Institution type and control

Constructton project start year

1986 or 1987

(actual)

1988 or 1989

(plan)

1988 or 1949 -1 1990 or 1991

(actual) (Plan)

Total . 192 226 227 183

Doctorate-granting 135 178 154 161

Top 100 in R&D 72 79 71 82
Other .. 64 99 83 79

Non-doctorate-granting 57 48 73 22

Public 140 179 158 139 i

0 Doctorate-granting.. ... . 103 133 106 121
I

1

...
1.... In top 100 in R&D ... 55 60 52 60 I

Other 49 73 sa 60
Non-doctorate-granting 37 46 52 18

Prwate 52 48 68 44

Doctorate-granting... 32 4s 48 ao
In top 100 in R&D .. 17 20 19 22

Other. . .... ... ,5 26 29 18

Non-doctorate-granting . 19 2 21 4

'Findings are limited to piojects with estimated total cost at completion of $100,000 or more for R&D related space. Project cost and apace estimates arc prorated to reflect R&D component
only

Note. Details may not sum to totals because of rounding

Source National Science Foundation, SRS
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Table 3-2. For projects to construct new R.&D space, estimated net assignable square feet (NASF) of R&D space to be created and
estimated total cost of the construction of this R&D space by institution type and control and year of project start: 1986-91*

Institution

type and control

E 1986 or 1987

(actual)

NASF

Constniction project start year

1988 or 1989

(plan)

1988 or 1989

(actual)

1990 or 1991

(Plan)

NASF NASF NASF Cost

(NASF in thouunds; dollars in millions)

Total 9,922 $2,051 14793 S3,39 10,647 $2,464 11,222 $3,495

Doctorate-granting 8,908 1,888 11,274, 3,284 9,840 2,315 10,781 3,381

Top 100 in R&D. 7,261 1,599 7.759 2,454 6,073 1,558 7,497 2,477

Other 1,647 288 3,506 830 3,767 757 3,284 904

Non-doctorate-granting . .. 1,014 163 518 108 807 150 441 114

Public . 7,314 1,355 8,691 : 105 8,115 1,727 7,696 2,131

Doctorate-granting.. 6,516 1,220 8,186 2,000 7,460 1,626 7,299 2,026

In top 100 ,r1 R&D... .. ..... ....... ... . .... ..... 5,470 1,063 5,433 1,421 4,382 996 4,791 1,395

Other. 1,046 158 2,753 579 3,078 629 2,508 632

Non-doctorate-granting. 828 134 505 106 656 101 397 105

Pnvate 2,578 696 3,102 1,287 2,532 738 3,525 1,364

Doctorate-grant, g . 2,392 667 3,088 1,284 2,381 689 3,482 1,354

In top 100 in R&D . 1,791 537 2,336 1,033 1,691 562 2,706 1,082

Other . 600 131 753 251 689 128 776 272

Non-doctorate-granting 186 29 13 2 152 48 44 9

'Findings are limited to projects with estimated total cost at completion of $100,000 or more for R&D related space. Project cost and space estimates are prorated to
reflect R&D component only.

N Die Details may not sum to totals because of rounding

Source National Science Foundation, SRS.



Table 3-3. Number of institutions starting any projects to =Lisa= science/engineering R&D space by discipline and year of project start:
1986-9P

Discipline

Construction pried stan year

1986 or 1987

(actual)

1988 or 1989

(Plan)

1988 or 1989

(actual)

1990or 1991

(phin)

Total 192 226 227

Engineering 79 57 52

Physical sciences 41 67 67

Environmental sciences 28 33 17

Mathematics 3 S 5

Computer science 28 23 21 16

Agricultural sciences 36 36 32 31

Biological sciences 58 109 107 76

in colleges and universities 43 92 87 56

in medical schools 20 21 26 27

Medical sciences 54 77 47 69

in colleges and universities ......... ... ............ ............... 18 19 14 27

an medical schools.. . ... . .. .......... ............ . 47 61 35 54

Psychology 21 9 11 7

Social sciences.. 19 16 13 12

Other sciences, n.e.c . 14 15 13 3

183

59

50

24

8

'Findings are limited to projects with estimated total cost at completion of $100,000 or more for R&D related space. Project cost and space estimates are prorated to reflect R&D component
only.

Note: Details may not sum to totals because of rounding

Source: National Science Foundrition, SRS
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Table 3-4. For projects to construct new R&D space, estimated net assignable square feet (NASF) of R&D space to be created, and estimated total
cost of the construction of this R&D space by discipline and year of roject start: 1986-91*

Discipline

Construction project start yzar

1986 or 1987

(actual)

1988 or 1989

(plan)

1988 or 1989

(actual)

1990 or 1991

(plan)

NASF NASF NASF Cost NASF Cost

(NASF in thousands; dollars in minions)

Total . .. 9,922 $2,051 11,793 $3,392 10,647 $2,464 11,222 $3,495

Engineering. 2,390 436 1,871 492 1,490 388 2,1% 529

Physical sciences 799 182 1,765 527 2,000 401 1,564 624

Y1
1.....

.A.

Environmental sciences

Mathematics . . . .

380

9

57

2

423

34

125

5

324

25

82

8

520

45

165

11

Computer science . . . 237 61 220 67 286 65 392 99

Agricultural sciences.. . 1,513 150 794 212 1,146 152 756 186

Biological sciences . .. . .. .. 1,708 463 2,422 663 2,262 577 2,808 944

in colleges and universities 1,275 324 1,747 487 1,549 396 1,521 516

in medical schools 433 139 674 177 712 181 1,287 478

Medical sciences ..... ... 1,948 505 3,327 1,106 2,253 647 2,723 877

iii colleges and universities .. 613 203 266 64 306 61 394 153

in medical schools........ ..... 1,335 302 3,061 1,042 1,948 587 2,329 724

Psychology ... .. . 132 23 76 28 115 25 21 9

Social sciences.. 202 38 229 61 329 48 162 34

Other sciences, n e c .......... .... 603 139 633 106 418 70 36 17

hndings are limited to projects with estimated total cost at completion ot 3100,000 or more for R&D related space. Project cost and space estimates are prorated to reflect R&D component
only

Note Details may not sum to totals because of rounding.

Source National Science Eoandation, SRS



Table 3-5. Number of institutions performing major renair/renovation of science/engineering R&D facilities by institution type and control and year of
project start: 1986-91*

Year of 1 %air/renovation

Institution type and control

Total

Doctcnte-granting

Top 100 in R&D

Other

Non-doctorate-granting

Public

Doctorate-grarting

In top 100 in R&D

Other

Non-doctorate-granting

Private

Doctorate-granting

In top 100 in R&D.

Other
Non-doctorate-granting .

1986 or 1987

1/4,ctual)

288

224

96

'28

64

210

163

67

96

47

78

61

28

32

17

1988 or 1989

(Plan)

229

190

90

100

38

163

130

61

69

33

66

60

28

32

5

1988 or 1989

(actual)

248

204

as
119

44

164

133

55

79

31

84

71

30

41

14

1990 or 1991

(Plan)

229

166

80

86

63

163

117

52

as
46

66

49

28

21

17

"Findings are limited to projects with estimated total cost at completion of $100,000 or more for R&D related space. Project cost and space estimates are prorated to reflect R&D component
only.

Note: Details may not sum to totals because of rounding.

Source: National Science Foundation, SRS.
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Table 3-6. For projects to repair/renovate R&D space, estimated net assignable square feet (NASF) of R&D space affected and estimated total cost of
this repair/renovation by insthution type and control and year of project start: 1986-91°

Institution type and control

Year of repair/renovation

1986 or 1987

(actual)

1988 or 1989

(plan)

1988 or 1989

(actual)

1990 or 1991

(plan)

NASF Cost NASF Cost NASF CC/it NASF Cost

lotal

(NASF in thousands; dollars in millions)

13,431 5838 9 380 S754 11,449 S1,010 8,634 S955

Doctorate-granting 12,841 793 9,194 717 10,993 979 7,757 704

rop 100 in R&D 9,124 596 7,173 567 7,781 483 5,613 528

Other 3,717 197 2,021 150 3,217 4% 2,141 177

Non-doctorate-granting 590 45 186 36 456 30 877 250

Public 8,745 436 6,532 442 8,22.3 699 6,697 687

Doctorate-granting 8,307 399 6,366 408 7,890 674 5,970 453

In top 100 in R&D 5,792 2.58 4,891 294 5,593 230 4,192 308

Other . 2,515 14: 1,474 114 2,'97 444 1,779 145

Non-doctorate-granting 438 37 167 34 333 25 726 234

Private 4,685 402 2,848 311 3,226 311 1,937 268

Doctorate-granting 4,534 393 2,829 309 3,102 305 1,786 752

In top 100 in R&D 3.332 338 2,287 273 2,188 253 1,423 220

Other . . . ..... 1,202 55 546 36 915 52 363 32

Non-doctorate-granting 152 9 19 2 123 6 151 16

Findings are limited to projects with estimated total cost at comple:ion of $100,000 or more for R&D related space. Project cost and spwn estimates are prorated to reflect R&D component
only ,

Note: Details may not sum to totals because of rounding

Source. National Science Foundation, SRS



Table 3-7. Number of institutions performing major repair/renovation of scienriengineering R&D facilities by discipline and year of project start:
1986-91"

Discipline

Year of repair/renovation

1986 or 1987

(actual)

1988 or 1989

'Plan)

1988 or 1989

(actual)

1990 or 1991

(Plan)

Total.. 288 229 248 229

Engineenng. 118 95 106 46

Physical sciences 98 98 104 75

Environmental sciences 40 30 26 32

Mathematics 25 12 26 29

Computer science 49 22 16 30

Agricultural sciences 32 25 24 21

Biological sciences ... . . . . 137 112 138 99

in colleges and universities ....... .. 112 135 121 71

,n medical schools... .. 44 44 44 47

Medical sciences ...... ,,,,, 135 77 85 71

in colleges and universities 28 28 32 24

in medical schools 75 60 70 59

Psychology 35 19 20 35

Social sciences ... ........ 29 12 17 21

Other sciences, n e c. . 17 14 17 19

*Findings are limited to projects with estimated total cost at completion of $100,000 or more 4-sr R&D related space. Project cost and space estimates are prorated to reflect R&D component
only.

Note Details may not sum to totals becaube of rounding

Source National Science Foundation, SRS
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Table 3-8. For projects to repair/renovate research space, estimated net assignable square feet (NASF) of R&D space affected and estimated total cost
of this repair/renovation by discipline and year of project start: 1986-91*

Disciphne

Year of repair/renovanon

1986 or 1987

(actual)

1988 or 1989

(plan)

1988 or 1989

(actual)

1990 or 1991

(Plan)

NASF NASF Cost NASF Cost NASF Cost

(NASF in thousands; dollar: in millions)

Total .. 13,431 $.'838 9,380 $754 11,449 $1,010 8,634 $955

Engineenng. . 2,716 141 1,376 120

Physical sciences . 1,746 105 1,491 124

Y' EnVIronfnentill SCienCes 362 21 436 24

Ciro Mathematics .. 37 4 41 4

Computer science.. . 193 17 90 6

Agncultural sciences 628 20 496 22

Biological sciences . . 3,611 225 2,496 156

in colleges and universities 2,555 146 1,661 95

in medical schools 1,056 78 834 60

Medical sciences . 3,236 226 2,403 248

in colleges and universities 737 52 722 80

in medical schools. 2,499 174 1,681 168

Psychology.. . 256 14 102 10

Social sciences ..... 181 36 95 8

Other sciences, n.e.c 465 30 355 31

1,630

1,928

930

136

144

530

3,461

2203

1,259

2,302

705

1,598

119

180

361 959 72

165 1,592 323

18 646 35

1 l 70 12

9 115 14

23 478 22

201 2,497 244

126 1384 132

76 1,113 112

185 1.659 181

M 295 25

161 1,365 156

11 221 21

8 198 11

17 200 21

Findings are limited to projects with estimated total cost at completion of $100,000 or more for R&D related space. Project cost and space estimates areprorated to reflect R&D comment
only

, Note. Details may not .um to totals because of roundingji i 'T
Source National Science Foundation, SRS 1 .1 , )



Table 4-1. Private institutions' sources of funds for science/engineering research facility constructiou projects by year of project start and institution type:
1986-91°

-
Year of project start and
type of private institution

Source of construction funds

Total

Govern

Federal Stale/
local

Private
de-ations

Institutional
funds

Tax-exempt
bonds

Other
debt

Other

1986 or 1987 (actual)
(Dollars in millions)

Total 695.8 105.1 24 6 228.4 180.6 123.6 0.7 31.7

Top 100 doctorate-granting 5363 69.6 24.5 1963 110.7 101.8 0.7 31.7

Other doctorate-granting 130.8 28.9 0.0 27.4 69.3 52 0.0 0.0

Non-doctorate-granting . . 283 6.6 0 2 4.5 0.6 16.7 0.0 0.0

1988 or 1969 (plan- rd)

Total 1,286.7 32.7 45.7 562.7 145.8 340.7 1513 10.7

C1 Top 100 doctorate-grantirs.. 1,033.2 2.7 45 7 461.7 110.4 299.6 105.4 10.7.
.D

Other doctorate-granting 251 1 293 0.0 100 1 35 0 403 46.1 0.0

Non-doctorate-granting .. .. . . 2.4 0 6 0.0 0.9 0.4 0. 0.0 0.0

1988 or 1989 (actual)

Total 7373 77.7 52.3 266.3 873 165.7 87.8 0.2

Top 100 doctorate-granting . .. 561.7 34.6 48.6 185 6 50.8 154.3 87.8 0.0

Other doctorate-granting 127.7 36.1 3.7 41.3 35.1 11.3 0.0 0.2

Non-doctorate-granting .. ... .. . 48 1 7 0 0.0 39 4 1.7 0.0 0.0 0.0

1990 or 1991 (planned)

Total . 1,363.8 53 6 93.5 405.7 267.1 349.6 107.4 1.2

Top 100 doctorate-granting... ... ...... . . LT' A 44 0 92.5 355.9 147.7 249.8 107A 0.0

Other doctorate-granting.. .. . ... 9 6 1.0 41.4 119.0 99.1 0.0 1.2

Non-doctorate-granting ....... ... ... ..... 0.0 0.0 &A 0.4 0.6 0.0 0.0

'Findings are limited to projects with estimated total cost at completion of $100,000 or more for R&D related space. Project cost and space estimates are prorated to reflect R&D component only.

Note- Details may not sum to totals because of rounding.

Source National Science Foundation, SRS
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Table 4-2. Public institutions' sources of funds for science/engineering research facility construction projects by year of project start and institution type:
1986-91*

Year of project start and
type of private instituticn

Source of construction funds

Total

Government

Federal State/
local

Private
donations

Institutional
funds

Tax-exempt

bonds
Other
debt

Other

9

1986 or 1987 (actual)

Total
Top 100 doctorate-granung ... ...

Other doctorate-granting
Non-doctorate-granting

1988 or 1989 (planned)

Total
Top 100 doctorate-granting.... . . .... .......
Other doctorate-granting
Non-doctorate-granting

1988 or 1989 (actual)

Total . .

Top 100 doctorate-granting.
Other doctorate-granting. .. .

Non-doctorate-granting.. ..... .

1990 or 1991 (planned)

rota!
Top 100 doctorate-granting...
Other doctorate-granting.
Non-doctorate-granting

1,354.8
1,062.8

157.6
134.4

2,105.2
1,4203

579.0
105.7

1,727 0
996.2
629 4
101.4

2,131.3
1,394.6

63' 7
105.0

403
30.7

0.7
8.9

189.8
104 0
81.6
4.2

274 3
110.6
157 7

6 0

317.5
150.9
166.7

0.0

754.5
537.2
128.7
88.5

1094.4
657.7
338.9
97.8

838.4
439.0
316.0
83.4

1,014.1
594.6
314.5
105.0

(Dollars in millions)

259.1
218.4
202
20.6

213.2
176.7
34.2

2.2

192.9
143.6
41.2

8.1

156 6
1412

15.4

0.0

1092
103.5

5.7
0.0

249.6
163.4
84.8

1.4

2563
168.4
84.0
3.9

273.4
243.0
30.4
0.0

189.5
171.0

2.1
16.4

320.4
303.1

173
0.0

154.5

124.1
303

0.0

245.1
166.2
78.9
0.0

2.4
2.4
0.0
0.0

15.0
15.0
0.0
0.0

8.1
8.1
0.0
0.0

89.4
89.4

0.0
0.0

0.2
0.0
02
0.0

24.0
1.7

72.3
0.0

0.6
0.6
0.0
0.0

73
73
0.0
0.0

'Findings are limited to projects with estimated total cost at completion of $100,000 or more for R&D related space. Project cost and space estimates are prorated to reflect R&D component only.

Note Details may not sum to totals because of rounding

Source: National Sew^ e Foundation, SRS. i , , )
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Table 4-3. Private institutions' sources of fuads for science/engineering research facility repair/renovation projects by year ofproject start and institution

type: 1986-91*

Year of project start and
type of private institution

Source of repair/renovation funds

Total

Government

Federal State/
local

Private
don&tions

Institutional
funds

Tim-atempt
bonds

Other
debt

Other

1986 or 1967 (actual)
(Dollars in millions)

Total 402.0 14.1 6.5 86.0 172.9 112.1 3.5 7.2

Top 100 doctorate-granting 338.0 7.0 6.4 83.3 129.1 103.6 1.9 7.2

Other doctorate-granting 55.4 5.6 0.2 1.7 42.7 3.6 1.6 0.0

Non-doctorate-granting. 8.6 1.5 0 0 1.0 1 2 4.9 0.0 0.0

1988 or 1989 (Planned)

Total 311.1 28.0 6.0 59.6 140.2 59.9 3.6 14.8

Top 100 doctorate-granting 273 4 24.7 6.0 57.0 108.9 59.3 3.6 14.8

Other doctorate-granting 36.0 3.0 0 0 11.7 30.9 0.3 0.0 0.0

Non-doctorate-granting 1.7 0 3 0.0 0 9 0.3 0.2 0.0 0.0

1988 or 1989 (actual)

Total 311.0 29.7 4 5 30.1 167.3 63.3 11.0 5.2

Top 100 doctorate-granting.... 253 4 13. / 4.5 24 0 141.4 58.4 11.0 0.5

Other doctorate-granting . ..... 51.9 15.7 0.0 4.2 22.4 4.9 0.0 4.7

Non-doctorate-granting. ...... 5.7 0 2 0.0 1.9 3.6 0.0 0.0 0.0

1990 or 1991 (planned)

Total 267 6 10.5 1 9 18.7 161.8 31.1 22.9 11.6

Top 100 doctorate-granting 219.7 8.3 1.9 12.0 124.1 29.9 22.8 11.6

Other doctorate-granting.. . 32.2 0.1 0.0 2.2 29.2 0.7 0.0 0.0

Non-doctorate-granting 15.7 2.1 0.0 4.6 8.4 0.5 0.1 0.0

'Findings are limited to projects with estimated total cost at completion of S100,000 or more for R&D related space. Project cost and space estimates are prorated to reflect R&D component only.

Note: Details may not sum to totals because of rounding.

Source. National Science Foundation, SRS
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Table 4-4. Public institutions' sources of funds for science/engineering research facility repaidrenovatim projects by year of project start and institution
type: 1986-91'

Year of project start and
type of private institution

Source of repair/renovation funds

Total

Government

Federal State/
local

Private
donations

Institutional
funds

Tax-exempt
bonds

Other
debt

Other

1986 or 1987 (actual)
(Dollars in millions)

Tc (al 435.9 13.2 226.6 15.0 155.1 25.5 0.3 0.2
Top 100 doctorate-granting 258.0 103 1083 7.0 107.8 24.0 03 0.2
Other doctorate-granting 1413 0.6 86.8 73 45.6 1.0 0.0 0.0
Non-doctorate-granting 36.6 2.2 31.4 0.6 1.8 03 0.0 0.0

1988 or 1989 (planned)

Total 442.4 103 2383 6.5 150.5 22.6 13.0 1.2
Top 100 doctorate-granting 293.6 3.9 136.6 5.6 111.0 223 13.0 1.20

n)
n.)

Other doctorate-granting
Non-doctorate-granting

114.4
34.4

5.3
1.3

72.7
29.0

0.5
0.4

35.9
3.6

0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0

1988 or 1989 (actual)

Total 698.5 31.4 2293 22.0 403.5 6.6 4.9 0.0
Top 100 doctorate-granting 229.5 19.7 95.3 6.1 97.3 6.2 4.9 0.0
Other doctorate-granting. 444.4 6.8 126.8 7.8 302.5 0.3 0.0 0.0
Non-doctorate-granting 24.6 4.9 7.1 8.1 3.6 0.0 0.0 0.0

1990 or 1991 (planned)

Total 687.0 2.6 519.2 31.2 113.'. 12.0 0.0 0.0
Top 100 doctorate-granting 307.8 1.8 _84.5 24.1 923 4.8 0.0 0.0
Other doctorate-granting 144.8 0.0 110.7 7.0 20.1 6.9 0.0 0.0
Non-doctorate-granting 234.4 0.8 224.0 0.0 1.0 0.3 0.0 0.0

'Findings are limited to projects with estimated total cost at completion of $100,000 or more for R&D related spw:e. P.-bject cost and space estimates are prorated to reflect R&D componentonly.

Note: Details may not sum to totals because of rounding

I 4 ')
Source: National Science Foundation, SRS. 1
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Table 4-5. Sources of private donations for science/engineering research facility construction projects started in 1988-89 or planned for 1990-91 by
institution type and control: 1990*

Institution type

and comml

Total

1988 or 1989

(actual)

1

Source of private donations for construction projects

COfp01.1601111

-

Foundations Individuak Other

..

1990 or 1991 1988 or 1989 1990 or 1991 1988 or 1989 1990 or 1991 1988 or 1989 1990 or 1991 1988 or 1989 1990 or 1991

(Plan) (actual) (plan) (actual) (Plan) (actual) (Pion) (actual) (Pin)

(Dothan; in millions)

Total 459.2 5623 36.9 78.4 2303 306.5 171.0 983 21.0 79.1

Doctorate-granting. 411.7 553.9 27.1 77.7 215.0 302.4 158.2 94.8 113 79.1

Top 100 in R&D 329.2 497.1 6.5 71.8 180.4 294.7 132.2 5 10.1 42.2

Other 82.4 56.8 20.7 5.9 34.6 7.8 25.9 6.2 1.2 36.9

Non-doctorate-granting... ....... ........... 47.5 8.4 9.7 0.8 153 4.1 12.8 35 9.7 0.0

Public .......... ...... .. ................. .......... . .. 192 9 156 6 21.0 53.8 1063 29.0 60.6 36.4 5.0 37.4

Doctorate-granting 184.8 156.6 21.0 53.8 100.8 29.0 58.0 36.4 5.0 37.4

In top 100 in R&D 143 6 141.2 5.0 483 77.4 28.8 56.2 30 9 5.0 33.3

Other. 41.2 15.4 16.0 5.5 23.4 0.2 1.8 5.6 0.0 4.1

Non-doctorate-granting....... ..... 8.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.5 0.0 2.6 0.0 0.0 0.0

Private 2663 405.7 15.9 24.7 124.0 277.5 110.4 61.8 16.0 41.7

Doctorate-granting 226.9 3973 6.2 23.9 114.2 273.4 100.2 583 63 41.7

In top 100 in R&D... ............ .. ...... .. 185.6 355.9 1.4 23.5 103.0 265.8 76.1 57.7 5.1 8.9

Other 413 41.4 4.7 0.4 11.2 7.5 24.1 0.7 1.2 32.8

Non-doctorate-granting 39.4 8.4 9.7 0.8 9.7 4.1 10.2 3 5 9.7 0.0

'findings are limited to projects with estimated total cost at completion of $100,000 or more :or R&D related space. Project cost and space estimates areprorated to reflect R&D component only.

Data are from 1990 survey only.

Note: Details may not sum to totals because of rounding.

Source National Science Foundation, SR.S
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Table 4-6. Sources of private donations for science/engineering research facility repairkenovation projects started in 1988-89 or planned for 1990-91 by
institution type and control: 1990*

Institution type

and control

Source of private donations for repaithenovation projects

Total Corporations Foundations IndMduals Other

1988 or 1989

(actual)

1990 or 1991

(Plan)

1988 or 1989 1990 or 1991

(actual) (plan)

1988 or 1989

(actual)

1990 or 1991

(Plan)

1988 or 1989

(actual)

1990 or 1991

01*
1988 or 1989

(actual)

1990 or 1991

(Flan)

(Dollars in millions)

Total 52.1 49.9 5.0 25 9 32.7 7.3 10.1 16.2 4.3 0.4

Doctorate-granting 42.0 45.3 4.3 25.3 26.0 6.7 7.4 12.8 4.3 0.4

Top 100 in R&D.. .... 30.1 36.1 3.1 18.7 153 5.1 7.4 11.9 4.2 0.4

C Other ... 11 9 9.2 1.2 6.6 10 6 1.6 0.1 1.0 0.1 0.0

n)
.4 Non-doctorate-granting 10.1 4.6 0.7 0.6 6.7 0.6 2.7 3.3 0.0 0.0

Public 12 0 31.2 1.4 23 4 15.2 2.3 4.3 53 1.2 0.0

Doctorate-granting 13.9 31.2 1 4 23.4 9.8 2.3 13 53 1.2 0.0

In top 100 in R&D 6 1 24.1 1.4 16.8 2.0 1.8 13 53 1.2 0.0

Other 7 8 7.0 0 0 6.6 7.8 03 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Non-doctorate-granting. 8 1 0.0 0 0 0.0 5.4 0.0 2.7 0.0 0.0 0.0

Pnvate 30 1 18.7 3.6 23 173 5.1 5.9 10.7 3.1 0.4

Doctorate-granting 28 1 14.1 2.9 1.9 16.2 43 5.9 7.4 3., 0.4

In top 100 in R&D 24.0 12.0 1.7 1.9 13.4 3.3 5.8 6.4 3.0 0.4

Other 4 2 2.2 1.2 0.0 2.8 1.2 0.1 1.0 0.1 0.0

Non-doctorate-granting 1 9 4.6 0.7 0.6 1.2 0.6 0.0 3.3 0.0 0.0

"Findings are limited to projects with estimated total cost at completion of $100,000 or more for R&D related space. Project ccst and space estimates are prorated to reflect R&D component only.
Data are from 1990 survey only.

Note Details may not sum to totals because of rounding.

Source. National Science Foundation, SRS.



Table 4-7. Number of private institutions by status relative to $150 million limit cn institutional tax-exempt bonds: 1988 and 1990

Status rt.latiyc to 5150 million

limit on tax-exempt bonds

Total

Doctorate-granting
Non-

doctorate-

granting
Top 100 in R&D Other

1988 1°90 1988 1990 1988 1990 1988 1900

fotal . 205 206 30 30 73 73 103 103

Have reached the limit 20 23 16 19 4 4 0 0

Have not, but expect to in next two fiscal years a 12 7 3 1 9 1 0

!Nye not, and do not expect to in next two fiscal ),..irs 176 171 7 8 68 60 102 103

Note Details may not sum to total because of rounding

Source National Science Foundation, SRS
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Table 5-1. Condition of science/engineering research facilities by institution type and control: 1988 and 1990

Institution type and control

Condition of research facilities and year

Suitable for use

in most scientifically

sophisticated research

Effective for most

uses, bet not most

scientifically sophisticated

Raping bmited
repair/resonnion to

be used effectively

Requiring rasior repair/

renovation to be

used effectively

1988 1990 1988 1990 1988 1990 1988 1990

(R&D MAW in tboutaads)

Total 26,793 30,135 41,114 41,072 26,264 27,047 17,702 18,073

Doctorate-granting 26,076 29,158 38,836 38,636 25,170 25,870 17,193 17,503

Top 100 in R&D 19,230 22,210 28,200 27,253 19,345 18,718 13,765 12,478

Other .. .............. ....... 6,846 6,948 10,635 11,383 5,824 7,152 2,428 4,025

Non-doctorate-granting 717 977 2,278 2,437 1,095 1,177 sn 571

Pubk 19,042 21,265 29,758 31,021 20,040 20,794 13,457 13,801

Doctorate-granting 18,496 20566 28,265 29,550 19,291 20,041 13,132 13,408

In top 100 in R&D ....... ........ 13,303 15,699 20,710 21,209 15,049 14,429 10,217 9,926

Other .. .... .......... ... ..... 5,193 4,867 7,555 8,341 4,242 5,611 2 915

Non-doctorate-granting . 54t 699 1,493 1,471 748 754 325 393

Private. 7,750 8,870 11,356 10,052 6,225 6,252 4,245 4,272

DoctQrate-granting. 7,580 8,592 10,571 9,085 5,878 5,830 4,062 4,094

In top 100 in R&D . 5,927 6,512 7,490 6,043 4,296 4,288 3,548 3,552

1.653 2,081 3,080 3,042 1,582 1,541 514 543

Non-doctorate-granting . . 179 278 785 966 347 423 184 178

.1 r''' 1
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Table 5-1. Condition of science/engineering research facilities, by institution type and control: 1988 and 1990-Continued

Institution type and control

Condition of research facilities and year

Suitable for use

i% most scientifically

sophisticated research

Effec,...e for moat

uses, but not most

scientifically sophisticated

Requiring limited

repair/renovation to

be used effectively

Requiring major repair/

renovation to be

used effectively

1988 1990 1988 1990 1988 1990 1988 1990

(Percent of R&D NASF)

1 otal ............. ..... .... .. .. 23.9 25.9 36.8 353 233 233 15.8 153

Doctorate-granting 24.3 26 36.2 34.8 233 233 16.0 15.7

Top 100 in R&D 23.9 27 35.0 33 4 24.0 22.9 17.1 163

Other 25 6 233 39 8 38 6 21.8 24.2 12.8 13.6

Non-doctorate-granting . . . 15 6 18.9 495 47.2 23.8 22.8 11.1 11.1

Public... 23.1 243 36 2 35 7 24 4 23.9 16.4 15 9

Doctorate-granting 23.4 24 6 35.7 35.4 24.4 24.0 16.6 16.0

In top 100 in R&D 22 4 25.6 34.9 34 6 25.4 23.6 17.2 16.2

Other . - ... 26 1 21.8 38.0 37 4 21 3 25.2 14.6 15.0

Non-doctorate-granting. 17.5 21 1 48.0 44 3 24 0 22.7 13.4 :1.8

Priyate 26 2 30 1 38 4 34 1 21 0 21 2 14.4 145

Doctorate-granting 27 0 31 1 37 6 32.9 20.9 21.1 14.5 14.8

In top 109 in R4._ . 27 9 31 9 35.2 29 6 20.2 21.0 16.7 17.4

Other. .. 24 2 28.9 45 1 42.2 23.2 21 4 75 7.5

Non-doctorate-granting 113 15 1 52.8 52 4 23.3 22.9 12.4 9.7

Note Details may not sum to totals because of rounding

Source National Science Foundation, SRS
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Tabk 5-2. Condition of science/engineering research facilities by discipline: 1988 and 1990

Dasctpline

Condition of research facilities and year

Suitable for use

in most scientifically

soohisticated remands

Effective for most

uses, but not most

scientifically sophisticated

1988 1990 1988 7 1990

Reqviring limited

remit/renovation to

be used effectively

1988 1990

Requiring major repair/

renovation to be

used effectively

71988 1990

(R&D NASF in thousands)

...... 26,793 30,135 41,114 41,072 26,264

Engineering ....... .... . . .. . .. . .. ...... ... .. ....... .. 4,144 4,759 5,974 6,077 3,568

Physical sciences 4,121 4,240 5,531 5,403 3,572

Environmental sciences 1,182 1,132 2,559 2,447 1,642

Mathematics 213 205 327 352 140

Computer science 463 554 503 514 233

Agricultural sciences 3,744 4,228 5,726 6,996 4,624

Biological sciences ...... .. .......... ........ ...... ....... ....... 6,530 7,781 8,431 8,896 5,281

in universities and colleges . . 1,711 4,836 5,786 6.019 3,996

in medical schools .. .. . 2,819 2,945 2,645 2,877 1,284

Medif:al sciences ..... ...... ......... .... 4,493 5,389 7,059 6,824 4,690

in universities and colleges 959 1,191 2,125 1,743 1,442

in medical schools 3,534 4,197 4,934 5,081 3,248

Psychology 715 610 1,348 1,388 643

Social sciences....... 494 574 1,592 1,502 842

Other sciences, n ex . 689 664 2,063 673 981

27,047

3,746

3,324

1,580

173

261

5,011

5,884

4,257

1,626

4,684

1,181

3,503

636

937

31'

17,702 18,073

2,217 2,474

2,799 2415

926 898

42 60

232 117

3.527 4,586

3,513 3,593

2,470 2A57

1,042 1,136

3,100 2,824

773 844

2,327 1,980

381 344

359 327

605 198

Note Details may not sum to totals because of rounding

Source National Science Foundation, SRS,
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Table 5-3. Adequacy of the current amount of science/engineering research space by discipline: 1988 and 1990

Discipline

Number

of

institutions*

Percent of Institutions

Adequate
Generally

adequate
Inadequate

1988 1990 1988 1990 1988 1990 1988 1990

Total 513 517 11.4 US 48.2 46.4 40.4 41.8

Engineenng 283 2% 8 7 10 6 40.1 40.8 51.1 48.6

Physical sciences 445 450 4 7 8 7 52.4 50.8 42.9 403

Environmental sciences . 297 284 11 0 11 1 49.4 48.4 393 403

Mathematics . 318 2% 21 0 17 6 53.6 47.2 25.4 35.2

Computer science 331 280 15.0 13 ) 38 2 413 46.9 45 0

Agncultural sciences 96 94 11.0 17 0 51.2 39.9 37 7 43 1

Biological sciences 470 482 73 9 0 46.1 45.8 46.4 45.2

in universities and colleges 444 451 8 3 8 7 45 8 48.2 45 9 43.1

in medical schools 91 105 3.7 10.4 47 3 353 49.0 54 1

Medical sciences . 255 267 8 8 10.4 48 7 373 423 52 0

in universities and colleges 191 189 14 3 13 0 46.0 40.3 39.7 46 7

in medical schools 134 141 0 8 7 0 52.6 33.8 46.6 59.2

Psychology 403 398 10 8 13.2 51.4 54.3 31 8 32.4

Social sciences . 360 345 12 9 12 7 50 2 51.0 36.9 36 2

Other sciences. n e c 90 69 10 4 16.9 51 3 39.2 38 4 44 0

Excludes institutions with no R&D space in the discipline and those reporting "Not applicable or not needed.'

Note Percentages may not sum to 100 because of rounding.

Source National Science Foundation, SRS
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Table 5-4. Adequacy of DATA COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS by discipline: 1988 and 1990*

Discipline

Number

of
institutions'

Percent of institutions

Adequate Genetally

adequate
Inadequate"'

19118 1990 1988 1990 1988 1990 1988 1990

Total 510 517 16.5 16.2 52.2 53.6 31.4 30.2

Engineering 281 295 263 28.0 36.8 39.6 36.7 32.4

Physical sciences 434 447 11.9 15.5 543 511 33.6 31.4
Environmental sciences 283 282 20.0 14.1 43.6 55.9 36.3 30.0
Mathematics 307 282 14.9 15.7 54.8 50.1 30.3 34.2

9
Computer science 329

Agricultural sciences 96

279 16.9

94 9.2

18.4

9.6

52.4

51.3

48.6

60.8

30.7

39.4

33.0

29.6
Biological sciences 458 480 12.9 103 59.0 57.6 28.2 31.9

in colleges and universities . 432 448 14.8 10,8 54.9 55.0 30.3 34.3
in medical schools 91 105 3.6 9.3 78.2 69.0 18.2 21.7

Medical sciences 241 264 10.6 8.9 60.1 60.4 29.3 30.7
in colleges and universities 180 185 14.6 9.2 50.8 54.6 34.7 36.2
in medical schools 131 141 5.1 8.6 AO 68.1 21.9 23.3

Ps3-hology 187 399 23.4 233 49.4 543 27.2 22.0
Social sciences... 342 332 17.6 16.2 53.0 53.9 29.4 29.9
Other sciences, n.e.c. :.: 68 13.7 18.7 49.1 58.9 37.2 223

Excludes institutions with no R&D space in the discipline and those reporting "Not applicable or not needed."

'Includes responses 'Inadequate and "Nonexistent, but needed

Note. Percentages may not sum to 100 because of rounding.

Source: National Science Foundation, SRS.



Table 5-5. Adequacy of POWER SYSTEMS by discipline: 1988 and 1990'

Discipline

Number

et
imtitutiomt*

Percent d institutions

Adequate Genend ly

adequate
Inadequate"

1988 1990 1988 1990 1988 1990 1983 1990

Total 513 517 30.1 29.6 54.4 53.1 15.5 17.2

Engmeenng. 283 296 24.8 28.2 36.2 57.0 19.0 14.8

Physical sciences 434 450 16.4 21.8 67.8 63.8 15.7 14.4

Environmental sciences 285 284 23.7 26.1 574 42.4 18.6 315
Mathematics 288 262 39.7 31.1 44.3 53.7 15.9 15.2

0 Computer science 194 252 34.1 28.4 48.4 53.9 173 15.7

(:.i
0.

Agzicultural sciences 96 94 173 18.7 60.8 593 21.8 21.8

Biological sciences 462 482 293 26.2 52-2 52.9 18.3 20.9

in colleges and universities 436 451 30.7 25.1 50.2 52.3 19.0 22.6

in medical schools 91 105 233 31.1 61.8 553 14.7 13 4

Medical sciences 248 259 35.6 33.0 51.1 49.9 133 17.1

in colleges and universities 183 180 19.1 32.7 483 4: 2 12.4 18.1

in medical schools 134 141 30.9 33.4 545 50.8 14.6 15.8

Psychology 386 393 44.7 44.3 48.1 44.3 7.2 11.3

Social sciences 320 319 30.9 32.1 57.8 53.0 113 14.9

Other sciences, n c.c. ... 69 22.5 32.4 38.5 57.0 19.1 10.7

F..xcludes institutions with no R&D space in the discipline and those reporting 'Not applicable or not needed.*

'Includes responses "Inadequate" and "Nonexistent, but needed."

Note. Percentages may not sum to 100 because of rounding.

Source. National Science Foundation, SRS.
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Table 5-6. Adequacy of HEATING, VENTILATION AND MR CONDITIONING (HVAC) by discipline: 1988 and 1990*

Discipline

Number

of
institutions'

Percent of ristitutions

Adequate Generally

adequate
Inadequate"

1988 1990 1988 1990 1988 1 1988 1990

1 otal 509 517 :9 5 18.7 53.1 511 273 30.2

Engineering 283 '96 17.4 183 54 9 48.6 27.7 32.9

Physical sciences 432 450 11 7 14 1 51.9 44 0 36 4 41.9

Environmental sciences 289 284 20 4 163 49 0 44 9 303 38.6

Mathemativ-s 272 285 26 4 24 1 483 49 6 25 1 26.3

Computer science 297 255 28 6 19 4 46.3 54.1 25.0 263
U

Agricultural sciences 96 94 7 4 6 2 60 6 60.7 31 9 33 1
tN)

Biological sciences 462 482 12 2 15 2 57 0 53 7 30 8 31 1

in colleges and universities 435 450 10 6 14 0 56.7 53 2 32 7 32 9

i. nedical schools 91 105 19 9 203 58 4 55 8 21.7 23 7

Medic. 1 sciences 245 267 22 6 22 3 56 3 55 7 21 0 22 0

in colleges and universities 180 189 22 2 1 / 8 56 7 60 2 21 2 22 0

in medical schools 134 141 23 3 28 3 55 9 49 6 20 8 22 1

Psvi. holop 392 401 26 2 22 6 48 3 46 3 255 31 1

Soci il sciences 308 319 21 7 22 2 615 62 6 16 8 15 2

Other sciences, n e c 90 68 15 6 21 4 51 4 47 4 33 0 31 2

1ixcludes institutions wish no R&D space in the discipline md :hose reporting "Not applicable o: not needed "

"Includes responses "Inadequate and "Nonexistent, but needed

Note Percentages may not sum to 100 because of rounding

Source National Scance Foundation. SRS
r-



Table 5-7. Adequacy of AIR DECONTAMINATION by discipline and adequacy of TOXIC WASTE DISPOSAL: 1988 and 1990*

Discipline

Number

of

institutions'

Percent of institutions

Adequate
Generally

adequate
Inadequate'

1988 1990 1988 1990 1988 1990 1988 1990

Air Decontamination

Total 505 514 19 6 16.6 51 2 513 29.3 31,9

Engmeenng 256 273 14.0 18.5 60 1 46 4 25.9 35 0

Physical sciences. 435 445 14.0 10.8 45.2 49 8 40.7 39.4

Environmental sciences 277 275 18.8 17 1 50.8 42.1 30.4 40.7

Mathematics 72 383 52.3 - 9.2 -

Computer science 104 38 2 - 53.8 - 8.0 -

Agricultural sciences 87 93 153 17 2 48.8 44 5 35.7 38.3

U Biological sciences 462 477 12 1 12 0 53 8 57 9 34 1 30 1

(...) in colleges and universities 436 444 11 3 10 2 52 4 57 9 36 3 31 9

in medical schools 91 105 16 0 19.4 603 58 0 233 22 6

Medical sciences 228 254 23 0 18 6 50.3 56 8 26.7 1.4 7

ir colleges and universities 167 175 22 9 14.9 43 0 57 6 29 1 77 4

in medical schools 134 1-41 23 0 23.1 53 2 55 7 23.8 21.2

Psychology 222 237 37 9 23.6 51.8 54 6 15 3 21 8

SOCIal sciences 93 113 32 3 31 9 51.9 48 7 15.8 17 5

Other sciences, n c c

toxic Waste DispRsal

78 50 18 8 21 8 36 9 48.6 44 4 29 5

1 otal . 500 480 22.4 22 8 53 1 58 4 24.5 18 9

'Excludes institutions with no R&D space in the discipline and those reporting 'Not a:Thermic or not needed

"includes responses "Inadequate" and 'Nonexistent, but needed '

- Not applicable for this discipline

Note. Percentages may not sum to 100 because of rounding.

Soune National Science Foundation, SKS
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Table 5-8. Adequacy of selected aspects of research infrastructure by type and control of institution: 1988 and 1990

Infrastructure aspect and adequacy rating

Total Doctorate-granting Non-doctorate-

granting
Private

Top WO øtiier

1988 1990 1988 1990 1988 1990 1988 1990
1988 1990 1988 1990

(Percent of institutions)

Current amount of R&D space 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Adequate 11.4 11.8 6.0 95 12.9 113 13.9 13.8 10.3 10.8 119 13.9

Generally adequate . 48.2 46.4 44.4 40.3 48.4 486 50.7 49.2 47.5 43.1 49.7 53.4

Inadequate 40.4 41.8 49.6 50.2 38.6 39.9 35.3 37.0 42.2 46.2 36.4 32.7

Data communacanons systems 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Adequate 165 16.2 123 14.6 12.2 17.0 23.8 16.7 16.0 14.8 17.4 19.2

Gene rally adequa te 52.2 53 6 545 ' 54.8 58.5 47.8 47.1 501 51.8 55.3 57.3

inadequate 31 4 30 2 33.0 29.9 33.0 245 28.4 36.1 33.2 33.4 27.4 235

Power systems ... . 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Adequate . . 30.1 29.6 22.4 23.0 29.1 33.0 37.3 31.7 28.5 26.8 33.9 35.7

Generally adequate 54.4 53.1 59.3 595 55.2 53.8 49.7 47.2 54.4 52.8 54.4 53.8

Inadequate . . 153 0.2 18 3 175 15.7 13.2 13.0 21.1 17.1 205 11.8 105

IIVAC" 100.0 100.0 100 0 100 0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Adequate . 195 18.7 123 13.4 22.0 24.2 22.4 175 18.4 17.1 -1.8 21.9

Generally adequate 53 1 51.1 52.9 53.4 52.9 50.3 53.4 50.0 53.6 51.7 51.9 49.7

Inadequate 273 30.2 34.6 33.2 25.1 253 24.3 323 28.0 31.1 26.3 28.4

4 r", ^1
I 0 i

1 0 ;



Table 5-8. Adequacy of selected aspects of research infrastructure by type and control of institution: 1988 and 1990--Continued

Infrastructure aspect and adequacy rating

Total Doctorate-granting Non-doctorate-

granting
Public Private

Top 100 Other

1988 1990 1988 1990 1988 1990 1988 1990
1988 1990 1988 1990

(Percent of institutions)

Air decontamination ... 100.0 100 0 100 0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100 0 100.0 100.0

Adequate.... . 19 6 16 6 14.8 13.2 17.6 20 0 25.6 15.9 20.2 17 3 18.2 14.8

Generally adequate 51.2 513 523 51 9 54.2 56.0 47.0 46.6 50.1 49.7 533 553

Inadequate 29 3 31 9 32 7 35.0 28.2 24 0 27.4 37.4 29.7 32.9 28.3 29.7

Toxic waste disposal . 100 0 100 0 100.0 100.0 100 0 100 0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Adequate 22 4 22.8 18 7 24 6 29.7 31.0 17.7 14.6 26.8 21 8 15.6 24.3

Generally adequate 53 1 58.4 63.7 533 49 3 60.6 51.4 58.8 49.4 59.8 58.8 56.1

1 nadeq uate 24 5 18 9 17 5 21 9 21 0 8 3 30.9 26 6 23 8 18 4 25.6 19.6

'11VAC - heating, ventilation, and air conditioning

Note Percentages may not sum to 100 beLause of rounding

',ource National Science Foundation, SRS
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Table 6-1. Total net assignable square feet (NASF) of space in science/engineering disciplines and NASF used for R&D in historically black colleges
and universities: 1988 and 1990

Discipline

Total NASF Total R&D NAM'

1988 1990 1988 1990

Number of institutions with any space 29 29 29 29

I otal NASF 6,077 2 s.175 4 1,111 7 1,439.6

(NASF in thousands)

Engineenr g 776 7 979 0 151.7 167,4

Physical sciences 803 8 810 1 179 4 1893
Environmental sciences 44 1 56 0 10.3 26.3
Mathematics 173 2 163.5 12.2 25.8

Computer science 150 0 113.9 43 4 29.9

Agncultural sciences 604 0 834.1 259 3 433.1
Biological sciences 1,130 1 933 9 231 7 290 7

in colleges and universines 509 0 545 5 141.1 170 1

in medical schools 621 1 388 ' 90 6 120.6

Medical sciences . 1,846 1 1,766 3 177.4 207 4
to colleges and universities 593 0 956.0 36.6 49.7

in medical schools 1,253 1 810 3 140 9 :57 7
Psyrhology 118 7 105 1 14.2 18 8

Social sciences 304 2 322.1 28.4 46.6
Other sciences, n c c 126 3 91 3 3.7 4 0

Note Details may not sum to totals becawe of rounding

Source National Science Foundation, SRS



Table 6-2. Construction and repair/renovation projects at historically black colleges and universities by year of project start: 1986-1991*

Protect type and mdex

Year of project start

1986 or 1987

(actual)

1988 or 1989

(plan)

1988 or 1989

(actual)

1990 or 1991

(plan)

Construction projects

Fotal project completion costs (in minions) $71 8 $36 5 $55.1 $11.6

Fotal square feet (in thousands) 481 2 90 5 318.6 82.3

Square feet as percent of total R&D spare 43% 8% 22% 6%

Repair/renovation

lotal project comphtion costs (in rninicns) 11 1 1 9 16 6 15 6

Fotal square feet (in thousands) 137 1 88 6 308.4 130 4

Square feet as percent of total R&D space 120l 8% 21% 9%

1 indings are limited t projects with estimated total cost at completion of S100.G00 or more for R&D i.tlated space Project cost and ,;pace estimates are prorated to reflect R&D component only.

Note ll-jetalls nr t sum to totals hecause of rounding

Source National Science Foundation, SRS

1 7 2 173



Table 6-3. Sources of funds for science/engineering research facilities construction projects at historically black colleges and universities by year of
project start: 1986-1991w

Sources of funds

Year of project start

1986 or 1967 1988 or 1989 191SP .-$1.198 1990 or 1991

(actual) (plan) (actual) (plan)

(dollars lo millions)

Total 71 8 36.5 55.1 11.6

Funds from each sourle

Fttderal goverment 32 7 5 7 35 0 0.1

State/local government 25.8 30 8 11.5 11.4

t
(....>

Private donations n 1 00 7.7 00
,..o Institutional funds 2.3 0 0 0 9 0.0

Debt financing . 0 0 00 0.0 0.0

Tax-exempt bonds 0 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

Other debt 0 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

Other sources 0.0 00 0.0 0.0

*Findings are linint-d to projects with estimated total cost at compktion of $100,000 or more for R&D related space. Project cost and space estimates areprorated to reflect R&D compomat
only

Note Detatls may not sum to totals because of rounding

Source National Science Foundation. SRS
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Table 6-4. Sources of funds for science/engineering research facilities repairfrenovatim projects at historically black colleges and univertities by year
3f project start: 1986-1991*

Sources of funds

Year of project star.

1986 or 1987

(actual)

1988 or 1989

(plan)

1988 or 1989

1_

(actual)

1990 or 1991

(plan)

(dollars in millions)

rota l 14 1 4 9 16 6 15.6

Funds from each source

Federal goverment 8 7 1.9 12 9 0 6

State/local government 4 9 2 1 0.8 14.3

F Pnvate donations 05 0 9 2.0 0.4
L..)
vz. Institutional funds 0 0 0 0 0 1 0.0

Debt financing.. . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.3

Tax-exempt bonds 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.3

Other debt 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0

Other sources 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 0

Findings are limited to projects %%nth estimated total cost at completion of 5100.000 or more for R&D related space Project cost and space estimates are prorated to reflect R&D component
only

Note Details may not sum to totals because of rounding

`source National Science Foundation, SRS

1 '7 6 i .7 7



Table 6-5. Condition of science/engineering research facilities at historically black colleges and universities by discipline: 1988 and 1990

Discipline

ConclitiAn of research facilities and year

Suitable for use

in most scientifimlly

sophisticated research

Effective for most

uses, but not most

scientifically sophisticated

Requiring limited

repair/renovation to

be used effectively

Requiring major repair/

renovation to be

used :ffectively

1988 1990 19&S 1990 1988 194 1988 1990

(RID NASF in thousands)

1 otal 399 445 428 643 195 252 76 100

Engineering 79 37 36 83 24 31 12 17

Physiral sciences 8 39 102 86 50 45 15 19

Environmental sciences 0 I 2 19 6 3 1

Matiiematics 7_ 3 7 16 3 4 1 2

Computer scieme 2_1 8 13 11 3 9 2 2

Agricultural sciences 118 201 61 165 56 :i5 23 32

Biological svences 41 43 147 178 34 60 9 10

in universities and colleges 35 43 65 80 32 38 9 9

in medical schools 6 0 82 98 2 22 1 1

Medical sciences 112 100 37 51 14 47 8 10

in universities and co:Icgcs 1 5 12 18 9 17 8 10

in medical schooh 110 95 26 32 5 30 0 0

Psychology 6 5 6 8 2 4 0 2

Social sciences 7 8 13 25 7 8 2 5

Other S:lefICes, n r e 0 1 1 0 7 3 1 0

Note Details may not sum to iv als hecause of rounding

rsrir(e National Science Fountloon, SRS



Table 6-6. Adequacy of the amount of research space at historically black colleges and universities by discipline: 1988 and 1990

Disciphne

Number

of

tnantutions
Adequate Generally

adequate
Inadequate'

1988 1990 1988 1990 1988 1990 1988 1990

otal 29 29 163

kpercent of institutions)

16 1 53.2 49 1 30.2 34 8

Engineer.ng 13 13 27 3 7 7 54 5 69.2 18 2 23.1

Physical sciences 2A 25 93 8.0 61 9 56.0 28.6 36.0

1:nvtronmental sciences 3 10 n 0 0 0 33.3 60.0 66.7 40.0

Mat hzmatics 14 14 16 7 14 3 58.3 57 1 25 0 28.6

C ,mpLter science 16 11 28 6 27 3 35.7 36 4 35.7 36 4

Agncultural scienLes 13 14 27 3 35 7 453 28 6 27 3 35 7

Biological sciences 28 26 16 0 14 8 52 0 44.4 32 0 40.7
in colleges nd universities 27 25 13 0 8 0 52 2 48 0 34.8 44.0

in nedical schools / 2 50 0 100 0 50 0 0 0 0 0 0.0

Medical sciences 9 11 30 0 41 7 70 0 33 3 0.0 25.0

in colleges and universities 8 9 42 9 33 3 57.1 33 3 0 0 33.3

in medical schools . 1_ 3 0 0 66 7 100.0 33 3 0.0 0.0
Psychology 14 13 83 154 506 462 417 383
Social sciences 19 19 5 3 103 50 0 47 4 43 8 42.1

sc:er.ces. 5 3 0 0 0 0 75.0 100 0 2.5 0 6.0

'Excludes institutions with no R&D space in the discipline and those reporting -Nct applicable or not needee, "

Indudes responses Inadequate" and "Nonexistent, but needed "

Note Details may not sum to totals because of rounding

Sou(c. National Science Foundation, SRS
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Telephone Device for the Deaf

The rational Science Foundation (NSF) has Telephonic Device for
the Deaf (TDD) capability which enables the individuals with hearing
impairment to communicate with the Division of Personnel and
Management for information relating to NSF programs, employment,
or general information. This number is (202) 357-7492.
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Appendix 16

END

U.S. Dept. of Education

Office of Education
hesearch and

Improvement (OERI)

ERIC

Date Filmed

March 21,1991


